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''With ·cod 
All Things Are Possible!'' 

Are you facing difficult Problems? Poor Health? Money or Job 
Troubles? Love or Family Troubles? Are you Worried about some one 
dear to you? Is some one dear to you Drinking too Much? Do you ever 
get Lonely - Unhappy - Discouraged? Would you like to have more 
Happiness, Success and "Good Fortune" in Life? 

H you do have any of these Problems, or others like them, dear friend, 
then here is wonderful NEWS - NEWS of a remarkable NEW WAY 
of PRAYER that is helping thousands of other men and women to glori
ous NEW happiness and joy! Whether you have always believed in 
PRAYER or not, this remarkable NEW WAY may bring a whole NEW 
world-of happiness and joy to you - and very, very quickly too! 

So don't wait, dear friend. Don't let another mh:~ute go by! H you are 
troubled, worried or unhappy IN ANYWAY,- we invite you to send 
your name and address with 10c in coin or stamps so we can rush FULL 
INFORMATION to you by AIR MAIL about this remarkable NEW 
WAY of PRAYER that is helping so many, many others and may just as 
certainly and quickly help YOU! - , ,,,,, 

You will surely bless this day- so please don't delay! Just mail NOW 
with your name, address and 10c in coin or stamps to LIFE-STUDY 
FELLOWSHIP, Box 4606, Noroton, Conn. We will rush this wonderful 
NEW Message of PRAYER and FAITH to you by AIR MAIL. 
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INGRID· BERGMAN'S' -·BABY 
by Grant Lewi ' 

W HEN abundant publicity sur
rounds the birth of a child, the 

horoscope is very likely to hold some un
usual points of interest. Pre-natal, and 
quick post-natal. advertisiug can indic.ate 
either .a nine-days' wonder- after which 
the chi'ld grows lip jn the normal quietude 
of his family; or it can indicate a situa
tion that will remain with the child and 
become a part of •his development. 

On Feb. 2nd, 1950, the following news
story appeared : 

"The Italian news ~gency Ansa said film 
star Jngrid .Be.rgnJ,J.U _gave bfrth to a baby 
boy tonight .in a Rome hospital . . . .Ansa'·s 
account said the birth occurred at 7 p. m." 

THE CMA.RT FQR ]NGlUD B..ERG:MA.N'S .SON 

as erected for 7 p. m. on Feb. 2, 1950, for 
the latitude and longitude of Rome, Italy, 
is an intensely interesting one, since it 
contains a Full Moon, with th.e Moon in 
Leo in the 12th House, and the Sun -in 
Aquarius in th.e _6th. (If this chart is ro
tated for the latitude and longitude of 
New York (1 _p. m. E. S. T.) we ·find 
that the Sun com.eJ> into the 9th House, 
with the Moon opposed from the 3rd; 
these are the houses oJ the press and pub
licity (9th Housr) and of its pettier 
counterpart, gossip ( 3rd House) and 
indeed it was in the United States that the 
publicity attendant on this child's birth 
was enormous.) 

It is, however, the Full Moon as such 
· which enlists our first interest. The 
houses across which the Full Moon falls 
are, by its pr~sence, given particular 
meaning; but the Full Moon, of .itself, is 
such an important influence that it should 

be considered the key aspect of any horo
scope in w:hich it occurs. 

The Sun is the male (father) principle; 
the Moon is the female (mother) prin
ciple .. These two princip1es..,....:...male and f e
male, active and passiv:e, projective and 
receptive, extroverted and introverted
are contained in everyone .. An harmoni
ous -relationship between Sun a,nd Moon, 
such as a trine or sextile, is one of the 
strongest assurances of _:5otmdness, and 
of a personality able to adjust harmonious
ly to the business of living. 

In addition, the s_pac,e--re1atio.n.ship be
tween Sttn and Moon is one of £he basic 
clues to the nature of the per:Sorudity as a 
whole-whether it is indine<l to be intro
verted and involving, or .extroverted and 
projective. There are two rules that are 
fundamental in this connection. 
1. The closer the Moon is to the Sun, 

the more personality inclines to be in
troverted and introspective. The ex
treme of this type is tbe individual 
born at the New Moon (Moon con
junct Sun) . The correlary 'to this rule 
is that the farther the Moon is from 
the Sun, the more · extroverted and , 
projective the personality tends to be. 
The extreme of this typ.e is the indi
vidujll born at the Full Moon (Moon 
opposite Sun). 

2. Individuals born in the "light of the 
Moon"-i.e., with Moon going aul(Ly 
froni the Siin, toward the fui1, tend 
to be projective and extroverted; while 
the correlary to this is that those born 
with the Moon coming toward the 
Sun ("dark of' the Moon") tend to 
introspective and introverted. 

THE ASTROLOGO, 



A study in planetary"'influ
ences, centering around the 

Full Moon and its meaning 
in the horoscope of the 

infant and the adult. 

IN THE FuLL MooN PERSONALITY, THEN 
we discover several things. 

First, the two poles of the nature, the 
male and the female influences, are op

''fort to find a place in the world, by identi
fication of the self with someone else. This 

• someone else is usually the Mother 
(Moon), since those born under the Full 
Moon tend to see the whole world, as it 
were, through the screen of the Mother. 
It is as if the child ( and then the adult) 
sa,ys to himself, "I am not sure of my 
place in the world, of niy owfi individual
ity, of my own reality; but Mother is 
real, and therefore I will be mother, I 
will see with her eyes, think her thoughts, 
and so I will make sure of my place in the 
world; of the world's reality, and of my 
reality." ' 

posed to each oth~r, and as far apart as IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE FuLL 
they can get. Moon personality ( and it applies also to 

Second, the extreme distance of Moon any lunar-dominated chart) it is necessary 
from Sun indicates the maximum of ex- for the non-lunar type to accept the fact 
troversion-of the capacity, the desire, that not all people live in the same type of 
and even the need, to project the p·erson- world. 
ality into the world. Most liv:e in the world of reality, of 

The need to project is seen as arising things as they obviously and apparently 
from the individual's sense of,separate- are. 
ness between the two poles of his nature. But some live in a world of fantasy, 

What actually happens is that the Solar because they do not believe in the real , 
nature, which should be the basic seat of world, and-therefore they invent another 
individual identity, constantly tries to pro- world in which to live. 
ject itself through the lunar nature. This The world in which the Full Moon per
occurs because the Full Moon individual sonality lives is, first and foremost, the 
usually manifests, and expresses, a very world as seen through the eyes of the 
shaky sense of place. in the world. Many Mother and through the screen of the 
children have the fantasy, at some time ~r mother-image as it comes to exist in the 
other, that they are orphans, that their child, ;md as it is often carried ovE;t into 
parents are not their real parents, and so the life of later years. 
forth. Such fantasies are so universal A child born under a Full Moon will 
among children, as they grow out of their strive very hard indeed to please the 
first infancy into awareness of the world, mother, not always because the mother 
that they are accepted as normal. The demands it, but often because of some
child, entering into awareness of life, thing in the child which is very difficult, 
seeks for his place in the world as an in- in some cases, to track to its psychologi
dividual, rejects his apparent place in ea.I and experiential lair. Sometimes there 
fantasy, invents a new place for himself, appears no sufficient cause, in the indi
and so forth. This fantasy does not, ordi- vidual's chart or history, for the exces
narily, last very long, and is replaced by . sive dependency on the good opinion of 
an acceptance of reality. the mother that is exhibited by the Full 

The sense of placelessness of the Full Moon child, and later by the older person 
Moon person, however, is such that the with the Full Moon in the chart. 
fantasy of not belonging is likely to per- l Yet in all cases, the tendency to lose 
sist for a long time. The projective ten- the identity-first in the mother, and then 
dency of the Full Moon person is an ef- perhaps in a successiog of other people-.. 
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and to become identified with someone 
else's ideas, wishes, ·etc., is very prom
inently marked in individuals. born under 
the Full Moon. 

Some, by this kind of identification of 
self with other, achieve considerable suc
cess in the world of dran1a or politics; 
these are tneir best media of development, 
for they provide a constructive use for 
the need to .project, for the dramatic 
sense, for the need io: be someone else, 
and to achieve a sense of place in the 
world throuzh such projective identifica
tion. 

houses, a powerful and harmonious bond 
between the par>nts; while the absence of_ 
afflictions to the Moon ( other than its 
opposition to the Sun and its related 
planets) is a happy circumstance to find 
in connection with the Full Moon. It in
dicates that the projection of the boy, 
and his tendency to identify himself with 
his Mother, will occur in the environment 
of love, and will not get mixed up with 
the contrary emotions which, when they 
agitate the emotional centers · that should 
breed love, can make serious emotional 
conflict. Th~ rising Saturn, plus the Full 
Moon, indicates too strong a bond to the 
world of his elders, his parents .... arrd 
because the rulers of the 10th House ( fa
ther) is conjunct the Sun, the father is a 
close .second to the mothe_r, in fhis boy's 
sense of place, identity, and belonging. 

And some, who do not put their fan
tasies to some such use, can ·either drift, 
or, by finding an individual (husband, 
wife, partner) who fulfills the image and 
occupies. the screen that is constantly be
fore their eyes, can achieve an harmoni
ous life, as a part of the life of someone 
else. 

Because the Full Moon falls in the 
12th House, this child seems likely to 
lead a sheltered life, surrounded by ~ 

THE FULL MooN IS ESPECIALLY SENSI- great love and a very high degree of ma
TIVE to the influences in the chart which terial security. His chart looks like that 
show the presence or absence of love irt of a lovable darling, who will do every
the environment. Being so dualistic in thing in his power to merit the love ·and 
nature, those born under the Full Moon happiness he gets, and who can be 
are particularly sensitive to the struggle "spoiled" by an excess of devotion. The 
between what Karl Menninger calls publicity surrounding his birth is shown 
Love against Hate, in his. book of that by ·Uranus elevated in the .chart, techni- -
title. Thus, when we see strong lunar- ea.Hy in the 10th House though witain a 
martian · influences (such as conjUl).ction, degree of the cusp of the..,.flth; yet this 
square, or opposition between Moon and publicity does not seem to impinge very 
Mars) in a Full Moon chart, we expect strongly on him, nor to have much bear
serious emotional consequences unless ing on his immediate development: That 
the individual is. given intelligent, and the Moon, which is the universal significa- . 
early, special handling. Similarly, when tor of public opinion and publicity, is 
Venus and Mars are adversely configured, bottled up in the 12th House would indi
we are dubious about the development of. cate that, so- far as his early years are· 
the emotional life, for the projective qua!- concerned, publicity may never reach him 

_ ities then operate from an excessively at all ... and this would seem to indicate 
. agitated emotional basis, and the ·results a desire on the part of his parents, espe-
are likely to be unl1appy. cially the Mother (Moon) that he should 

In the chart of Ingrid Bergman's son, be kept apart and aloof. There is a dan
however, the underpinning emotional in- ger in this, considered in light of the Full 

.. fluences are very sound, as shown by the Moon, in the 12th House: it is ve_ry 
disposition of Mars and Venus, which dubious whether the sheltering process 
are also the rulers to- the 4th ~ouse can be continued in ways that will actual
( Mother) and 10th House (Father). The ly protect: the effort to shelter may prove 
trine between these planets indicates, es- unduly restrictive to the individuality of 
pecially because they rule these parental _ (Continued on page 63) 
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THE WAY TO IMMORTALITY 

What's Your Astrological Age? 
Part Ill 

IN our study of the "age-levels" into 
which the life-span of man can be most 

generally divided, we have come to the 
mid-forties ·and the more or less sharply 
marked crisis of the ':change of life." The_ 
crisis is usually experienced, first, at the 
psychological-emotional level; then a few 
years later at the level of physiological 
functions, and in changes of the "tone" of 
the entire organism of personality. 

In its broadest aspect, this crisis can be 
said to last from 42 to 56, and thus con
sidered, 't follows a period, also lasting 
fourteen years (28 to 42) during which the 
basic issue is the definite establishment of 
an "integrated personality," in. relation to 
one kind or another of function or work in 
the community. 

I USE THE TERMS "INTEGRATED PERSON
ALITY" to mean the condition of a man or 
woman who !~as reached maturity; who is 
therefore theoretically on his or her own, 
relatively independent from parental in
fluences, relatively secure in a life and a 
type of work of his or her own choosing, 
with or without a family. 

An integrated and mature person is one 
who presents a relatively unified and 
steady front to society, who "stands by 
himself" in the midst of other human be
ings, and who, to some degree at least, 
produces something of value in the com
munity-whether this something is a child, 
a well-kept home, a commercial product, 
or a professional service. 

•/ 

THERE ARE . THREE BASIC LEVELS AT 
which a normal human being can and 
should operate. 

The level of the "integrated personal
ity" is the third. 
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By Dane Rudhyar 

The first is the "organic level"-that 
of the body and its instinctual activities
the main focus of experience from con
ception to the age of 14. 

The second is the level of psychologi
cal-mental and social unfoldment, the 
stage on which the life-force in man pri
marily operates from 14 to 28. 

Each of th~se three levels can be sub
divided into two seven-year periods, and 
we have seen how these, periods correlate 
approximately to the main subdivisions of 
the cycles of Saturn and Uranus. 

WHAT I CALL "INTEGRATED PERSONAL
ITY" is founded upon the sense, not only 
of being an autonomous "I" or ego, but 
also of being able to function as an ·inde-
pendent and well-organized ego in a com
munity-thus, to perform a work, to serve 
a purpose, to fill a place. This means a 
sense of responsibility (Saturn) to some 
sort of whole or organism greater than 
one is-responsibility to society, respon
sibility to the whole evolution of human
ity, and to "God" as the symbol of the 
wholeness of the entire universe. 

To be a self; to take one's place in the 
world as a self-these are the require
ments of life as an individual person. And 
this means to have become basically -
autonomous (i.e. self-determined, self
sustained, and aware of one's unique pur
pose of destiny) and creative ( i.e. able to 
fulfill this purpose) . The period lasting 
from 28 to 42 should bring these two facets 
of an integrated personality to a condition 
of at least relativel_y steady and definite de
velopment. 

SOMETIMES, HOWEVER, THIS DEVELOP
MENT is either unsteady or vague. The 



person remains emotionally immature and 
still bound to the "psychic womb" of some 
"Mother" (whether the actual mother, or 
a substitute motherly entity su.ch as the 
idealized wife, the Church, the Party or 
some protective "spiritual" Group). If 
the growing individual has not yet over
come and neutralized a sense of inferior
ity or guilt, or some other complex result
ing from difficult early experiences-then, 
the years 28 to 42 fail to witness the es
tablishment of a mature and integrated 
personality. The result is, in such a case, 
a difficult crisis during the forties; a more 
or less chaotic or tragic "change of life." 

URANUS OPPOSES ITS NATAL PLACE 

around the age of 42; Saturn, around the 
45th year. What these opposition-phases 
indicate essentially is the need to establish 
a new attitiede toward human relationship 
and society. If the old attitude has not led 
to personal maturity, then a radical 
change of attitude is necessary ; this usu
ally implies emotional upsets, "falling in 
love", and a new kind of "crisis of ado
lescence". 

The adolescent is in love with love; he 
is yearning for, yet afraid of, the "great 
Unknown". _ 

The men and women in their mid
forties are trying, on the other hand, to 
absorb a sense of failure with love; they· 
want to be redeemed, to drink from a deep 
well they had failed to discover in their . 
preoccupation with life's superficialities, 
to tear down the "veils of Isis" -the pro
tective mother-envelopes which have 
stifled them-and to meet the "God-in-the
depth", the Plutonian Fountain of Rebirth, 
the bare, all-human Roots of their essen
tial humanity. They must make a new 
start . '. . before it is too late. And the 
pressure of the feeling of this being "a last 
chance" can bring to them not only glieat 
emotional intensity, but. also tragedy. 

1Both may be necessary; but are, in most 
cases, costly, in one way or another. 

The opposition-phases in the Saturn 
and Uranus cycles force the individual in 
his mid-forties to beconte aware of the 
meaning and value of intimate human re-

8 

lationship, of love, and as well of true C<>
operation at the level of social processes; 
(profession, everyday work, friends, etc.) .. 

JT IS BECAUSE THESE MEANINGS AND 

values have not been understood-be-• 
cause the adolescent has clung to the pro-• 
tectiori of his or her parents, tradition, or· 
religion, and remained passively and semi-
consciously identified with these psychic: 
"wombs"-that the condition of mature~ 
autonomous, self-sustained personality· 
has not been reached. 

This subjecti_ve, taken-for-granted state· 
of identification and introversion may have: 
been fostered by early illness, by the over
absorbing lov_e of the mother, or by what-. 
ever developed an early sense of jnferior~
ity and over-sensitiveness to the impacts. 
of a chaotic society. In any case, it made 
real human relationship very difficult, or 
impossible; while creating a sense of lone
liness and psychic dependence, a jeamitfg: 
to escape either in dream~ or to lose onesdf 
in hard work, business, heroic adventures. 
--even in art~tic creation and "spiritual"' 
study · or teaching. Superficially ..,great 
things may ha:vel)een accomplished, if one 
had a fine ancestry or a splendid mind ;. 
yet, the personality has remained imma
ture, divided, inwardly uncertain, beset by 
an inner sense of frustration and perhaps. 
fear. 

The struggle of the forties is thus pri
marily-when of a tense natu,e-a con
frontation with the failure of the ego to 
have become <leeply "humart", to have. 
used in individual freedom and responsi
bility, with courage and a clear sense of 
purpose, the energies at the "root" of hu
man nature. 

However, where there has been no such 
failure, then, the opposition-phases of the 
Saturn and Uranus cycles can meat1 im
deed real illumination-or at the more 
average social level, professional success. 
and the rewards of increased prestige and. 
authority in one's community. 

AT ABOUT THE SA~E AGE,- NEP'F-UNE 

reaches a position 90 degrees ahea«If @·£ its 
(Continued on page 50) 
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"Wluj, (bid JlraL 
Jo 'ffl.JL ?'' 

Eaeh m0nth.,. were-going tO' try t0 answer this qiie.s,tion, by dealizng with readers' 
qu.el'ies. Nof @mly: WHY it hafrPetted, bMtt why it happened, just WHEN it hap;pein:ed 
-for. these <Jil11i.esti0ln's 0iWd thei1' a1:11swe:rs are tied tag ether- by, yOIU,r h0,ros.cape and 
the· influerllc-e:s at. w01rk in it, at the time of c.r-ucial,. su1(p¥ising, e.vcitin.g;, Mild out-o,f~ 
the-way events in your Fvf,e. Els.ewlie11e in this. issue,. y0u'tl find an an111,o/unce:ment 
telling; ya.,u h·@w• y,ou 1111:.ay pa1it,iicipate in ihis: feat'ure (JM;d,, if your letter is usedp be 
p'Cm:<i f,ar it. Do'l'it b,e: limited by, the· type of the letters he,,e; these Me select'ed f>r01t1.1, 

n1a;ny; co.verinq inany different s.ubje.cfs,-,. and whetl1Je1: i-fs. love, 'P@IJ/ltance, acfoei,iture., 
good or bad fortune, or whatever it is: that. you are wandering, ·write to us, andi 
we'bl. d@• D'!tw west to imclude, your letter and the a1,iswer to the que.s,t110,n that initeres.ts 
y@JU.. Evrn if it d:{fJ;esn't fa1:l strictly in the "wh.y,~diid-that-happen?" elass., send it along 
fiJlll,y.wa:y:. Awy:t.hing that interests. y0u inte:rests, us., and we'U loo.k f (i);?f astYafogy' s an•s.wer 

and pub:lri.sh i;i;s ni.any, each. 1no1:1ith1 0,s we can. · 

Letter Editor, The· Aserolo-ger: 

This has been the most trying, period 
I've ever expe,;ienced. After several 
months' lay.off I was re-hired and given 
a position. that was way. below that. posi
tion 1' d held with this company. Now 
every place I turn to try to locate. a joF, 

· .(anything at all)' l seem to run into a 
stone wall. 

I've tried about everything: but it 
either does not pan out or it blows up 
in a day or so. It seems that I have an 
ability to stop pain arni relieve suffering 
that comes from a Higher Power. Sev
eral times the thought has entered my 
mind that I sfiould take this opportunity 
to go out and relieve suffering. Could' it 
be that my inability to get work indi
cates that I should devote all my time 
to this greater wo:rk?' However,. I have 
a family tc1· support and two sons of my 
own and an adopted' s'on, atl going to 
high school, and. with my wife it means 
that l have to keep busy. 

P-ve never failed to have faith that 
some way we would be provided for and 
that faith. lias always been justified for 
we have never suffered from want. 

Now what should I do? My work the 
last several years has been as a super-
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visfJT in a large manufactu..-ing plant. I 
hcnre a great deail' of skill at repairing 
machines; and kn.ow somewhat 0/ elec:-
1,-ical apparatus. Shou'td I go after a 
position 11n. 0T11e o,f th€$.e. lines or should 
I devote my: time to healing? 

1 was. born at 44 N.,. 89 W .• on May 
141,. 19tJo;, my wii.fe,. Au.g.u;st LB, 1.909. We 
were maliried at Reroo,.Nev., about: L0:0.0 
a.m. A·ugust 17,. 192g_ Ow: stiln Bill was 
born at 3 a.m.,. }un.e 1!.9, 19-32. And Dick 
was b,nm at! 6:31 p.m .. July 17,.19-33. 

I was hired just priorr 110 February 1, 
1946, and my pay- stare.ed at 7 ::30 a.m. 
FebruOJFy l, 1946,. tk.ough I dii.d not 
actnal!ly go ta work till a day or so later 
than. that. l W(JJS kired as a, supervisory
f ore,nan and receiroe:d two large raises· in 
pay b.etw.een. tken and the tnne 1 was. 
laid-offi on July I► 1949. On December 
5~ 1949', 1 "Was called back. and put to 
work as a Zeaderman at a great deal less 
pa,y than, I'd been getting.. This. job last
ed zo.rtil January 2.7,. I95JiJ,~ when 1 was 
again laid ofJ~ 

I ho p.e tha:t I've· g.i1i!en you the infor
mation. that yo.u need,.. and that y:ou ean 
give me some ide.a. of when it will all 
end. Sincerely,. 

Worried Father . 

IJ 



YouR srGNATURE_-"WoRRIED FATHER"

~indicates the point of difficulty, ~nd the 
area from which the pressure is coming, 
jn the transit of Saturn in the 5th (solar) 
house of your chart-and this is the house 
that rules children. Saturn had just en
tered this area of your chart -when, on 
July 1, 1949, you were laid off: Saturn 
then stood at 2° Virgo, ai1d was moving 
swiftly to the square of your Mars-Jupiter
Venus conjunction in your solar 2nd 
House, indicating earrung pow(;!rs, finances, 
and also expenses . . . which are shown 
to be heavy in your case,· since, t'hough 
you're a good earner, you are also a ready 
spender, relying more on your powers to 
,earn, -than on saving. Your wifes chart 
is prominently in the picture, since Saturn 
in Virgo (your 5th House of children) 
activates her solar 2nd House, of finances, 
where her Moon is, in Virgo, and so there 
is a shared worry and concern. . . . Your 
brief re-hiring between Dec. 5, 1949, and 
Jan. 27, 1950, coincided with the transit 
of Jupiter and Venus over your 10th House 
Moon in Aquarius; mathematically, as 
Jupiter passed the conjunction of your 
Moon and as Venus retreated by :retro
grade motion past the same place, this 
temp_orary job came to an end. It wouldn't 
be surprising to learn that, after you wrote 
me, you got another job, or a revival of 
the old one, shortly after the middle of 
·March, as Venus went over the 13th de
gree of Aquarius again, and if this is the 
case, you may have begun to get "out of 
the woods" before this appears in print. 

However, in the longer view, your time 
of pressure does not come to an end till 
Mars and Saturn turn direct on May 3 
and 15, respectively. This coincides with 
the completion of Saturn's transit oppo
site his own place in your chart, and also 
with the coming completion of Uranus' 
transit opposite his place in your chart. 
It is these cyclic factors-Saturn opposite 
Saturn, Uranus opposite Uranus, which 
always come around the 44th year of the 
life-that cause you to write -that "this 
has been the most trying period I've ever 
·experienced." Indeed it is, and you may 
also add that it is the most trying period 
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you are ever likely to experience. This is 
a trying-period in everyone's life; in your 
case, the trials were -deepened by the in-
vol_vement of your Mars-Jupiter-Venus, 
and your wife's Moon-Jupiter, in the cyclic 
pattern, for thou·gh the cyclic pppositions 
of Saturn and Uranus always occur at 
around the age of 44, it is people like you, 
with other planets on the Saturn-axis ( or 
the Uranus axis) that feel it most inti
mately and personally. Thus, as you come 
out of this trial-which you should be 
doing right after May 15th, when ypu 
emerge into- a freer area of growth and 
expansion-what has been the significance 
of it, in terms of yourself and your fu
ture? 

We find the answer to this in your Sat
urn's square to (1) Mars; (2) Jupiter; 
( 3) Venus ... for it is these squares_that, 
have been agitated, and in the proper un
derstanding of them, you will gain per
spective for the future, ~nd for the avoid
ance of repetitions of similar periods of 
depression. . . . 

With Mars square Saturn, one tends 
to base his life to some extent o a false 
premise: in your case, this premise is cen
tered in attitude toward finances: i.e., 
Mars in solar 2nd causes you to put your 
faith in constant earning, ai:id not _enough 
in saving. To have faith in earning is ex
cellent : the blind spot obscures from you 
the value of saving. , _ . 

With Venus square Saturn, Venus be
ing in 2nd, there is a tendency, perhaps 
unconscious, to earn love by hard work as 
well as money. Thus, the drive to do, earn, 
work is seen to be rooted in the need to 
prove your worth constantly by hard work. 
The emotional drive is not to save, since 
if you had money in the bank, you would 
be bereft of_ the necessity to prove your
self lov!!d by working hard for your loved 
ones. 

With Jupiter square Saturn, there is a 
kind of failure of imagination, where fi
nancial matters are concerned : you cannot 
vision yourself with money in the bank, 
secure and safe from periods of depres
sion. 

(Continued on page 64) . 
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PLUTO 
tiy Winirred Mary Rawlings 

"Pluto, mysterious on his far domain, 
Somnambulent in his regenerate sleep 
That whispers to the never-sleeping brain." 

BE.CA USE of its eccentric orbit Pluto 
was first mistaken for a comet. 

Search had ·been going on for a planet 
beyond Neptune since 1915, but it was not 
found until January 21st, 1930, a dim. 
15th magnitude member of the solar sys
tem, yellow and old. 

Its orbital revolution takes 248-249 
years, the slowest and longest-of a11 known 
planets. Its influence is strongest when 
separating from the conjunction to any 
planet, and its transit through the houses 
brings turning-p'oints into the life. 

PLUTO RULES THE WATER SIGN, SCORPIO. 
(l) Its gifts, good or bad, are plentiful. It 
inclines toward the gigantic, the fantastic, 
and the adventurous. It is often the power 
behind the scenes in state, national; world 
or industrial affairs. 

Pluto gives a refined sense of touch, of 
smell, and of orientation. It is interested 
in soul-culture, giving an irresistible urge 
for experience of life, death, afid the be
yond. 

In the 8th or 12th houses it gives some 
memories of a former life in sunken civil
izations. 

In the 1st house it gives leadership, a 
gift of healing, and a hypnotic eye. (Ras
putin, the mad Russian priest, had Pluto 
in 1st house.) 

In all houses, it acts strongly upon the 
mentality; it can produce either mysterious 
and sinister, or brave and sacrificial na
tures. Pluto may mistrust others but rarely 
itself. 

(1) This is the author's opinion, held by others, too, 
but all astrologers are not agreed on this. Some 
believe that Pluto rules Aries. Everyone appears 
to agree that it rules one of the other of the 
hitherto-Martian signs, Scorpio or Aries, and it 
does indeed seem to have an affinity with both, G.L. 
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Pluto has a tendency towards earth
quakes; national and social upheavals; 
great spiritual surges ; and immense dic
tatorial power. It is connected with 
plagues and pestilences; crime waves and 
religious revivals ; sadism or extreme 
mercy. Like Scorpio, it knocks either at 
the gates of heaven. or hell. 

Its flower is the narcissus, or self-love. 
As Pluto rules the underworld and realms 
of the dead, its tree is the cypress, an em
blem of mourning, whose branches were 
anciently' used at funerals. 

Its stone, the obsidian, is a volcanic rock 
of glasslike lustre.· Pluto has relationship 
with all that is inside the earth, such as 
caves, minerals, excavations, buried civil- ' 
izations, and· volcanoes. Its jewel is the 
black pearl, most precious of all pearls, and 
the most mysterious. Its colars, bluish
purple and reddish-brown. 

Pluto in Aries 
1850-January 1st, Pluto was in Aries 

26:50; to May 27th, 1851. 
1851-Septembq_r 18th to April 11th, 

1852. 
1852-December 4th t<J February 18th, 

1853. 

PLUTO IN ARIES IS INCLINED TO BE REVO
LUTIONARY. Luther Burbank (March 7th, 
1849) who revolutionized plants and fruits 
by his cross-breeding experiments, had 
Pluto Aries 25 :51; Thomas A. Edison 
(February lith, 1847) had Plut_o Aries , 
24:06. 

Pluto here adds impulsiveness to the 
nature, and gives a strong desire to stir 
things up just to see what comes out on 

(Continued on page 54) 
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''LOOK AT fflE MOON'-' 
.by Carl Payne Tobey 

We are proud to bring to oier readers, chapter by chapter, this distinguished and 
rigidly scientific demonstration of the influence of cycles on thei affairs of human
kind. Mr. Tobey, whose Astro-statistics have attracted the attention of men of 
science, has brought to the compilation and writing of this work the same undeviating 
accuracy, patience, and fidelity to observed and tabulated fact that has won him a 
place of foremost importance among the investigators of cydic phenomena. This 
book, for which publication is planned in the not-too-distant future, is another mile
stone in scientific astrology, sure to awaken widespread interest. Reaaers of THE, 
ASTROLOGER are privileged to see it first. 

CHAPTER IX-A FURTHER VERIFICATION 

W!: HA VE covered considerable In spite of all this, the graph that ap-
territory since Chapter II, and peared as a result' of that experiment 

now we are going to revert to the subject proved to be the equivalent of a prognos-
of that chapter. tication of the results of other experiments 

There, we found our first hint that an which followed. Lack of .time and other 
individual's income might be affected in circumstances made it impossible to re-
some way by the motion of the moon. peat the experiment with new data immedi-

There were weaknesses in the experi- ately, and over a considerable interval, 
ment, because it was not conducted under records were not maintained. Thus the 
sufficiently controlled conditions. further experiment was postponed. 

EXPERIMENT "M" 
(First Six Months) 

Space 
Segment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9, 10 11 12 

99 46 30 61 50 85 144 13 75 124 143 93 
206 80 38 105 34 239 82 104' 69 66 35 47 
59 77 36 249 114 29 149 . 40 46 121 47 42 
85 44 164 49 79 12 15 94 24 65 122 142 

107 61 00 92 89 3 3 33 87 86 276 35 
201 129 00 54 192 128 14 40 62 59 61 00 
155 28 , 65 24 33 47 45 61 28 13 44 32 
105 119 45 70 79 5 00 213 179 51 107 12 
13 184 3 52 105 30 157 69 96 24 
00 18 36 95 00 33 103 30 

327 114 37 00 68 95 68 
97 00 9 17 26 
44 145 

5 .. 
Total 1030 1259 531 704 722 930 482 '164 757 585 1129 551 
Da.ys 10 14 11 8 9 13 9 12 12 8 11 12 

Average 103 90 48 88 80 71 53 63 63 73 102 46 

3-Moving 
Average 80 80 75 72 80 68 62 60 66 79 74 84 
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lT WILL BE RECALLED THAT IN CHAPTER 

II, we tested income from a mail-order 
business owned by the writen and possible 
association of its fluctuations with the mo
tion of the moon as related to the position 
of the sun on the date of the writer's 
birth. 

Over a considerable period, records 
were kept on a weekly basis, and they did 
not lend themselves to a repetition of this 
experiment .. 

Finally, on October 18th, 1948, the 
writer decided that daily records must 
be maintained for the next interval of a 
year in order to repeat the experiment. 
Operations were on.a five-day week. This 
time, we made allowances for the fact that 
the moon would be in some zodiacal signs 
longer than in other signs, and that there 
would be no mail received at times when 
the moon was passing through a given 
sign because of Saturdays and Sundays. 

At the end of a year, a tabl~ was pre
pared. This table showed each date, the 
amount of money received on that date, 
and the position of the mo9n by space 
segment on that day as related to the 
writer's birth date. This first table is a 
little voluminous for presentation here and 
so we omit it and prepare a second table. 

In this second table, we place the num
bers of the space segments across the top. 
Then, we take each· day's figure in dol
lars and place it beneath the number of 
the space segment occupied by the moon 
on that date. In other words, the figure 
"144" under "7" means that on a day 
when the moon was .in the 7th space-seg
ment, orders received totalled $144. We 
divide this table into two parts, showing 
the first and second six-month periods 
separately. We will call this Experi
ment "M". 

IN BOTH HALVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT, 

the effect of the lunar cycle is in evidence. 
Considering the high half of the cycle to 
be the 10th, 11th, 12th, 1st, 2nd and, 3rd 
segments, the averages in the first half of 
the experiment total 462 against 418 in 
the remaining segments which constitute 
the low half of the cycle. In the second 
half of the experiment, the corresponding 
figures are 512 for the high half of the 
cycle against 345 for the low half. 

In the first half of this experiment, the 
first figure of 144 under the 7th segment 
is far above•average for that 7th-low seg
ment. It should be noted that this figure is 
for November 1st, 1948. There had been 

EXPERIMENT "M" 
(Second Six Months) 

Space 
Segment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 9 10 11 12 

41 77 120 64 96 8 16 404 88 34 22 27 
57 00 70 137 19 28 60 107 103 60 141 45 

183 77 74 10 49 22 122 51 68 445 129 5 
112 52 13 213 29 86 00 72 71 68 19 00 
15 00 86 52 36 18 6 8 128 389 15 71 
00 90 16 136 53 6 58. 20 00 52 3 291 
11 101 120 46 30 60 18 44 63 38 107 

102 , 31 104 108 5 00 45 29 44 42 38 
15 354 326 13 181 00 86 69 62 33 109 
36 179 46 171 41 9 11 
15 13 44 5 13 78 
00 30 98 00 8 301 
50 15 199 

117 120 
166 

Total 754 961 929 883 498 167 312 1124 600 1263 95'7 1083 
Days 14 10 9 13 9 6 9 12 . 9 12 15 12 

Average 64 96 103 68 65 28 34 94 66 105 64 90 

3-Moving 
Average 80 84 89 75 50 ~9 62 65 88 78 86 ·72 
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an eclipse of the sun during the night. 
We can now combine the figures for the 

first six months with those of the second 
six-month period, and we obtain the fol
lowing: · 

SPACE 
SEGMENT AMOUNT 

1 $1784 
2 2220 
3 1460 

4 ' 1587 
5 1220 
6 1097 

7 794 
·8 .. 1888 
9 1357 

10 1848 
11 .2086 
12 1634 

The raw averages ( or actual averages) 
of the top half of the lunar cycle total 
483, while the averages for the low half 
of the cycle total 388. Splitting this into 
quarters, the two quarters of the top half 

of the cycle register 245 and 238 against 
the two quarters of the lower half of the 
cycle which score 204 and 184. 

JT IS ·THE FEELING OF THE WRITER THAT 

in any experiment of this kind, an inter
val of at least six months, and probably 
one year, should be employed in order to 
exclude other cycles or factors which may 
be operating. This cycle is .not necessarily 
visible to the eye when observed on an 
ordinary graph. It can be completely hid
den behind other interfering factors, but 
when the statistical method is applied, its 
existence is detected. An astronomer de
tects objects in: space at distances beyond 
the reach of the human eye, by the use of 
the telescope. A biologist detects the ex
istence of objects too small for observa
tion by the human eye through the use-of 
the microscope. In the same manner, we 
detect what is otherwise hidden, by the 
careful use of the mathematical science of 
statistics. 
WE CAN LOOK AT THE FIGURES OF EX
PERIMENT "M" on Graph "M." 

~ 
14 

Here, we see th'e familiar curve that we 
have repeatedly seen in other experiments. 
The line is a little weak at the 12th-seg
ment, but it is above the mean. In fact, at 
all points our line is above the mean while 

3-MOVING 
DAYS AVERAGE AVER'AGE 

24 $73 $78 
24 92 79 
20 73 80 

21 75 72 
18 68 68 
18 61 57 

18 42 60 
24 78 61 
21 64 80 

20 97 80 
26 80 82 
24 68 74 

the moop. is passing through what we have 
already designated as the high half of the 
lunar cycle. Insofar as the low half of the 
cycle is concerned, we find our line below 
the mean in five out of six space segments, 
the exception being the ninth, which ad
joints the.high half of the cycle. It should 
be noted that this graph is based on the 
3-moving average figures. · 

During the high half of the cycle, we 
took in $11,032 during 138 business days, 
while during the low half of the cycle, 
we took in $7,943 in 120 business days. 
This means that during the high half of 
the lunar cycle, we averaged $79.94 per 
day, while during the low half of the cycle 
we averaged $66.19 per day. This is lan
guage ,that the average business man will 
understand. The practical value of knowl
edge of the lunar cycle becomes evident 

(Continued on page 54) 
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BY THE PAST 

PERHAPS the "repeating" influence 
of most immediate importance this 

month is the square of Mars to Uranus, 
on June 24th. This aspect, and those re
lated to it, are explained ·in the Planascope, 
on page 19, where the XX series of in
fluences during this month, starting with 
the entrance of Mar.s into Libra on June 
11, is noted for your guidance, and its· 
natur·e explained. 

If you note the last line of the Table 
on page 16 (your key to judging the 
future by the past, for June) you will see 
that the square of Mars to Uranus has 
been in effect twice before this year, once 
_on Jan. 1st, and again on Mar. 25. Thus, 
the square that is forming and completed 
on June 24 is the last of a series of three; 
and if you can recall what was going on 
in your life at the two preceding squares, 
you will have a clue to the nature of the 
influence at work on you between June 
11 th and 24th. 

If you wish-to go farther back, the con
junction of Mars to Uranus on July 27th, · 

· 1949, provides a focal point of time in 
the past, out of whicb the Mars-Uranus 
sequence of ~pects, influences, and events 
stems. It is likely that the events of the 
last week of July, 1949, have in some way, 
and to some degree, a connection with the 
developments of Jan. 1, Mar. 28, and the 
present (June 24) square of Mars to 
Uran us. Since this is an emotional and 
temperamental influence, you will do well 
to be on guard against the stirring of your 
"planetary memory," especially if the 
events of the past, along this line of Mars-
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Uranus influenc:es, have had any tempera
mental or emotional involvements or over
tones." Thus, if you can recall any dis
agreeable moods, etc. around· July 27, 
1949; Jan. 1 or Mar. 28, 1950, you may 
learn something about any impulses that 
may tend to rise during June, and if you 
have previously fallen into traps of tem
perament, impatience, depression, etc. un
der this type of influence, you may, by 
awareness, · prevent a recurrence of re
grettable feelings or acts. 

THERE IS ANOTHER USE OF THE SQUARE 

of Mars to Uranus which is of._ a definite 
and constructive nature. It is, true, a dis
ruptive aspect, and it is not ordinarily 
good to act-especially suddenly, or on 
impulsG--under such an influence as this. 
You are usually advised to "sit tight, lie 
low, wait, be patient/' and so forth. And 
this is sound advice: you will be well ad
vised to postpone actual actions, new starts, 
and so forth, till this influence is past 
on June 24; since after that, there )s a 
far better period for constructive changes, 
etc .. 

However; it sometimes take a blast of 
planetary dynamite to get people out of 
a rut, especially a rut of long standing. And 
the square of Mars to Uranus is just such 
a blast. If the situation you .are in is of 
itself a good one, and if you are j u.st 
feeling restless, adventurous, and impa
tient, then you should in all likelihood 
stand pat and sit tight. 

But if your situation is, and has been, 
genuinely unproductive, and if you have 
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This Table is your key to 
JUDGING 'rttE FUTURE BY THE PAST FOR JUNE, 1950 

ZODIACAL POSITIONS 

PLACES IN ZODIAC OCCUPIED THIS OCCUPIED THIS 
DU-RIN.G ZODIACAL A·REA IN ZODIACAL AREA IN 

JUNE, 1950 THE RECENT PAST THE REMOTE PAST 

NeP.tune Sept.-Oct., 1949 Just before the adoption of 
15 Libra (Retrograde) Dec., 1948; Jan., Feb., the United States Constitu-

Mar., 1949 tiori in 1789. 

Uranus 
Aug.-Nov., 1949 Feb.-Apr., 1865 

3-5 Cancer 

Saturn 
Sept.-Oct., 1949 Aug.-Sept., 1921 

13-14 Virgo Oc..t.-Nov., 1890 Mar.-Apr., 1950 
F_eb., Mar. and July, 1891 

Jupiter 
Jan.-Feb., 1939 Feb., 1927 

6-7 Pi-sees Feb.-Mar., 1915 

Mars Aug. 4-21, 1946 
26 Virgo-7 Libra July 10-30, 1948 Aug. 24-Sept.~ 10, 1944 

Sept. 12-29, 1942 

Mars square Uranus Mar. 25, 19.50 Mars conjunct Uranus, 
on June 24 Jan. 1, 1950 July 27, 1949 

Mars square Uranus at_ Mars square Uranus_, 
bo#i these times Mar. 17, 1949 

To use these tables; start with the two columns headed "Occupied this zod'iacal area in 
the recent past" and "Occupied this zodiacal area in remoter past". Note the perwds of time 
in. t!J,e past set forth in these tables. Recall these periods in your life: for you are now under 
similar influences, between the dates nn the same line, in the column to the Jar left. Use this 
knowledge of the p<l$t, which now tends to repeat itself, to judge your present and future, 
and to act to best ,advantage .. 

any sound ideas for 'bettering it, then the 
blast of Mars square Uranus may be just 
what you need, to turn inertia into pur
poseful action. You may judge whether 
this -is the case, by your reactions to this 
influence in the past: if, under the previous 
influences noted in. this series, you have 
wished to move, change, etc. but have been 
withheld from doing so by timidity, not 
feeling the time was ripe, etc. then you 
acted wisely and well, for until after Mars 
turned direct on May 3, the time was not 
ripe. Now, however, the planetary situa
tion is differ-e!']t; and if a move made right 
after June 24 would indeed get you out 
of an unproductive fut, then you should 
use the square of Mars to Uranus, be
tw;een June 11 and 24, to get your mind 
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geared to ideas of change, so that after 
the latter date, you will be mentally and 
emotionaly ready for a change at which 
you have hitherto balked. 

It is in this way that past reactions to 
this iafluence are of importance in judg
ing its present worth to you. 

If this influence in the past has meant 
temperament, anger, haste, discontent, de
pression of spirits, etc. then you must be
ware of these things in the present, and 
indeed "lie low." 

If, on the other hand, your reaction to 
the Mars-Uranus series in the past has 
been one of patience, prudence, etc. then 
you may in-deed be ready for the change, 
and should use this dynamic inffoence to 

(Continued on page 53) 
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ASK WYNN 
1n this department, Wynn will reply to as many letters as space will ,permit. His 
answers are his own opinions and reactions to your representations and should.be taken 
in the light o'f what you think they are worth. No charge· is made for this s·ervice, ,s•o 
please do not send money !)i- anything else of value. 'To do so would .make it impossible 
t'o reply to you. Semi your birth date, place, year, and if possible, hour, together with 
your sex. Give complete data of others .·inquired about. .Ask only .one specific, non
fatalistic question. It wiU be impossible to answer by mail. Your name will not he 
mentioned-every letter addressed to "Ask Wynn,,. -care of "The Astrologer," 21'5 
Fourth Avenue, N. Y. 3, N. Y., will he treated with absolute confidence whether you 

· receive a reply or not. 

INTERNAL VACUUM 

DEAR WYNN: 

Perhaps my ar.dent wish to be acce_pted 
11s part of the crowd has-always stood in 
my way. I can remember from 'Pity earliest 
days wondering if there were some siran,ge 
vr terribl·y wrong thing the matter with 
'»W. 

Never a brilliant conversationalist, vr 
even an adequate one, when if -see o'r visit 

· with friends we seem to be living in two 
difjerent worlds. l feel as if I had n'& share 
in tiheir nonnal interest. T1iey're dri.f'ting 
away from me. After an h@wr of "D:id yvu 
hear abtn:i'f So-and-so?" ·and my reply .. , Nfo, 
f never see h_er any more", they',re righi1y 
bored. 

it's not that I don't want to piay unless 
f can be captain of 'the teani. I just want 
to be on the team. 

I was born July 14, 1'925, at 5 a.m., in 
New Yark _City-does 'this explain any
thing? Sinr:erely, R. B. 

WE ALL WANT TO FEEL TH!A.T WE BELONG 

__:it is entirely 11ormal. Yet there are tiD)es 
for all -of us when we just can•t click. At 
such times, the thing to do is to turn .our 
attention and uur energies toward some
thing where such a situation· will have the 
least possible power over us. 

This always involves calling on 0ne or 
more of our inner resources, usually some
thing that will develop OUT skills, uur 
knowledge, our understanding. Books, cor
respondence courses, svecial training-
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these are a11 helpfu1. B11t we can't suhsti~ 
tute inanimate subjects for .personal rela
tionships forever. We must live with, for. 
and by people-or go goofy. 

In other words, we are al,ways living 
two lives at once: our .external life of 
personal contacts with the outside world; 
and otar im1er life of individual growth 
and iITcreasing awareness o{ the meanings 
-of the symbols of the outer -existence. 

We are a11 both extroverts a:nd intro
verts-looking outward att@ inw0)r,d at tbe 
same time. With some of us th~ accent is 
temporarily on the extrovert ; ,<vith others, 
temJ:>ora61y on the introvert. Some seem 
'to be permane.mtly on ome OT the other of 
these two emphases.· 

But, whether it is temporary or seem
ingly permanent, the sa.tne rule is good : 
if the accent is on ex:troversi.oo '( l'l.eed for 
outside contacts), make a conscio1:1s effort 
to be self-sustaining 'by cultivating ihe in
ner life; if the accent is on 1ntroversion 
( shrinking away from the outside world), 
make a conscious effort to get -around 
more, see more people, make yourself as 
necessary as possible to others, see their 
side of it. 

The idea is to live as nearly balanced 
a life as you can, striving for about equal 
extroversion and introversion. 

The foregoing is general for all of us. 
'\Now for you, Miss B.: .... 

You ARE ACTING LIKE AN/ EXTROVERT, AS 
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though your inner life were a vacuum- dated her because divorce is opposed by 
as though you had nothing to turn to when my religion. But I fell for her all over 
the outside world fails you. But such is again. 
not truly the situation. The fact i that This time it was truly the real thing, so 
you are either unwilling to look and live / wrote to an astrologer and received the 
within, or afraid to. It is probably a corn- reply that the girl does not love me__:,_ 
bination of both, with the accent on the which I know is true. 
fear. ; Yet I think I couldn't be satisfied with 

This could be be.cause of your natural an;1, except another just like her-but feel 
sensitivity, of which you have a generous it's practically impossible to find one_ with 
supply. Plus a strong personality that is her characteristics. Can you see anything 
largely at variance with both your parents. in our charts that indicates either a pro
This has no doubt contributed to a gen- f essional or marital relationship? My 
eral state of frustration and conflict be- birthday: January 30, 1918, 7:30 p.m.; 
tween your true Self and your family_ hers: January 22, 1924, 1 :30 a.m.; Musca
training. Part of your training may have tine, Iowa. Gratefully, A READER, 

been along lines that would force you to 
associate with people who were supposed 
to be your "betters", or at least your 
"equals". This would go against your in
ner tendencies, for you are one who has 
excellent social consciousness and a desire 
to serve. 

So yg,ur solution is to be willing to re
lease any people who do not seem to need 
you very desperately (phony contacts and 
small talk are no substitute for a worth

~while use of your time). And be willing 
to release those elements of your experi
ence which demand actions which to you 
are boring. Be interested in what you like 
-you will find by so doing that there are 
many others who are interested, and mu
tually helpful, in the same things. 

As for playing on the team, you've been 
trying for' the wrong events. And there 
really is no reason why you couldn't, or 
shouldn't, be Captain. You have the equip
ment for it. 

WHEN YOU'RE WELL OFF 

PEAR WYNN: 

I met a girl ten years ago and fell for 
her; but she went for a fellow with a later 
model car than mitl;e. A year after that, 
when I had a new car, she went out with 
me-but 1J1Y love for her had died. Then 
I went into the service and she got mar
ried-yet we continued to correspond. 

Last year she obtained a divorce; and 
I started seeing her again, although I nevei: 
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LET'S BE SURE TO GET THIS STRAIGHT. 

You know she doesn't love you ; and 
you don't believe' in marrying a woman 
who has obtained a divorce. But you are 
really in love with her ( or a reasonable 
facsimile thereof). Question: Is marriage 
or a professional relationship indicated by 
our charts? 

Do you .remember that case a few years 
back-it got intq the papers-of a gent 
who got so angry at another gent that he, 
the first gent, filled his own pockets with. 
dynamite, lit the fuse and then chased the 
other gent all over town? He, the- first 
gent, didn't exactly think the whole thing 
through; for-the only event he could be 
sure of was that when the dynamite went 
off he himself would be rubbed out. With 
or without the intended victim. Which, 
as I recall it, is just what happened. 

Brother, what you are mistaking for 
love is its opposite pole. Hatred can at
-tract as powerfully as can the tender emo
tion. In spite of the rather formidable oh-

' stacles which you mention, you want to 
show her that she couldn't do all that to 
you. Yon just want to win the game. You 
aren't looking ahead beyond getting her 
to say "I do" in front of a Jot of people. 
What comes after that? I'll tell you: it's 
the <lynamite in your own pockets that you 
want to light the fuse to. ,, 

Fortunately for you, isn't it, that there 
(Continued on page 64) 
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YOUR PLAN-A-SCOPE 
Right timing is the key to right living, growth, achievement and happiness 
_ "To 61/ervthing there is a season, and a time to every ,purpose under the he,wens: 

A time to be born, and a time to die; a ·time to plant and a time to pluck up that which ·is planted; 
A time to kill and a time to heal; a time to break down and a time to build up; 
A time to weep and a time to la.ugh; a time to mourn. and a time to dance; 
A time to cast awa11 atones, and a time to gather stonss together; a time to embrace and a time to refrain 

from embracing; a time to get and a time to lose; a time to keep, and a time to caat awa11; a tim<l to 
rend and a time to sew; a time to keep silen<:e and a time to speak; 

A time to love and a time to· hate; a time of war a?Ul a time of peace." 
ECCLESIASTES, CHAPTER 3--VERSES 1-8 

· The wise men who wrote the book of Ecclesiastes kn,ew ~hat -every time has .its 
purpose, but that not every time will suit every purpose. There are times to be 
aggressive, and times to be passive; these tables, and the paragraphs which interpret 
them, are to help you plan the right uses of the different days, and the differing 
hours within the same day. · • · · 

The symbols used are the regular astronomical and astrological symbols used in 
almanacs and ephemerides: Sun 0 ,· Moon )) ,· Mercury ~ ; Venus !i? ,· Mars t ; 
Jupiter ii; Sa.turn ? ; Uranus J!I.; Neptune t.l!; Pluto -$,; Aries 'Y'; Taunts ~; 
Gemini II; C<?,ncer '!o; Leo S't; ~rgo 1rQ;~Libra :t:=; Scorpio Tll.; Sagittarius ii'; 
Capricorn \13; Aqitarius =-; Pisces 7E; Conjunction (0° apart) d,· Sextile (60° 
apart) *; Trine (120° apart) ~,· Square (90° apart) □; Opposition (180° 
apart) _8. Retrograde, R; Direct, D. 

In the final column to the right, you will find a letter. This refers to the paragraph 
among those immediately following this table which tells you the nature of the 
aspect and the best uses of its hours. Aspects are in force up to the time, given ·in 
this table, starting to be effective 11ery shortly after the preceding aspect is past. 

Time given is Sta.ndard Time by Zones. Clocks in· places on daylight savings 
time will show an hour later than the time shown here. Example: the Moon is 
square Mars at 11.05 a.m. E.S. T.,, which is 12.05 p.m. according to ·clocks that 
show Eastern Daylight Savings Tfme. 

JUNE 
STANDARD TIME BY ZONES 

E.S.T. C.S.T. M.S.T. P.S.T. 
STANDARD TIME BY ZONES 

E.S.T. C.S.T. M.S.T. P.S.T. 

THURSDAY JUNE 1st WEDNESDAY JUNE 7th 
12.35am H 

1□}8 
9.20am 8.20am , 7.20am 6.20am 

11.05am 10.05am 9.-05am 8.05am L ~8'2 *~ 6.13am 5.13am 4.13am 3.13am GG 
entv.)> 4.27pm 3.27pm 2;27pm 1.27pm 00 1>.35am 5.35am 4.35am 3.35am H 
IS~ 5.06pm 4.06pm · 3.06pm 2.06pm -J U1 8.29am 7.29am. 6.29am 5.29am R 

. 8ljl 10.27pm 9.27pm 8.27pm 7.27pm A 8.42pm 7.42pm 6.42pm 5.42pm E 

FRIDAY JUNE 2nd THURSDAY JUNE 8th r~ 3.01am 2.01am I .• Olam 12.01am J iJB<f 7.26am 6.26am 5.26am 4.26am L 
6'2 1.33pm 12.33pm 11.33am 10.33am I ~ ent<'f' 9.44am 8.44am 7.44am 6.44am 

ow 4.36pm 3.36pm 2.36pm 1.36pm - D Oljl 5.55pm 4.55pm 3.55pm 2.55pm A 
6 IJ 11.42pm 10.42pm E FRIDAY JUNE 9th 

SATURDAY JUNE 3rd 1,1 3.06pm 2.06pm 1.06pm 12.06pm D 

~IJ 
1.42am 12.42am E 6.10pm 5.10pm 4.10pm 3.10pm €, 

d' 1.43pm 12.43pm 11.43am 10.43am K 11.18pm 10.18pm 9.18pm 8.18pm I 
nl,: 6.16pm, 5.16pm 4.16pm 3.16pm SATURDAY JUNE 10th 
Ii 9.36pm 9.36pm 7.36pm 6.36pm vv J)ent8 10.20pm 9.20pm 8.20pm 7.20pm 

l>O~ 11.25pm 10.25pm 9.25pm 8.25pm F SUNDAY JUNE 11th 
SUNDAY JUNE 4th U! 6.50am 5.50am 4.50am 3.50am RR ~*, 6.12pm 5.12pm 4.12pm 3.12pm RR 12.36pm 11.36am 10.36am 9.36am RR 

it 6.26pm 5.26pm 4.26pm 3.26pm ef'ente:,, 3.27pm 2.27pm 1.27pm 12.27pm XX 
8.06pm 7.06pm 6.06pm 5.06pm G 

~i~ 10.58pm 9.58pm ·8.58pm 7.58pm P. 
8"41 10.34pm 9.34pm 8.34pm 7.34pm C 11.07pm 10.07pm I 

MONDAY JUNE 5th MONDAY JUNE 12th 

<Bm 8.28am 7.28am 6.28am 5.28am F 
~~i 1.07am 12.07am I 

6W 6.02pm 5.02pm 4.02pm 3.02pm GG 7.12am 6.12am 5.12am 4.12am C 
J) ent;t( 11.56pm 10.56pm -'J.56pm 8.56pm ~6'2 10.03pm 9.03pm. 8.03pm 7.03pm TX 
TUESDAY JUNE 6th TUESDAY JUNE 13th 

s:3.7am J)6ljl 7.25am 6.25am 5.25am 4.25am RR rlJ 8.37am 7.37am 6.37am P. 

j!% 10.57am 9.57am 8.57am 7.57am RR entII 11.05am 10.05am 9.05am 8.05am 
12.48pm 11.48am 10.48am 9.48am RR 6<! 12.28pm 11.28am 10.28am 9.28am· I( 

- 8'2 11.35pm 10.35pm 9.35pm H □~ 11.31pm 10.31pm f 
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STANOARO TIME IY ZONE$ 
E.S.T, C..S.T, M.$.l. P.$.T, 

STANDA1tD TU,4E IV ZONES 
~S.T. C.5.T. M,t.T. P.S.T. 

WEDNESDAY JUNE 1iffii ~TUAOAY JUNE 24tll BD1t 1.31am l'Z.31an'I ~ rl'Olji 2.'20am 1.10am 12.20am XX 
·- entil 9.32am 8.32am 7.32am 6.32am B!i 2.31am 1.31am 12.31am G 

·i~i I.SOpln 12.50pm 11.50am 10.50am H 7.50am 6.50am 5.50am 4.50am -8 
4.l?pm 3.l~ln :Z,lfpm l.ltpm G l>en.\ftt 11.17am IU1.-m 

*'!;¥ 7.38pm _ 6.38pm 5.38pm 4.38pm G SUNDAY JUNE 25th 
THURSDAY JUNE 15th r*~ 1.17am 12.17am »r5Q, 10.'S3am 9:53am "8.lilam 7.53am SS ii 6.50am '5.'SOam ~.5llam 3.50am RR• 

12.06pm 11.06am 10.ll&am 9.bhm HH 9.42am 8.iliam 1.,2am f.c<llam RR illJ 2.29pm 1.29pm 12,:Zipm 11.29am 10.15am 9.ISam '8.15aln :7.l'Sam X 
~ en•f!:o I0 .. 45pm 9.45pm 8.45pm 7.45pm i*~ 1.36pm 12.36pm ll.'36am ltl."lgam RR 
□d' I:. 1-1,02pm XX lk30pm 10.l'Opm ~.30pm I 

FRIDAY JUNE 16th MONDA¥ JUNE 2oth 
»□cl' 2.02am 1.02am 12.02am XX ~*Ii 12.30am I 

I~! - 7.35am 6.35am 5.35am -4.35am XX □~ 4.32am 3.32am 2.32am 1.32am C 
12.56pm 11.56am 10.56am 9.56am RR '\j/D 5.00am 4.00am 3.00am 2.00am 

12.mdnt. 11.00pm 10.00pm I ~R 8.00pm 7.00pm 6.00pm 5.00pm 
SATUllrDAY JUN'E 17th ~8~ -,-- 11.'0s,,,m F 

l*"i 1.00am I ent.:,I' 11.25pm 

[ff 3.08am 2.08am 1.08am 12.08am D TUESDAY JUNE 27th 
I0.'12am '9.4!!aln 8.42am 7.42am J 

~8~ 2.08am 1.08am 12.08am F 
SUNOA¥ JUNE 18th ent-t 2.25am 1.25am 12.25am 
~entn 11:37am 7.'37am t..37am · 5.'37am dljt 5.17am 4.17am 3A1am 1!.17am RX 

1.39pm 12.39pm 11.39am 10.,rm K t~}il 5.45am 4.45am 3.45am 2.45am »ii ,7.40pm 6.40pm 5.40pm 4. pm E 12.57pm II.Siam 10.57am ~:57am ~ 

MONtlAY JYNI: 1'9th ~~ 
2.26pm 1.26pm 12.26pm 11.26am F 

11.17pm _ 10.17pm H 

i*i 12.01pm 11.01am 10.01am •9.0lam G 11.55pm 10.55pm G 

»Bl • 
3.21pm 2.21pm 1.11pm 12.21pm N 
8.33pm 7.33pm 6.33pm 5.33pm Qi WEDNESDAY JUNE 28th 

11.0lpll! 10.01pm »□Ii 1.17am 12.f,;'am H 
TUESDAY JUNE 20th ;ri 1.55am 12.55am -- G 
j)~ 1.01am 12.01am F 5.08am 4.08am 3.<l8atn 2.'08am G 
~ • 2.25pm 1.25pm 12.15pm 11.25am t 8~ 11.ll!Vpm 10.47pm 9.47pm 8.47pm ,F 

ent11J2 4.30pm 3.30pm 2.30pm 1.30pm ef1t0, 11.'!Spm 

-»*I!I 11.18pm 10.18pm Rlt THO·R'S'DAY JUNE 29th 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 21st - ~ ent\D> 2.48am 1.48am 12.48am 

llf. 1.18am 12.18am RR t!f 
11.30am l·0.3Gam ,.lbatn 1.30am XX 

s.st.,rm 4.S~tn 3.56am /2.Shm 88 I.SI.pm 12.51pm II.Slam 10.51am RR 
10.14am 9.14am 8.14am 7.14am *~ 

2.S6pm 1.56pm 111.5-lipm 11.'Soam RR 
»oli 5.23ptn '4.l3:pm l.t3pm 2."23pm N i2,58pm 1.58pm 12.~pm 11.58am 0 
-J),ent!:. 6.37pm 5.31pm 4.37p~ 3.37pm 3.01pm 2.l>lpm '1.0 pm !l2.tfiipm )0( lei' -3.02pm 2.02pm I 02pm 12.02pm XX THURSDAY J'UNE 2'2nd 

~ 11.11pm I 
J)Ll 9 12.23pn, H.23am I0,2lam 9.23am RR 11,lSpm I) 
~ent:::,, 10.09pm 9.09pm 8.09pm 7.09pm XX 

00 11.12pm 10.12.pm 9.12pm XX FRl9AY JUNE 30th 

FRIO"Y JUNE 23rd B6i 2:l2am l.1'.2am rt12am I rl0 ,,_,, .. XX D 2.38am . l.38am 12.38am 0 
tl' 6.Uam 5.11<1m 4.Uam 3.11am XX 8I!I 6.43am 5.43am 4.4'3am 3.4~am XX 

The Moon remains in Capricorn until late tonight, mak-61;! 10.06pm 9.06pm 8.06pm 7.06pm E 
Oh 10.28pm ~.28pm 8.28pm 7.28pm C ing no more aspects until the "trine 1o V~nus tolftorrow 

J)~l!T 11.19pm 10.19pm 9.19pm ·e.19pm XX afternoon; you can anticipate this condition by overlook• 

i I 11.20pm Xlt in(I minor annoyances of last night, and going ahead with 
11.31pm G a friendly and sociable approach to all whom you meet. 

THE MEANING OF PLANETARY INFLUENCES 
The timing of the aspects between the planets is tp be found in the tables precerJJwg 

these paragraphs. To the right of each aspect in these tables is a letter ( A, 13, etc.) 
Below is the 1nieaning of the planetary influence in force at the tinie of the (1,Spects 
as shown in the Tables. The best way M use these Tables is -to sit down as soon -as 
you g:et The Astrologer, and get a view @f the month as a whole. You will find that 
certain influences repeat, as the A series, the T series, the RR series, atid other linked 
a_nd interlocking infiue1ices. Discover in advance when infiue1rres, either favorable for 
activity, or better for reserve, recur, and plan to· build up on the favorable anti 
progressive series, and to avoid repeating errors under the less favorable influences. 
In this way, yo~ can plan your activities far ahead, so as to catch and use the crest 
of beneficial influences as they come_into force and are repeated. 

'A. Afflictions to Uranus. Unpredictable behavlor, temper•• 
ment 1 anger, haste, emotionalism are to be especially 
avoided. With Moon, quick flareups disrupt harmony. With 
Mercury involved, oragmality tends to become eccentricity: 
with Sun, issues forced with QJ' by superiors come· to grief; 
with Mats, very tricky· and demanding extreme caution; 
with Venus, watch out for the detu,ive aspects of love 
and human relationships. 
AA. This Is a very forceful influence tending to erratic 
actions which can lead to no good. The reserved and re• 
,trained will come through this without much trouble, but 

those who follow their impulses are likely to embark o~ 
sotne gay path that will, not later than Feb. 12, prove a 
dead-end. Best to hold your fire till after th_is Is pastl 
and then to move with great caution anyway for se~era 
days. This Influence operates between Christmas and New 
Year's Day, to warn against all kinds of holiday extremes, 
as well as against extremes of all kinds. 
B. Good for putting into operation long term plans and. 
projects In which your highest Ideals are glven practlca"I 
form and. direction. 
C. Suspicion, doubt, and distrust can mar peace of mih'd 
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for those who live too much on their negative or fearful 
side. Faith is an essential to right living, and should be 
trotted out and exercised here. · 
0. Hunches, intuitions, flashes of "wisdom" should be 
taken with a grain of salt. The unstable are less stable 
than ever, and even the Rocks of Gibraltar and the Pillars 
of Society tend lo be confused, Good time to listen-and 
sift what you hear carefully. No commitments. 
E. Papers signed, agreements reached, are enduring. Con• 
fer with others, talk things over, and reach settlements 
that benefit you materially. 
F. Optimism runs riot, information is inaccurate, and 
those who go to extremes find themselves in hot water. 
Play safe in everything. With Mercury involved, news is 
inaccurate, the truth is not always told. With Venus, gossip 
and Ill report attend social indiscretions. With Jupiter, 
waste of money is a danger for the unwary. Under all 
these, the moderate have the edge on the extremists. 
G. Good for original thought, purposeful action, con
tacts with other people, and progress in general. Orig• 
inality pays, and high ideals are rewarded. Inspiring asso
ciations make the world seem brighter, add to self-assur• 
ance and good will all around. 
GG. Like G, only lasts longer. Benefit by this several days 
before the aspect is complete. Seek help of influentlal 
people. 
H. Time for work a·nd practical purposes, and for little 
else. Do thing, for. elders, tho,e less fortunate. Be u,eful, 
and don't mind if your efforts .eem unappreciated, Force 
no issues, and take what comes philo,ophically. With 
Venus in,volved, steer clear of entanglements, and don't 
pass iudgment on emotional matters. 
HH. The square of Venus to Pluto encourages suspicion 
and distrust, especially in personal matters • • • and 
warns everyone against his most charac:terlstlc emotional 
weaknesses, which are now encouraged with the force of 
what seems like reality, but Isn't. Adherence to the ideals 
of love as set forth at RR is especially necessary under 
these Influences, which can undermine human relationships 
and chances at happiness and growth, If emotions are 
allowed to run unchecked. 
I. Excellent and progressive influence to get things done 
practically, win the rewards of the world and the re
spect of people who deal them out. Go ahead confidently 
with all practical plans. 
J. Very fortunate for· material and socTaJ matters. Seek 
gain, a raise, the love and good will of those you value. 
Put your best foot forward with assurance and the ex• 
pectancy of harmony. 
K. The need for concentration is of prime importance. 
Those who know what they want get much done in (og 
time, while the unsure are going around in circles. Ar.old 
hasty speech, anger, temperament. Do, don't chatter. 
L. Very temperamental influence, tending to extremism, 
anger, strife, and self-Indulgence. The mature ride this 
out in gaiety and good times, while the infantile are 
pulling out each other's hair or weepin9 into their drinks; 
M. Good energetic ·influence under which bosses may be 
arrogant, but can also be approached by those with cour
age, tact, and self-respect. Good for self-promotion, ad
vancement, progress by individual effort and initiative. 
N. Realism is the great need under this influence~ealism, 
and a willingness to work ·in harness and accordinc;i to the 
dictates of necessity. You gain insight into the basic prob
lems of the world and your life If you accept fully your 
own responsibilities. The escapists have a pretty ·unhappy 
time; the realists go along· smoothly if slowly and de-
liberately. -
0. The Full Moon will evoke all the least desirable traits 
of individuals, especially of the unstable, who need to 
be on guard a9a inst erratic behavior. Be sure you act 
in accordance with your permanent self, not along some 
by-path that leads down a blind alley. 
P. inspires the idealists, and shakes the assurance .of the 
flibbertygibbets. Seek those friends, associates and ac
tivities that feed your idealism, and don't let sensational 
considerations or indulgences waste your talent or time. 
Q. Excellent and far reaching influence, on which to 
plan. In force for several days before it is exact, and 
provides you with a stepping stone of achievement. Build 
your progress according to this influence, w'hich increases 
the favor of superiors, the good will of the world In 
general, and favors those with steady purpose to further 
under them. 
QQ. An extravagant Influence, to warn against materlal 
and emotional waste. 
R. These influences, thou9h of briefer duration than 9, 
are also excellent, providing good hours for promot
ing yourself and your best interests In love. human 
relationships, business, and in all ways that get you where 
you want to be. 
RR. The aspects In this series center and culminate In 
the coming trine of Jupiter to Uranus, on July 20, one of 
the happiest and most fortunate of the Influences of the 
present year, according to the houses It activates in your 
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chart, which -you will find in "Your June Prospects" for 
your sign. This aspect was formed first at the end of 
April, and is formed again, in February, 1951. The de
velopments of June and July, indicated to be best at the 
time of this RR series of aspects, are excellent for all 
personal and business matters. Plan your life to take 
advantage of maximum opportunity by developing your 
projects and desires at the very favorable times indicated 
by this series of aspects, which runs all through June and 
will be continued into July. These are the best of all 
possible times to promote what you most want, to meet 
people, to seek substantial gain, materially and in human 
relationships, and in all ways to advance in happiness and 
worldly prosl'erity. 
RX. The Sun s conjunction to Uranus brings together the 
beneficial nature of the RR series of aspects, with the 
temperamental dangers of the XX series. Prudence and 
precedin9 planning will make this an inspiring influence 
for creative good; the reverse can make it stormy, tem
peramental, and reminiscent of things you would rather 
for!iet. Get on the constructive side of this by concen
trating on the RR-series developments, and by erasing any 
hang-over from the XX-series, which culminated several 
days ago, and should be left buried in the past. Good 
things done here have lasting results, heading toward 
betterment to be achieved by July 20, and on into the 
future until February 1951. e mature and creative, to 
get the most from this. 
S. Energetic people make pro9ress if they know where 
th·ey are going, but the eccentric get into hot water and 
keep it boiling. Moderation pays. Lost tempers are hard 
to find. r. Romantic influence can be good, but be alert to the 
Influences described at QQ, which can be dangerous if you 
are off guard. 
TT. Excellent for Idealism, and for cementing a relation
ship of love and friendship for enduring purposes. Oper• 
ates several days in advance of its exact time. 
TY. Emotions tend to go to extremes. The prudent wlll 
distrust their enthusiasmsJ.. curb their expressions of love, 
and •iso their spending. vperates several days in advance 
of exact time. 
lZ. The mature, and those with faith, 9et emotional and 

r,ersonal matters settled, while the childish ,are quarrel• 
ng and being suspicious. · 

U. See S, V1 W. Very tricky for emotional matter.s • .-Hyster!e 
In the air: keep it away from your door. Be discreet, and 
make ,(o hasty decisions in love, friendshiP.· Avoid self
Indulgence. Operates several days before its exact time. 
UU. Excellent for love, friendship, -stable and steady rela
tionships of all kinds. Operates in advance,. too. 
V. See S, U, W. Apply the brakes, and don't be influenced 
by hysterical people or your own extremes. Operates for 
about 2 weeks In advance of i.ts exact time. Play safe! 
VV; Tact with elders, plus willingness to conform with 
necessity, gives the month a slow but sure start. Haste 
can injure opportunities. There are plenty ahead; be con
tent- to "make haste ,lowly" and to get the ground work 
for your projects quietly and securely l.!!d for the few 
days preceding June 3, when it's influence ends, and de
lays should be in the past. 
W. See U, S, V. This influence clouds visions, makes im
pulns attractive. What you see and hear can't be trusted: 
reserve judgment, postpone decisions, and make no com
mitments. Operates in advance of its exact time by a 
couple of days. 
X. Reach agreements, sign papers, take in new territory 
mentally, and go ahead with confidence and enthusiasm. 
Discussions are rewarding1 keep social life on a somewhat 
intellectual plane for happiest results. 
XX. This series begins with the entry of Mars into 
Libra, runs to a culminating point with his square fo 
Uranus, and then tapers off during the balance of the 
month. It indicates danger from fiaste, speed, impatience} 
and temperament: and warns against excesses of .al 
kinds. At all times indicated by this series, the utmost 
of reserve is required, and increasingly required as the 
square of Mars to Uranus comes closer and is completed 
on June 23/24. Slow motion under these Influences enables 
you to take advantage, without distraction, of the splendid 
benefits under the RR series; concentrate on ·the good to 
be achieved at the RR times, and by willingness to abate 
the pace and subside when the XX's are in force, get 
the rhythm of the constructive forces at work. Slow and 
reserved is the watchword at ail XX times. 
Y. Very stabilizing influence for realistic appreciation 
of what is going on around and within you. Witlt 
Sun involved, superiors will listen to reason, can be ap
proached with sensible proposals. With Venus involved, 
artistic matters are favored, and those you love will heed' 
what you say. Clinch important matters in all departments. 
Operates in advance of its exact time by about two days. 
Z. Good for business deals, contraots, a-greemants with 
elders and mature people. Seek fact, and act on them for 
enduring results. 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN MAR, 21-APR. 20 

you END A PERIOD OF WORK AND ADHERENCE 

to duty, which began at the end of last Oc
tober, and has been going on, in one form or 
another, pretty much ever since. As Mars ends 
his transit of Virgo ( till June 11) you conclude 
this period, which ~y be likened to a period 
of apprenticeship: as it ends, you are ready for 
a fuller participation in life, l~ss as a servant, 
so to speak, and more as an equal, a partner, a 
full sharer of the world around you. · 

This transfer of emphasis from the 6th Hause 
to the 7th-from duty to sharing, from sub
ordination to participation, from employee to 
partner, etc.-takes place June 11, at the level 
of the influence of Mars. Later, on Nov. 20, 
1950, and with greater finality on Aug. 10, 1951, 
it takes place at the level of Saturn; to establish 
the form and direction of your life until the end 
of 1953. · 

Therefore, the changes that come about now, 
in June, are paving the way for more enduring 
changes to come, and should be viewed in this 
light. Anything, now, which broadens the scope 
of your life, especially to bring you more fully 
and harmoniously in contact with other people, 
in some mature partnership-relation, is to be 
welcomed as setting the right tone and pace for 
rewarding and mature living, now and in the 
future. 
' Partnership may come, or be sought, either in 
business, in social life, or in marriage-or in 
any two or all three. If you are not married, 
you should be moving purposefully in the direc
tion of marriage. If you are, you should be 
strengthening the marriage ties, and adding new 
dimensions to marriage by seeking wider circles 
of friends. Apart from marriage and broadened 
social life, this is an excellent influence for the 
formation of business partnerships which,- if 
you move into them with deliberation, can mean 
much and grow satisfactorily for a long time. 

THE "INITIAL IMPACT OF MARS' ENTRY INTO 
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TH. 1 : Make hay while the sun shines, 
find satisfaction in· a sizeable stack. 
Tensions are relieved with relaxing 
pursuits such as reading. 

FRI. 2 : Emphasizing the good points 
of the other fellow draws forth a co
operative spirit and you both pull to
gether to win mutual benefits. 

SAT. 3 : Important people will pro
mote your efforts when directed along 
practical and worthwhile- lines. Pestige 
is gained through efficiency. 

SUN. 4: Harmonious relations de
velop throtigh talking over with loved 
ones the deepest wishes of your heart 
and mil351. Devote day to sharing views. 

MON. 5: Get essentials for security 
well established in your planning ·so as 
to be most effective with efforts and 
direction of energies. 

TU. 6: Personal contacts can bring 
you some imi>0rtant support, increase 
your earnings and give you.a new con
fidence, in, your ability and purpose. 

WED. ·7: Study your problems with 
impersonal slant that yields a truly ob
jective viewpoint and release you from 
confusion and inner turmoil by so 
doing. 

TH. 8 : Check the ego to meet outer 
demands and more important needs of 
others. Analyze your n1otives to dis-. 
card tho,e that impede progress. 

FRI. 9: A smile and helping hand will 
· surmount obstacles, irksome details, 

irritating intrusions if you don't take 
yourself too seriously. Be mature. 

SAT. 10 : Act with full consciousness 
of worthy motives and you'll find 
others are encouraging, helpful. Pro
ject personality and persuasiveness 
now. 

SUN. 11: Those close are ready to 
help if you reach out with warmth and 
good will. An even disposition does 
much to strengthen family relations. 

MON. 12: Plan the day so as to have 
time to make important contacts, seek 
a raise, show reasons why your work 
merits a better position. Have confi
dence. 

TU. 13: Get in touch with those who 
mean the most to you. This may be 
the very time when you can give great
est assistance, find strength in love. 

WED. 14: Buckle down to necessary 
tasks not only to get them done, but to 
derive inner satisfaction from accom
plishment and signs of progress. 

TH. 15: Work within the present 
framework of family relations and take 
what comes up in an easy stride that 
doesn't rebel against restrictions. 
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FRI. 16: Don't lose sight of the woods 
for the trees ! Stabilize your base of 
operations with a keen wariness that 
protects interests, builds for future: 

SAT. 17: Make contacts that lead to 
wise investments or pacts of long 
standing. Material matters prosper 
with sensible decisions, thrifty. 

SUN. 18: Participation in community 
ventures, group activities gives outlet 
to your desire to be helpful, add to the 
general good. Give time and thought. · 

MON. 19: ·Lift eyes above the ground 
of routine to see what and who is 
about .you. Find happiness with loved 
ones. Contentment in home, with 
friendly contacts. 

TU. 20: Share interest with those 
close and improve mind with studies, 
new concepts, expansion .9f educational 
ideas. A fuller life is in sharing. 

WED. 21 : You trip over yourself if 
you star.t fussing abotit odds and ends 
that are unimportant to main purpose. 
Keep cool, proceed steadily. 

TH. 22: Get an early start to a pro
ductive day if you handle matters with 
intelligent finesse. Self-discipline cau
tions early rest, quiet recreation. 

FRI. 23 : Go to others with your prob
lems and heed their advice. Show ap
preciation of their interest by serious 
consideration of what has been_ said. 

SAT. 24 :· Original ideas can be given 
concrete form if you are practical, 
willing to expend extra effort. Enjoy 
creative outlets that release feelings. 

SUN. 25: Show affection for those 
you cherish in demonstrable ways that 
reach their hearts <¾l,ld spirit. Warm 
appreciation shows true devotion. 

MON. 26: Facts and figures are your 
safest guides in transacting business. 
Don't sign papers, make commitments 
until you have an accurate report. 

TU. 27: Take the tin1e to see what 
goes on around you and gain additional 
inspiration from observation of new 
places, new contacts. Travel. read. 

WED. 28: Time-wasters are to be 
avoided, esp e c 'i aJ 1 y those whose 
thoughtless gossip causes r e ck 1 e s s 
harm. Say a good word or hold your 
peace. 
TH. 29: It's important that you give 
full att-ention to responsibilities de
pendent upon you. Integrity and com
mon-sense .accomplish most. 

FRI. 30: Plan your routine work so 
that you can help in civic ventures, 
group activities which work for general 
welfare. Moderate enthusiasms for 
health. 

JUNE 1950 

• 

Libra (June 11) is likely to be over-stimulating. 
His first aspect, after that, is the square to 
Uran us (June 24) in your 4th House, and until 
this is past, you should be cautious of your 
moves in regard to other people. Indeed, the 
first 24 days of June will bear careful watching: 
lest discontent over the past ( till June 11 ) lead 
you to some swift and fruitless action (June 
11-24) which, though it may be in the right and 
broadening direction, can none the less be ill
conceived, because over-hasty. Remember that 
prudence, patience, and forethought ( till June 
24) will insure all the best, which is most likely 
to come to you, as a result of present modera
tion, between June 25 and July 14. 

FORTIFY YOURSELF IN DAILY LIFE AND DOMESTIC 

agreements (till June 3) and be ready to take 
advantage of practical opportunities in the busi
ness and financial world (June 4-12) when you 
should grasp chances for gain and material bet
terment of all kinds. Behind-the-scenes influ
ences, and your own unassuming and tactful 
efforts work for you here; you have a chance 
to put your best foot forward, and to get what 
you want by tact, and without seeming to make 
demands. This is a splendid · time, too, for all 
romantic matters, which have a practical and 
enduring quality, as well as plenty of excite
ment. You are finding the way to achieve a, life 
that is simultaneously more stable, more excit
ing, and enriched by 'new viewpoints, and even 
though the tasks of everyday life may be exact
ing, there are plenty of rewards, too. 

Look out for extravagant ideas, and depressed 
thoughts (June 13-23) among those close; the 
in_fluences of others are very demanding (June 
11-24) and "haste makes waste" in more ways 
than one. Prevent strife at all costs; what's good 
need not be struggled for ... and what needs 

. struggle is not good. "Seek peace· and pursue 
it" for with peace as your anchor, you will find 
(June 25-29) a serene and also exciting answer 
to your needs. Take care of security here; it 
may be that the best demands of security re
quire a change, but it must be a change with 
purpose. Take advice from private sources, to 
re-define the needs of your personal life in 
terms of the growing future, into which you are 
now moving swiftly and surely-especially if 
you are doing so in active harmony with those 
who share your life and aspirations. 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF. YOU WERE BORN APRIL 21-MAY 21 

WITH VENUS IN Y0:1R SUN-SIGN (~UNE 1-
27) and thereafter m your 2nd House, you 

are indeed favored at a time when the world is 
moving forward at a swift pace; and you should 
be able to use the favorable influences surround
ing you in any reasonable and mature way you 
wish, for progress, growth, contentment, and 
success. A time of perhaps excessive emotional 
or social activity comes to a.µ end (June 11) as 
Mars completes his transit of your 5th House, 
which has been in force, one way or another, 
since last October. Any social and emotional 
problems which have been prominent in these 
last months (perhaps re-accented again since 
the end of March) should now be resolved and 
solved. If love has been vexing or exacting; 
if children or young people have made demands; 
if your own feelings have been causing you dif
ficulty-you can expect these things to reach a 
conclusion, and it is your business to see that 
the conclusion reached is mature and produc
tive of the right kind of' future growth and de
velopment for all concerned. You are in many 
ways the hub of your universe, with Pluto in 
your 4th House; your stability is essential to the 
stability of all; and the way you point now, 
as the planetary emphasis changes, will be taken 
seriously by those around you. There remains 
a "wind-up" period· of these problems, till Nov. 
20, when Saturn also leaves, your 5th House; 
but the decisions made, and the directions taken 
now will have a serious and important bearing 
on the future for a long time. 

Therefore, make sure ( till June 11) that you 
do not simply become bored with the past, and 
over-eager to take off into the future which now 
appears over the horizon. Be sure you are mov
ing toward something new and better-not 

• merely away from something unsolved of which 
you are tired. Indeed, until after June 24, when 
Mars squares Uranus, you should use all your 
imagination and foresight to see the possible 
future clearly, for to act out of impulse or with-
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TH. 1 : Check liabilities to figure a 
sounder way of progress along ma
terial lines. Examine the budget for 
new ways of saving. 

FRI. 2 : Let outer tensions roll off like 
water off a duck while you work away 
at necessary jobs. Impersonal friendli
•1:ess withstands pressur~ give you 
time. • 

SAT. 3: Find mediums for expression 
of potential creativeness, increase in
terests for self-development. Conserva
tive course indicated for latter part of 
day. 

• SUN. 4: Join with others in communal 
spirit, friendly contact. Go for outing 
or have family gathering to increase 
personal response, relations. 

MON. 5: Confidence in your own in
tegrity of purpose gets across to others 
if you· step forward to utHize present 
cont.i.cts and op!)Ortunities. 

TU. 6: Go to those whose opinions 
you value and gain muc'h from discus
sion of problems and plans. Sup()Ort 
is yours for the asking if you are sin
cere. 

WED. 7: Faith and good will are a 
magnet to those who can further your 
way to· reaching your goal. Rejoice in 
work that produces constructive re
sults. 

TH. 8: Within the confines of present 
circumstances more can be developed 
and realized ,than a defeatist, restricted 
attitude might recognize. 

FR!. 9: Drop your personal wishes to 
be out-going and helpful to associates, 
others around you. Help them out of 
rut of irksome duties with cheerful
ness. 

SAT. 10: Approa boss for advat1-
tageous promotion or monetary gain. 
Investments made now are apt to 
bring substantial gain in future. 

SUN. 11 : Reach above material, physi
cal interests to meet those dear to yov 
on a plane of higher interests. Share. 
ideals, realize nobler purpose. 1 
MON. 12: Energies well directed to• 
day get more of what you most want, 
show ways of achieving it. A splendid 
day for concentrated efforts, planning, 

TU. 13: Tendency to extremes or ex
travagant gestures should be curbed. 
Go over figures once and then again 
for proper evaluation of expenditures. 

WED. 14: Like 13tµ in the need for 
caution and watchful attention to pre
vent waste or increased expenses. 
Take pressing matters in an· easy 
stride. · 

TH. 15: Temptation to play with se
-Gurity by taking a glittering risk 
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sh@uld be firmly squelched. Hang on 
fast t-0 what y-0u know is f)l'attical. 
FRI. 16: When you feel like e:,q>loaing 
or letting go of temper, just let o'ff 
steam in personal ·work t'hat need:ecl 
extr-a ·energy arwway. Be -conservative. 
SAT. 17: N-eighborh00d frlenaliness 
gives an 'inner glow of warmtb, con
tentment. Reciprocate with kindly act&, 
considerate ·attentions for m u; t u a J 
growth. 

, SUN. 18: Tell dreams and aspir.-ations 
to Joyed ones, get -close .to them by 
shar.ing confidences so that .there ·is an 
increased ·untler:standing. 
MON. 1,9: Natur:al re-serve and lirm
ness of purpose help to win ethers ,to 
considerafion of your wish!!'!\, w:iIIing
ness to he1,p you 'in realizing fuem. 
To'.. 20 : Domestic tran<'luility · cemes 
through united efforts and rnarsona-Me 
behavior, .thr-oug:h acfrve interest in 
building a truer relationshlp. 
W£Ii>.. '21 : Methooiral J>F0'Cedure .in 
the da-y'.s wevk -gets :it thme :w'jfh ·a 
m@dicum ,of .interruptierrs. .innoj.ing 
pr.essutes. ,Ma;intain peace witb .sniilClS. 

TFI. '.22.: An ear~ 'Start to tbe tlaw i:s 
most •prooucfave. W.or•k well Tn 'hand 
leave-s ,uou 'fq;ee to make important .con
tact~, oonsider new p0Ssibilifies. 
FRi. 23.: Go i'o ,Jross, ,partners 'for ·a 
new ·understanding 'O'f 'l)re'sent condi
tions, .plans for future expansion or 
neccess:ary curtailments. 
SAT. :Z4·: Group work, dealings with 
young ,people are favor.ed 'teday.. De
vise other met'hods 'for 111ore ·s.ncces-s
ful handling of group acti:vities. 'Have 
£uni! 
SUN. 25:: .Penonal eontads bi-i11g II"e
warding support, increased c@nndence 
and assurance of future hel_p. Relaxing 
day will give renewed stl"ength, _pm:-
pose. 
MOM. 20:: Safeguard interests with 
watchful eye anti reattliness to cm.tail 
expen'c!itUFes if essential to confintred 
security and well-being. Be prudent. 

TU. 27:: Work within :a framew-oik o,f 
c0ntrolleo energies, consider,ation ·of 
physical welfare that gets most d0ne 
with least fatigue or stress and .strain. 
WED. ,28·: lmportant de-cisions should 
not be made undl later date. 'ln .mean
time cheok ,the 'facts .tbtwoughly 'With 
secm:ity, •amount G1f ,r,isk wdl in .rriind. 

TH. 2~·: Plug awizy at present ·wonk 
and p1ans. 'Dori't alter rcourse mow ·until 
mere ·ol!>j:edive viewp1'>int hi;s IJJeen 
adn:re:ved in £uture. Stay put.! 
FRL 3'0·: Da.y -in and ,da;y <out i,erf0nm
ance •©I ,dutie-s ibriggs results tthat -ar.e 
gratifiYiIJg, that 'show something -1;>1 
penmananGe lras b'een built. Fnllnw rou
tine. 

JUNE 1950 

out due and mature consideration before this 
date is to run the risk of getting off to a bad 
start, just when a little more patience c--oultl -in
sure a good start. 

ALL PRACTICAL FINANCIAL MATTERS MUST BE 

settled ( till June 3) without taking feelings too 
much into account. Penn-it conservative counsel 
to rule, if more exciting piropnsals are not sound. 
You wi,11 .hav:e a ch:a.nce to say your piece, and 
to good purpose (June 4-12); confer with those 
clos-e to you, and, by _causiflg their ramica'l no
tions to harm(;mize witla yo1,1r more truly ,pr0-
gre:ssive ,afld souncl. ideas., .-set forth a •l\)'lan '01 
action here that w,i,11 serve as .a .g1,11cl.e. 

Having dorre this_, 0e su-re .not t0 take w@r
r,ies,, -dol!l.b>tS, alilol .f@,re00di-ngs too serio.hl-sly 
(June 13-.24) ·as V-en1,1s squares Pluto,, :attd Mer

-cury squares Saturn .. Faith ia rhe iighl'twless -of 
your basic d1fe-sitruotl!l.'f.e amid th@se who ,g!Jra,re 
it w1th you is ,essential:; prevemt su~pici@n, -!dis
trust, emvy from hurti~g ycm -and &o:se :mear 
yeu. I.I fiitmances seem mudCiLled, cut c@sts<t.0 keep 
1ihe budget ,alive, am!I. ·d0n't t:akie ,risks, -cut c@,r
ne:rs, OT act in baste ,or ,panic where .mon-ey is 
concerned. 

Social life is acfa,e ·and :ha_p,pf; ifs -a, rune 
time for ,engagement or .mairriag-e, i-f y@u 'aT'eri't 
already rnarraed; ·and tf& "going plaoes :an:d do
ir.rg things" w~tln !husband or wife. if you ·are. 
Be Gareiful, ,howe;ver Ultll,ne 1J:-,24} ;ffuat ycm. 
dl:0n't wear yomrse:1'£ out physi-rally ·tr)Ung lt/0 do 
more fhan is-'.gOOd ,for you. T.itris ;is the ~eri0d, 
too., 'in w.hicb to :av0.id rnsh :ao:d :hasty m-o'Ves,; 
slow-motion .hed'e wFli 'end one ip:hase -allil'd .start 
anotlYe,r in the best -p0ssilii1e ,manna;, and with 
fewest caus-es ior !the .,regrets, wfai:clu ha:ste a@uld 
bring. 1£ y,ou are ,d;1angil1'lg j'(i)b:s, chll s@ in ·sklw
lllil'0tion ... -and it is ;IJeiihaps !Jetrer tt0 waik 
in .making am -actuai1 new sta.1:t fill :after Ju:me :24. 
Y0t1 enter1ker.e (fume,25.:290 :an ex-ceHen:t period 
in whiclil to ";g~ ·set" for the fotmre. A,g11e:e
ments ·with these dose open new dc,(i)'fs ,0£ ex
pFession, new .avenues ,oI thought and cond1,1ct; 
and you will 1find, as j:une clo-s-es, that f©l!l .ar,e 
indeea 1il-romg :int0 ,a new w:0rkl, im whioh your 
Ghi.i[y l«ife 'is .lileW1y enir.ithe<il,, a,nd which is,, as 
a consequence, a ,place olf ~nfi.nitre T>O'Ss-ibaJlities, 
for t1re presemt amd lli'he \m:ltune. Friew&s ,a_ne of 
tt'tl'ntlrst impurtance.; <c:ement .o1d fies, wr<!l ·make 
new Gl'les,, lfor ctihef«-e es-sential to all tbat is 
tre~ in :the months ahe-ad. 



YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
AND YEAR'S PLAN 

IF YOU WERE ~ORN MAY 22-JUNE 21 

THE YEAR ON WHICH YOU EMBARK WITH 

your 1950 birthday is an extremely impor
tant one, for its own sake, and additionally be
cause it leads you into a chain of ·planetary in
fluences, reaching to the end of 1953, under· 
which you shotild come to a high point of cre
ative self-expression and secure happiness. 

During the. coming year, you complefe the 
transitional phase of your life which began 
when Saturn entered Virgo, in September, 1948. 
By youf 1951 birthday, you will be within eye
shot of the end of this transit; for Saturn leaves 
Virgo, to enter Libra, on August 10, 1951, so 
that by June, 1951, you will be at the last stage 
of his transit of Virgo, your 4th House. Dur
ing tµis coming year, therefore, you are com
pleting a process of change, growth, and re
vitalized security, perhaps in a new place, and 
almost certainly in a new situation, domes
tically, emotionally, and psychologically'._ 

Since November, 1949, Mars, as well as 
Saturn has occupied the -4th House of your 
chart, moving now to leave it and enter your 
5th House, Libra 1 on June 11th. At this date, 
you end an impQrtant period with respect to 
your roots, place in the world, and home en
vironment; and you are launching forth along 
some new line of thought and endeavor which 
includes greater freedom of personal expression, 
and a greater sense of individual worth, than 
you have experienced in some time. This great
er freedom of personal expression must be 
used wisdy and well, for it is the fore-runner 
of Saturn's transit of your 5th House (Nov. 
20, 1950-Mar. 1, 1951, and again for the major 
portion of the transit, Aug. 1, 1951-Oct. 20, 
1953). Saturn in 5th will require of you a 
close union between self-expression on the one 
hand, and a sense of mature responsibility on 
the other. As Mars now moves through your 
5th House (June 11-Aug. 8) the urge to self-
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TH. 1 : Your business interests are 
well favored now if you work with ad
vantages to others as well as to your-· 
self in !IJind. Be on your toes. 
FRI. 2: More experienced heads will 
help you reach fruitful decisions if you 
seek such counsel today. Give new 
projects tangible outline to put in mo
tion. 
SAT. 3: Domestic affairs prosper with 
their iiherest in the foreground and a 
practical viewpoint in procedures that 
strengthen the base of operatibns. 
SUN. 4: Give thought to your actions 
and what thoughts are uppermost that 
you can deal with them frankly, be 
fair in judgment, give value to others. 
MON. 5: Add creative ideas to the 
mechanical performance of routine 
duties and have the fun of new ex
pansion, relief from dullness of rou
tine tasks. 
TU. 6 : Increase in possessions, mone
tary gain will come with attention to 
present offerings, stable investments 
and thrifty use of means at hand. 
WED. 7: Efforts are supported by in
terested associates, friends so give full 
measure in executing details, maintain
ing standards of integrity, purpose. 
TH.- 8: Love affairs need delicate, 
sensitive handling that does not urge 
extremes or unwise demands. Think 
and act along idealistic lines that cher
ish. 
FRI. 9 : Watch your step in dealing 
with others now-be patient, under
standing and diplomatic to preserve a 
smooth and peaceful relationship. Eve: 
Seek advice. 
SAT. 10: If common-sense and practi
cal measures are employed you can 
make increased income through busi
ness deals, long-range pacts. Be pru
dent, saving. 
SUN. 11: Intimate circle of loved 
ones, friends rewards your time and in
terest with ready response, helpful ad
vice and show you where you can be 
most useful. 
MON. 12: ·Older people bolster your 
credit and reputation if you speak 
freely with them of your plans and de
sires for the future. Be frank, open 
and warm. 
TU. 13: Find some outlet to express 
inher creativeness that needs to find a 
definite form. Logical steps to such ex
pression are necessary and beneficial. 
WED. 14: Get a grip on your ener
gies when starting the day so as to get 
1nto smooth, ready action that produces 
results later on. A relaxed, easy tempo. 
TH. 15 : Don't deviate from normal 
pattern now but give serious considera
tion to what reasons are present for 
changing your course for sound deci
sion later. 
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FRL 16: Impulse should give way to 
reason, conservative behavior, if prog
ress is to be made today. Obstacles are 
surmountable if looked at realistically. 
SAT. i7: Like 16th,inner compul
sions need firm handling lest they run 
away and upset your deepest aspirations. 
Think about the other fellow instead. 
SUN. 18: The gayety and laughter of 
young people, family is a soothing, 
happy time for you if plans are made 
for a sociable, get-together day. Have 
fun. · 
MON. 19: Start the week with a well
planned program that releases time and 
energy to devising new, efficient meth
ods_ of handling routine problems, 
work. 
TU. 20: Project towards others and 
find an encouraging respo~ to your 
overtures. Win those close to sharing 
your interests and heartfelt wishes 
now. 
WED. 21 : Hold steady to planned, 
sensible economy and be firm in re
fusing to risk or gamble with security. 
Domestic tranquility essential. 
TH. 22: Put personal wishes aside to 
conform to others and find a much 
greater satisfaction in having assisted 
others over some rough spot, trying 
hardship. 
FRI. 23 : Courage of your convictions 
carries you forward to important con
tacts and cinching matters that will be 
most beneficial in the Jong run. Be 
cheerful. 
SAT. 24: Like 23rd-your efforts most 
likely to succeed today if y_ou · are 
earnest about what you are after and 
willing to bend your efforts to con
vincing others. 
SUN. 25: Open house to friend& and 
neighbors makes a bright, pleasant 
day of hospitality and good will. Give 
tensions a.good, sunny airing. 
MON. 26: Resentments are stumbling 
blocks in the way of achievement and 
recognition of your finer qualities-get · 
rid of them with realistic evaluation of 
self. 
TU. 27: Associates can shed light on 
perplexing problems, show a smoother 
way of operation to get in touch with 
them and be free in discussion for re
sults. 
WED. ~8: A calm, easy approach does 
much to help others fit into the day's 
round of activities, successful carrying 
out of duties and conserves strength._ 
TH. 29: Full Moon-don't deviate 
from understanding with partners or 
willingness to have mutual concern at 
heart for later recognition of trust-
worthiness, solidity. · 
FRI. 30: Knowledge of adherence to 
principles give& self-assurance and 
.ability to reach for Jar~_er scope of in
terests, recognition.-Confer with others. 

JUNE }950 

expression will be great~and it -is likely to' 
run away with your maturity and responsibil
ity, if you are not consciously aware of the 
need for expressing these. The wisdom with 
which you use these present impulses and op
portunities, therefore, will stamp your inner 
attitudes and means of growth and expression 
for a long time to come. For this reason, your 
birthday-period, 1950, is of especial impor
tance. It marks your transition into a new-won 
security, away from· that which is outworn to
ward that which is progressive and aspiring; 
and it gives you the creative drive which, if 
rightly used now, will merge with the longer-_ 
lasting influence of Saturn, starting Nov. 20, 
and gathering force Aug. 10, 1951, to bring 
you to a new and deeply rewarding level of self
expression and happiness, in the three and a 
.half years now beginning. 

MAKE YOUR PEACE WITH CIRCUMSTANCES 

( till June _3) by a mature willingness to give 
gr.ound before the impact of necessity. If those 
who share your life, or if circumstances them
selves, prove· stubborn and hard to handle, be 
mature and above all patient. It's needless to 
force issues before Jime 3-; after this date 
(June 4-12) you gain extraordinary support 
from unexpected, behind-the-scene forces; fi
nances become better; and you are able to see 
and plan ahead easily and without making de
mands. You're winding up, in this period, some 
pressureful period that began last October; 
though domestic demands and the necessities 
of private life remain, they are now much easier 
to handle. Do -not be worried (June 13-24) by 

. doubts and fears, and do not be panicked into 
some emotional or financial excess. This_ is a 
period f_or slow-motion and thoughtful deliber
ation; the square of Mars to Uranus (June 11-
24) "incites to _riot" where· emotions are con
cerned. False moves of temperament, excessive 
pleasure-seeking, are here destructive of hap
piness and peace of mitid. Study the XX series 
-of influences in Your Planascope, and be guided 
by them through the maze of temptations that 
are present, centering your attention, for best 

- developments, on the RR influences that ac
cent the benefits to be derived under the trine 
of Jupiter to Uranus, and the other influences 
which activate it. Restraint of ego and tem
perament .is essential. This is a fine time for 
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a vacatiom, if it can be managed : use care 
in travelling, and keep costs. to a sensible 
level, to "get away from it all" in some 
purposefol way. relax, and take stock of 
what is to came, If you have creative. gifts, 
this is the time to develop them~ if not; 
then set your mind on "creative living", 
on the highest ideals of human relation
ships, and the contributions which you 
can make to them. Lave is accented, under 
this 5th House influence; and the ma
turity, as well as. the warmth, which you 
bring to your love-relationships is of the 
utmost importance. Love from here on 
entails increasing responsibjlities-to your 
loved ones, to young people, to the best 
you have it\,yourself. Purposeless pleasure.
seeking ( especially till June 24th) is very 
dangerous. So also• is gambling with se
curity. This is a time to play safe and 
stan~ pat on kriown values ; thus you get 
the drift of the tide, and are able to catch 
its crest later, when the seas are less tem
pestuous. 

FOLLOWING JUNE 24, THERE IS AN EX
CELLENT period (June 25-29) in which 
some remarkable. financial opportunity can 
be developed, to mature under the trine 
o.f Jupiter to Uranus (July 20) and to 
be clinched and cemented as Venus con
joins Uranus and trines Jupiter (July 21-
28). This is one of the finest of material 
chances you have had in a long time; it 
continues to operate ·to your benefit till 
Sept. 15, and then takes hold again be
tween Dec. 1, 1950, and April 23, 1951, 
with a "high center" in February, 1951. 
Prestige is high now, with Jupiter in 10th 
House,_ and is.. focused and refl;cted in 
income, because.. of his trine to Uranus in 
2nd. You win the support of influential 
people, and may find yourself suddenly 
in a position of authority and responsibil
ity with·exceptionally good pay, as well as 
the boost to your ego, to reward you. It's 
because of this that it is worth while to 
avoid haste before June 24th. It's pos
sible that, before trus date, you will get 
word of tl:ie good things. to come, and it 
may require the square of Mars. to Uranus 
(June 24) to get you out of s.ome rut, 
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onto the broad. highway that expands oe
fore you. If so, you can make up your 
mind to better things before June.. 24, and 
he. prepared to "move in" right after that 
date. Do nothing in temper or tempera
ment, however, and be sure.of where you 
are going before. you burn. your bridges 
behind you ... for bridges burned before 
June 24 are hard to · rebuild; therefore 
be sure you will have no further need for 
them- before applying the torch. 

GEMINI: PLANNING YOUR YEAR 

TH.E TRANSIT OF VENUS THROUGH YOUR 
sign (June 27-July 22) with Mars, and 
Neptune in your 5th House and Jupiter 
in. 10th trine Uranus marks a high point 
of popularity, and ~ome very exciting, 
opportunistic developments to whl.ch you 
should be constantly alert, ready to take 
advantage of any and all "breaks," in per-
sonal or in business. life. -

If you are single, this is a prime chance 
to alter that condition. Engagement or 
marriage (June 27-July 9) are richly fa-. 
vored, for the rom~tic influences are 
strong and, if you are ·mature and :,incere, 
can be made into- a permanent part of 
your life at this. time. Be alert to- the ex
cessive emotionalism of. Mars conjunct 
Neptune (till July 14); the purely ro
mantic can be explosively exciting, and 
anything that is. merely a castle of sand, or 
a house of daydreams, will be blown away 
in the tempest of your emotionalism. If, 
however, your feet are on the ground, your 
head-in-the-clouds. can reveaJ some durable 
vistas, toward which you can move, and 
to which you can come for lasting happi
ness. 

If you are already married, deepen the 
ties of love that are yours, and make new 
friends, move in new circles, open your 
mind and heart to new human and social 
values. 

This is a fine time to put your best foot 
forward, in all ways. If you work, seek 
advancement . . . and if you haven't 
worked· before and want to, this is your 
time to sta1i well up the ladder. Superiors 

; favor you; if you are· in the public eye, 
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in politics, church or club work, expect 
to have added responsibility, and the in
creased respect of your associates. Seek 
a position of leadership, and in all ways 
build high the structure of your success 
and prestige, on the solid foundations of 
your new-won security and sense of be
longing. 

This is a splendid period financially, 
and ,one in which past efforts can be re
warded, and new ones quickly productive. 
If you have invented anything, seek re
turns from it here; if you have invest
ments, they should yield well. If you work, 
a raise is in order; and from whatever 
source your income derives, you should 
be better off than in a long time. Make 
present good fortune the basis for future 
affluence and prosperity: save a goop part 
of what comes your way. Invest soundly 
for income and stability. Expect the good 
things of life to come your way, and do 
all in your power to deserve them, and 
to build them into a permanent part of 
your life-structure. Major agreements 
should be reached by July 20th, and long
term contracts signed ; these are cemented 
(July 21-28) at a high level of happiness 
and security, and the· basis of a prosper
ous and happy life should here be formed. 
Don't let emotional-financial extremism of 
any kind jeopardize your position, con
tentment or security, for there is a cloudy 
and muddled influence (till Aug. 3) that 
can go to your head and cause personal 
or economic indiscretions if you are not 
on guard. 

SOUNDNESS, HOWEVER, IS VERY DESIRABLE 

here, since in August you come (Aug. 4-
24) into the year's best period, during 
which all that has previously been achieved 
receives new confirmation ... and if by 
any chance yon "missed the boat" before, 
you have an opportunity to get on board 
now. Here, Mars moves into your 6th 
House (Aug. 8) to trine Jupiter in 10th 
(Aug. 16) and Uranus in 2nd (Aug. 24) 
in a grand trine involving your 10th 
House (Jupiter, prestige, standing, credit), 
your 2nd House (income), and your 6th 
House ( daily life and occupation.) This 
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is a seldom-seen configuration, undef 
which you should cinch whatever job and 
income-source you have, or move confi
dently into a new and better one. Every
one helps, here; superiors and influential 
people are on your side; co-workers are 
cheering for you; and if you need financial 
backing for even a quite daring scheme, 
you can pretty surely get it, provided the 
elements of common sense are marked in 
your approach to your project. You should 
seek, in every way possible, to better your
self here, through betterment of your job, 
your daily life, your prestige. It should 
be your aim to end this period ( Aug. 24) 
with all flags flying, and with your life 
established in the way you want it to go 
for a long time to come. 

SLOW-DOWN AND WIND-UP 

BETWEEN AUGUST 24 AND NOVEMBER 30, 
you encounter a period of consolidation, 
rather than of continued expansion. Your 
life will continue to grow and flourish, 
according to the plans you made, and the 
projects you launched, in June, July, and 
August. But now you should not apply 
the steam for the sake of new and exciting 
developments ; you should rather tend the 
fires you have already built, bank them 
slightly, and be content with holding your 
gains, instead of seeking new ones. 

Health and pea-ce of mind can suffer 
( Aug. 24-Sept. 24) if. you are driving 
yourself too hard, Publicity favors you, 
if you aren't "trying too hard" and so 
being misw1derstood. This is no time to be 
an "eager beaver" for publ-it recognition; 
rather, if you stick to your job, you will 
get all the recognition you need and de
serve-while if you are making demands 
or seeking the limelight, you are likely to 
present a broad target for the envious to 
shoot at. This condition continues, in some
what altered form, right through till the 
end of November. There's an excellent 
chance to steady and stabilize your situ
ation (Sept. 24-0ct. 17) through far
sighted cooperative agreements with 
others, looking more to the long-term good 
than to any immediate changes or gains. 
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You are warmed, encouraged and sup
ported here by your loved ones, perhaps 
more so than by those you meet in every
day walks of life, who may seem con
'tentious and difficult. Be a yes-man where 
there is occasion t0< be ; you gain ground 
heeding the needs and demands of others, 
and lose it trying to get your own way. 
This is addedly true (Oct. 18-Nov. 6) 
when Mars in your ·7th House squares 
Saturn at the last degrees of your 4th; 
he~e excess speed, impatience, discontent, 
etc. can "upset the apple cart" just when 
the problems of the past are about to be 
solved. Major changes may come here, due 
to forces beyond your control; if so, con
sider them a push in the right direction, 
and realize that your best time to make 
new connections, plans, etc., will come-in 
December. Do not, in any circumstances, 
try to force things before the end of No
vember ;_ emotionalism runs high, and you 
can ,;nake some false move, if you are put
ting yourself under pressure, that can jeo
pardize happiness and financial security. 
You are making a major transition, as 
Saturn moves from 4th House to 5th · 
(Nov. 20) and should be willing to "drift 
with the tide" till after Dec. 1, when things 
will come clearer. 

SIGN-POSTS TO THE FUTURE 

THE ENTRANCE OF SATURN INTO LIBRA 

(Nov. 20) introduces a kind of prologue 
to the full drama of this transit, which 
will hold stage-center in your life between 
Aug. 10, 1951, and Oct. 20, 1953. The 
present prologue runs between Nov. 20, 
1950, and March 1, 1951, after which 
Saturn returns to Virgo (Mar. 1-Aug. 9, 
1951) to wind up his transit of your 4th -
House, which now comes to a preliminary 
dose. 

Saturn in Libra (Nov. 20, 1950-Mar. 1, 
1951) activates the 5th House of your 
chart, the house of creative self-expression 
in all its manifestations: love, social life, 
drama, young people, and any abilities you 
have in literature, music, or the other arts. 

Saturn is the focus, of immediate at
tention : the house he transits demands at-
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tention; thus attention now centers in these 
5th Hous'e needs. Saturn, in his own right, 
demands maturity and responsibility, with 
respect to the qouse he activates, as well 
as in general. Thus, the years now fore
shadowed, and the present period during 
which Saturn is in Libra, demand of you 
attention to your own creative needs, and 
also maturity in satisfying them. 

When Saturn in 5th House catches peo
ple in the midst of some personal situation 
that is not all moonlight a11d roses, the re
action is frequently to accent the need for 
attention of the 5th House (romance, self
expression) and to negle~t the need for 
responsibility and maturity in connection 
with it. Thus, discontent with things as 
they are tends to lead into a frantic effort 
to "express one's self" in some kind of 
irresponsible adventure, when the transit 
of Saturn occurs. When adults. suddenly 
start acting like adolescents, it's often be-

. cause Saturn is transiting 5th House, cen
tering attention on the need for individual 
self~expression, without at once evoking 
the mature and responsible response which 
alone can make this transit productive. 
This is no time to go adventuring clown 
the "primrose path of pleasure"-though 
the urge to do so will be there. 1:he first 
thing you must do, in the presence of this 
transit, is to decide where your emotional 
responsibilities lie, and to center your at
tention there. 

This clone, you are ,ready for a deeply 
rewarding experience in self-discovery, 
and in self-expression, at a new and adult 
level. For at whatever age this transit finds 
yoti, you.should emerge from it with love 
more profound, J:>ecause more mature, and 
with your life and emotions organized in 
a, stable and enduring pattern of living and 
loving, in which one suppo~s and enriches 
the other. This is the transit under which 
to discover, or re-discover, that "happiness 
is not a thing to be 'sought separately; 
happiness is the by-product OJ a full, well
rounded life." 

Anything that makes happiness look like 
something you can seek as something apart 
from the normal order of living is to be 
deeply distrusted; anything by which you 
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come to understand· happiness as the by
product of a full, well-rounded life pro
vides the right way for you. 

There is a chance, under this transit, for 
the discovery o( creative talents in the 
arts, and you should open your mind' wide 
to this possibility. 

WITH JUPITER IN 10TH HousE (Dec. 1, 
1950-Apr.20, 1951) prestige is high. You 
should here cement the gains made last 
summer, and fortify your business, pro
fessional, and· social life at a new and re
warding level of success and achievement. 

· Publicity favors you (Dec. 1-17) and you 
have a chance here to enter new agree
ments, or to reassert old ones under new 
circumstances into which they can be 
made to fit. Be ready to sit back and relax 
(Dec. 18- Jan. 15, 1951) and avoid excess 
spending. 

BETWEEN JAN. 16 AND FEB, 25, 1951, 
Mars goes through your 10th House, con
joining Jupiter and trining Uranus there 
during February. You can ·1ose here, 
through over-extending your credit, 
through being too eager or too grasping; 
sup~riors can lead you along through too 
great optimism, and your own optimism 
is likely to encourage you to dangerous 
risks or extremes. Be an opportunist, for 
there are great opportunities here; but stay 

" on the safe and sane side of all decisions, 
and be especially careful, as Mars opposes 
Saturn at the end of February not to shake 
your security by an unwise move, or by 
stubborn adherence to some plan that 
should be abandoned, or at least postponed. 

EPILOGUE TO ·YESTERDA Y 

SATURN'S FINAL ACTIVATION OF YOUR 4TH 
House (Mar. 1-Aug. 10, 1951) necessi
tates a "retake" of some things you may 
have thought done with last November. 
This period completes the· transitional 
period which began in September 1948 
and gained fresh impetus in June 1949. 
The present period completes the new 
foundations you have been building and 
should be regarded as putting the finis_h:·. 
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- ing touches on the new house before 

moving into jt for a permanent habitation. 
Responsibilities accumulate/ here, but 
should not discourage you, since you know 

. they will be lessened this summer, and that 
the better you take care of them now, the 
freer you will be of them later, and for a 
long time to come. Be especially cautious 
against ·resentments at the end of Febru
ary; and do not let your emotions get the 
better of you, as Mars moves through your 
11th House (Feb. 26-Apr. 6) to emphasize 
your aspirations, and perhaps cause you to 
r.ebel against anything that stands even 
temporarily in the way of the)r attainment. 
Be discreet socially, and in all forms of 
self-expression; also be careful that money 

. doesn't run through your fingers waste
·fully. If you can withdraw a little from 
social and other activities- (Apr. 7-May 
20) you will do the best possible things 
for your peace of mind, growth, and bet
terment. With Jupiter in your 11 th House 
(Apr. 21, 1951-Apr. 26, 1952) you have 
numerous and valuable friends; don't let 
them distract you fro91 your main pur- · 
poses, which remain creative and deeply 
personal. These purposes you can fortify 
(May 1-20) so that they will form the 

· rock-like -foundation on which your life 
is built. 

As Mars goes through your sun-sign 
(May 21-June 30, 1951) you are launched 
on a new two-year cycle, and should make 
this, your 1951 birthday period, count in 
the same way that your 1950 birthday 
counted: as the pace- and ·t<;>ne-setter for 
the future. The final square of Mars to 
Saturn in your 4th House occurs here, in 
June. Here also occurs the trine of Mars 
to Neptune in 5th. This means that your 
accent must be and remain on the creative, 
self-fulfilling side of your life, and that 

'the material situation in which you find/ 
yourself must here be made into a servitor 
of your deepest, most intimate, and most 

,mature creative needs. By establishing 
yourself in this situation, and this frame 
of mind, at the time of your 1951 birthday, 
you stand ready to move forward into two 
richly rewarding, and personally gratify
ing years. 
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_ YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN JUNE 22-JULY 23 

.p 
THIS IS THE MONTH WHEN THE CHANGE 

· that peeped over the horizon in December, 
and vanished in February, comes back to life 
again, perhaps in a· new form, but "this time 
for keeps." As. Mars completes his traus;t of 
your 3rd House (June I 1) you. are able to wind 
up a lot of odds and ends of detaHs, and to 
move forward along some new lin~, which fs 
a continuation of the old, into new areas of 
growth and achievement. Although. many, and 
perhaps most, of the elements of yom- recent 
environment continue in force, you're heading 
for a broader sphere of action and influence, 
and should be ready for changes with a high 
heart, and with. sol111d purpose. 

There is some danger here that you :will he 
inclined to move too fast, and without _due con
sideration of all the factors involved. The square 
of Mars to Uranus ( complete June 24, and 

_ wofrh remembering all month) strikes hard and 
fast; if you have been covering up any impa
tiences, they are likely to burst forth now, in 
a manner that can make your new start more 
frantic thpcn it ought to be. Examine your ego, 
above all: do not do anything merely because 
you warit it that way, if you cannot prove to 
yo_urself and others that it is wefl done, with 
ultimate goals, as welt as present desires, in 
mind. If there is a dragback of elders, con- , 
servative insistence on the part of relatives, and 
long-standing circumstances, you should wel
come these; they act as, a check-rein on the too
spirited horse that is your self-assertiveness. 
Be ready to move, but •with deliberation, in or
der that your most i-ndividualistic aims ID<!,Y be 
truly served and. reatized-not· merely driven 
into the bfind aUey or a dead-end street where 
ego and emotionalism_ will land you. · 

TAKE PRIVATE ADVICE OF RELATIVES AND THOSE 

close to you ( till June 3) and moderate the totie 
of your thinking to conform with' the demanjs 
of circumstance. Although Mars is changing 
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TH. 1 : Being able to receive as well 
as giye in friemdships, puts them on a 
truhy mutual basis and merits a· clos.ec. 
more harmonious unity. Go slow. 

FRL 2 : Stress. importance of security, 
home fmmdations in your acti'ons now. 
Work for stabilizing the foundations 
for lasting well through the futut:e. 

SAT. J : Expand mental capacity 
through increased study and wider in
terests. Readiness. to assist associates 
is oo'immeasnr-ab1e value. Be generous. 

SUN. 4: The influem:e of those dear 
to you cqmes to your aid and helps p,rr0-
mote your inner desires: and aims. W el
come such helv with deep appreciation. 

MON. 5: A day in which to make 
each. minute count for something con
structive, creative and worth the doing. 
Enthusiasms should he checked to 
steady purpose. 

TU. 6: Like yesterday fo that actions 
bear tangibfe fruit, so· ptant your· crop 
with care and prop.er selection to har-

, vest a. satisfactory resmlt later 0111. 

WED. 7: Stimulating for~es should 
find broader horizon and scope for 
self-development through ol;>servation 
a1'ld increased perception and ·knowl
edge. 

TH. &: Attune yomself. to a steady 
rhy,thm of accomplishmest. not only 
for yourself bnt others who need-your 
help,, depend on yott for encourage-
ment. · 

FRL 9 : Control impulse to talk back 
to those in authority or who, in some 
way hoM you to irksome dttties. See 
beyond pi:-esent limita>tion& fo_y ex-
pansion. ' 

SAT. t(}: True evaluation of y0.urself, 
your good points,. lends, weight in pro
moting self to others, especiaMy when 
the cause is. for genera;! welfare. 

S:U:N. U: Enjoy travel today, meeting 
with old hiends, fuidi.ng new places or 
new contacts. Distant matters are fa
vared if proper steps are _taken. 

MON. 12: Gather in today's offerings 
with a ready appreciation of its value 
ancf 11>tirlize what is practical. to your 
advantage and increased 11restige. 

TU. 13: Home and.farml-y merit first 
consideration and provide a constant 
lasimg- source o.f happiness if you are
aware, considerate and co-operative. 

WED. 14: Pick out essential duties to 
do first so that later hours may n0,t 
find :iwu lagging behind or fretful over 
unexpec.ted delays or interruptions:. 

TH. 15: Wholesome thought~ reave no 
r@om for Utlt'realthy; cai111tankeroos. ones 
t'hat sabotag,e a normal progEess. o.r in
terfere in constructive procedure. 
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F.lU. }6: Like 15th in need for self
awareness. Guard against unreason of 
compulsions t'hat teRd to throw you off 
the path of_ common sense, fair ,:>lay. 

SAT. 17: Plan a sociable time with 
friends and have fun relaxing in their 
'company after a business day that 5s 
gratifying if bandied smoothly, calmly. 

SUN.· 18: Release fr.am past tensions 
in today's quiet fanuly _group and com
fort of loved o.nes clos.e who.se inter.est 
in your welfare is sincere and deep. 

MON. 19: .Innovations in business are 
acceptable if you hav.e pr,oved ca,J)ab1e 
of securing b.ase of .o.per.ations. being 
practical and far-sighted. 

TU. 20: SUJ,ilport from associate sh0uld 
give you necessary confokl'lce to forge 
ahead an<l welcome ne,v responsibi1-
ities, a higher position of authority. 

WED. 21 : Conservative prooedur.e in
sures :repmtation and continued prestige 
at a time when temptation would 1ead 
you a.long fo@lha<r(\y -pa.ths. Use dis
cretion. 
TR. 22: Give yourself a t,at on the 
back for re.a.I acco.m.l,!>lishmeru: .and then 
forge . ahea.d widi steady ~W'~se 
towards high goal of ;achievement. 
Contact friends. 
FRI. 2J : D.on't he .hasty in offering so
lutions for 1)resent difficulties 'that ne€d 
due -c.onsiderat-ion and best kRowiedge 
to re.a.eh equitable outcome. 
SAT. 24; Present offers· prove of 1n
comparaMe value if modified to p.rac
tical ex'.l;)r.essi0n and thrifty outcome. 
They work to benefit domestic stabil
ity. 
SUN. 25: Get out and enjoy yourself, 
go for a pienic or -.excursfon with fam
ily, loved ones. Call on tho.se .sick Gr 
less fortunate. W.dte letters, read. 

MON. 26: Self-control gets things 
done with less wear and tear on 
nerves, energy. Be moderat,e in :ap
proach to problems and snags that aTe 
apt to come up. 
TU. 27: A well-planned program is 
easier to stick t.o than a hit or miss 
doing of things which are apt to 
tangle up with, outside interferemce. 
Steady! 
WED. 28: Keep your procedure in .the 
day's work free of ire or temper to 
come out ahead with production and 
satisfaction in a job that is we11 done. 

TH. 29: Full MOON~Pursuits of a 
private nature are well to follow rather 
than risking ('luarreis or other ups.ets 
of harmonious relations. Use tact. 
FRI. 30: Comprehend problems of 
those dear to you so that you may 
suppty the needed sympathy o.r 'help 
that ea:ses •their way. Give them fu11 
support! 
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houses (June 11) arid inciting to a new start, 
Saturn does not make the transition from 3rd 
House to 4th till Nov. 20, Therefore, there are 
still hold-overs from the past that need to be 
dealt with. calmly and collectedly. Pmmises .or 
obligations in your immediate environment can 
be made\to consume less time and energy, but 
they cannot be abaJJ.doned entvrely by :any means. 

_ The time to make your peace with them, and 
to relate them, in orderly and mature fashion, 
to a new life is till June 3. 

Friends and soei:al life are very important 
(June 1-27) and you are popular and sought 
after (June 4-12) in a way that enriches your 
life, and add-s gaiety and high spirits to the 
chances that are coming about. It's entirely pos
sible that marriage may be prom'inently in the 
_picture. If you are not already married, the 
move of Mars (June 11) and .Sa.turn (Nov. 
20) into your 4th House is excellent for en
gagement and for taking first steps toward the 
establishment -of your own home. 

-Remember that (unti1 Sept. 15) you are 
under excelient support from Jupiter~ trining 
Uranus in your Sun-sign from your 9th House. 
Therefore, change is of the essence of things
change for permanent betterment, .or ·vacation 
travel, or anything that broadens your s_phere 
and gives access to good 'will and good fortune 
through the doorway of a wide-open heart and 
mind. Refusal to make changes impedes 
growth ; be sure they are made with purpose, 
by being especially- careful ( till June 24) of 
self-will and ego-demands. With these under 
control, ·you have now an unbeatable chance t-0 
•~ove into a better life'~ and should take full 
advantage of it. Curb discouragement (June 19-
24) which may first mask as over-elated s_pirits 
and then cast you down if you a.re being im
pulsive. Accept restraining advice here, for max
imum growth and progress. 

ENTERING YOUR BIRTHDAY PERIOD, TAKE STOCK 

(June 21-29) at}d consolidate your forces, 
reaching high with -courage and confidence. 
Over-rule a chance at domestic friction by travel, 
or by having your eyes fixed on high goals that 
minimize nearby chafing. Protect yoµr security 
from eccentric ideas (till June 27) in order to 
cement (June 28, 29) your plans, and to move 
purposefully in the direction of your highest 
-goals, which now become happily attainable. 

· SS 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN JULY 24-AUGUST 23 

FINANCIAL MATTERS ARE ~ow EMERGING 
from a stressful period, as Mars ends his 

1ong transit of your 2nd House (June 11) and 
moves into your 3rd, where he gives greater 
scope and freedom to mental and creative ex
pression, and removes the pressure from purely 
material affairs. If you have been building wel~ 
since last October, you should find practical mat
ters in sound shape, so that, between now and 
the end of November, you can find your for
tunes cemented at a gratifying level of income 
and security. $atum, remaining in your 2nd 
House till Nov. 20, and returning there between 
March and August, 1951, should be used to 
steady finances at the level you wish them to 
maintain for the coming years. The first phase 
of this process is completed June 11 ; by this 
time you should know where your interests lie, 
and how you can handle them to best advantage. 
Evaluate the changes that have come about 
since last fall, and m1tke your peace with ma• 
terial conditions in your life. 

BE CAUTIOUS, AS MARS MOVES TO THE SQUARE 
of Uran us ( complete June 24; and_ to be con
sidered all month) that highly· elated spirits do 
not cause you to deviate from the practical° de
mands of the world, which continue in full 
fo~e, though with lessened tension. If you 
have "suppressed desires" through Uranus in 
your 12th House, they are now likely to demand 
expression. But these demands should be stern
ly denied. The square of Mars to Uranus (till 
June 24) is over-stimulating to the mental
emotional centers ; it is an influence under which 
you can "talk yourself into anything", for the 
most improbable notions will now appear in a 
rosy light, and can lead you far astray if you 
follow the false gleam, which is really ego and 
self-centeredness, masking as something high 
and noble. Examine your motives gravely and 
soberly, and do not give in to any which are 
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TH. 1 : Circumstances favorable for 
material interests and chances for pro. 
motion if you exercise·sound judgment 
in taking advantage. 
FRI. 2: Light can be shed on present 
affairs if you seek advice, take it ob
jectively, utilize in a constructive way. 
Don't overdo or get unstrung. 
SAT. 3: Morning hours yield best 
work when energies and mind are 
fresh from rest. Later. stick to mod
erate course that curtails risks, gives 
relaxation. 
SUN. 4: Meet with others on a social, 
fri!!ndly basis that draws out confi- · 
dences, is receptive to furthering of 
mutual purposes. Be frank, open, fair. 
MON. 5: Get work outlined in such a 
way as to leave time for broader in
terests. Give daily job new zest by in
venting time-saving devices. 
TU. 6: Capital increase comes through 
quick perception of value in present 
chances, providitig dealings are square, 
and benefit others as well as yourself. 
WED. 7 :. Development of public con
tacts meets with success. Philan- · 
thropies are furthered through enlist
ment of important individuals by per
sonal charm. 
TH. 8: Clearly define essential· duties 
and put them in the foreground of to
day's schedule. Be thorough; ke~ an 
even speed that produces-careful-work. 
FRI. 9 : Take what is at hand and 
make the most of it-the rewards will 
be richer than seems apparent and you 
will have overcome a feeling of re-
striction: · 
SAT. 10: Personal matters helped by 
some private party such as friend. boss. 
Wekome suggestions and support that 
gives additional steam to go ahead. 
SUN. 11 : Companionship is of deep 
value in the everyday business of liv
ing. Take time to make it more mean
ingful with those who are already 
close and loved. 
MON. 12: Innovations in system of 
enterprise will help its success and 
gain favor with superiors as well as 
with associates. Increase reputation for 
soundness. 
TU. 13 : Romance flourishes with en
couragement an d consideration of 
loved one. Project good will that builds 
worthwhile associations, increased 
friendship. 
WED. 14: Buckle down, to routine and 
have it well out of the way by after
noon when more relaxing pursuits can 
be followed. · 
TH. 15: Diligent work produces a re
warding day and helps you to avoid 
tangents, unnecessary risks or other 
acts which could impede steady prog
ress. 
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Fl{l. i6: Conform to pressures of the 
moment by putting· emphasis on your 
own performance, as well as giving 
hel1> to others· who need direction. 

SAT. 17: The outer world holds some 
valuable offer if you are keen to grasp 
and use it with common-sense, pru
dence. Methodical approach makes 
things smoother. 
SUN. 18: Join with neighbors in good 
fellowship; be ready to take part in 
some activity that benefits the group. 
Do your part in making home hospi
table. 
MON. 19: Have confidence in your 
aims, that the other fellow may, too. 
Present them in a way to be under
stood and appreciated. 
TU. 20: Everything conspires to help 
you along the way to happiness and 
security if you are aware and oppor
tunistic of what is here to be utilized. 

WED. 21: An essential safeguard to a 
stable bank account is revising the 
budget with sufficient provision for 
the unexpected. Be thrifty. 
TH. 22: With proper management you 
can increase profits. Later in day take 
it easy and get in some healthful exer
cise that helps keep· you fit. 

FRI. 23 : Good impulses may well be 
followed into some constructive work 
that helps someone else as well. Get 
closer to living up to high principles. 

SAT. 24: Beware of going around in 
circles by sticking to a set j oh that 
needs your time and efforts. Res~ardi, 
study open new vistas of thought, ac
tivity. 
SUN. 25: Friendship is i~portant. 
Hold fast to the friends you have by 
thoughtful deeds, keeping in touch 
through calling on them or by corre
spondence. 
MON. 26: Start the new week by fit
ting details into a well-planned sched
ule that gives efficiency a chance to 
operate at highest level, produces most. 

TU. 27: Routine well in hand should 
give some leeway for outside interests. 
Development of contacts for a wider 
scope of action. Be observant. 

WED. 28 : Confine yourself to person
al work that secludes you from friction 
or bumping into contentious folks, to 
your chagrin. A friendly reserve wins 
the day. 
TH. 29 : A turbulent household can be 
quieted down with calm objectiveness 
that is reassuring, turns mountains 
back to holehills, and is firm. 

FRI. 30: Past performance gets its 
recognition in tangible form today if 
perseverance has been your forte. 
Have conferences with .partners, asso-
ciates. · 
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purely emotjonal. Those close to you may be 
provocative, either by being quarrelsome, or 
more insidiously, by falling in with, and en
couraging, your unsound ideas. 

You ARE AIDED, PERHAPS PRIVATELY OR EVEN 

secretly, to some excellent practical attainments, 
which can involve rewarding partnership in 
business or in marriage. Thi!;, is due to the trine 
of Jupiter in' 8th to Uran us in 12th, effective 
till Sept. 15th, and of maximum intensity during 
June and July. A busines·s association can be 
very lucrative ... and marriage can also be a 
partnership of both romantic and practical im
portance. Link your fortunes, and your best 
creative abilities, to others, for best develop
ment all around. A hard-headed agreement (till 
June 3) paves the way- for added prestige and 
financial betterment (June 4-13) in which su
periors favor you, and your worldly position 
rises high. Prevent momentary doubts, distrust, 
suspicion -(June 14, 15) from injuring your 
excellent situation; and do not yield to over
optimistic· ideas of friends and associates (June 
16-20) unless you want to experience the back
wash of discouragement (June 20-23) as real
istic forces take hold and demand recognition. 
Prevent ( till June 24) all over-excitability from 
making inroads on your growth and progress ; 
the pressures of your environment are turned 
into inspirations, after this date, if you side:.. 
step strife and anything that would drain you 
emotionally or mentally. :rhe inner and creative 
forces struggle for expression; let them wait -
till after June 24, and they will then work to 
their best advantage. Mounting inner pressure 
(June21-24) needs deliberate relaxing and self
study; find out "what makes you tick" here, in 
order to be able (June 25-29) to make fullest 
use of your personal abilities. An agreement, 
either a new one or an old one strengthened 
in secret, is excellent here ; this can be in per
sonal affairs - ( such as a secret engagement for 
an excellent marriage) or in business matters 
(such as a privately-managed partnership 
through which all will benefit) or in both. Make 
these last days of June count heavily by over
ruling personalities, rejecting chances for strife 
and discord nearby, and so getting your life or
ganized in a way that will lead you forward 
into a world that is growing and expanding 
rapidly toward new horizons. 

) 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN AUG. 24-SEPT. 23 

THE' LITTLE DOUBTS THAT MAY HAVE BESET 

you come to an end as Mercury turns direct 
(May 27') and after a period that requires a 
great deal of tact, especially with superiors ( till 
June 3) you are "in the clear" and moving 
smoothly toward much-to-be-desired goals and 
objectives. From now till Nov.20, as Saturn 
goes through the balance of your Sun-sign and 
into your 2nd Hbuse, you have a chance to rise 
to new heights of responsibility and success,. 
and in all ways- to summarize your life to date 
in the establishment of yourself in a firm po
sition, for a long-time to come. It is a time for 
you to· "come into your own" in all ways that 
mean greater maturity and stability. Marriage 
may be' included here, if you are not already 
married!; if you are, you find new and richer 
meaning in marriage and its adult responsibil
ities. Your obligations may be large, but they 
should' not be burdensome, sint\e with Saturn 
in your Sun-sign, you should see them as part 
of yqurs.elf, not as· something imposed frorrr 
the outside. If you are in the business or pro
fessional world, this is your time to make· the 
moS't of opportunities, and to go out and create 
opportunities for yourself. In all ways, you 
have the signal to advance, and to do so along· 
the lines that are most important with ,you, and 
most consistent with the ideas and aspirations 
that are most truly and legitimately your own. 

WITHIN THE FOREGOING OVER-ALL PATTERN' 

of Saturn's influence that brings major oppor
tunity, you are helped, by Jupiter in your 7th 
House (.till Sept. 15, and again after Dec. 1st) 
which brings you the assistance of other people. 
Thus it is a time to form partnerships, (mar
riage, business, or both) and in all ways to 
link your fortunes with those of others. Friends 
are a tremendous help ; yoti have unusual 
friends, some eacentric, some truly creative; 
Select the best, and adhere to them loyally.; you, 
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TH. 1 : You score high with others. 
Don't throw their favor overboard by 
being indifferent to chance of enhanc
ing reputation, insuring credit. Act! 

FRI. 2: Persistence along lines most 
important to you will materialize 
sooner or later. Keep basic aims in 
foreground of your thinking, and act 
accordingly. 

SAT. 3 : Satisfying relationships whh 
others in morning hours. Afternoon 
and evening should mark a tapering 
off of activities for rest. relaxation. 

SUN. 4: Promote peace in the home
where it is most essential to your own 
personal interests-. Consider all in
volved, to reach the greatest harmony. 

MON. 5: Avoid the materialistic rut 
that robs you of precious. time with 
loved ones, friends, by- handling all 
matters with mature perspective. 

'11N. 6: Find in helping others that yott 
are richly rewarded with the know!!. 
edge of Being. useful and needed: Be 
willing to give as well as receive. 

WED. 7: Open heart and' mind to new 
ways of thinking; of dbing things, of 
appreciation for others. Find seli~ 
growth, maturity through such aware:.. 
ness. 

'PH. 8: Don't Rlay hob with the family 
budget by undue extravagance or self
indulgence tha:t is certainly not worth· 
the risk to security and future well
being. 

FRI. 9: Like 8th, with need for extra 
caution and realistic- procedure that 
does not commit you t6 expensive 
pacts or things that. prove costly in 
long run. 

SAT. 10: Eartnerships get: off to a 
good staTt if entered into, today. Lay 
lines of agreement with the future: well' 
in mind. Be just, fair-minded! 

SUN. 11: Closer relation_ wjth home 
and its- members_ gj:ves. knowledge· that 
is beneficial to solution of problems. 
Find happiness, love near you. 

MON. 12: A g9odday for trips wheth
er on business or pleasure. A broad
ened outlook provides new stimulus. to 
implement· your plans, achieve goals. 

11U. 13 : Routine needs. a careiul oheck-
ing for successful operation,. continued 
smoothness. Observation shows the-· 
way to fit in with others now. 

WED. 14-: Start over again if the. pace' 
s.eems too fas.t; concentrate on methods 
that achieve the most with the least 
strain to. nerves. and temQen Go slowly I 

TH. IS: Stay out of limelig.lit with 
ffrm desire to woFk with others· and· to, 
meet' their demands graciously, will
ingly for .t):ie present. Be expedient. 
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FRL 16: Give form to nebulous no
tions that are floating around so that 
you can see their substance and decide 
their value. Discussions help get views. 

SAT. 17: You gain much with an en
thusiastic approach to others, if based 
on real aspirations and good motives. 
Forge ahead with optimistic behaviour. 

SUN. 18: A __picnic or some outing· 
with an intimate group will provide a 
lively, sociable time that gives many 
moments of pleasant me_inefry and re-
flection. · 

MON. 19: Take· what comes up in an 
easy stride, not easily upset by discord 
or sour notes. A smile or kind word 
does much to make an even pleasant 
day. 

TU. 20: Set about 'your business with 
conviction in its success and be ready 
to accept with alacrity what comes, 
because it is aU apt to be good today. 

WED. 21: Don't ride the horse of 
ambition too hard or you can find the 
speed upsetting. Caution finds the real
istic pace that conforms with necessity. 

TH. 22: Modify your actions, speech 
to conservative measures that safe
guard prestige, maintain credit. Don't 
put yourself in a fa/,se light. 

FRI. 23 : Excelient for raise, promo
tion, offer of important responsibilities 
that carry honor as well as work. 
Make investments after checking facts. 

SAT. 24: Like yesterday in the chance 
for gain, providing prudence is used 
in reaching ultimate decision. Down
to-earth plans most, likely to prosper 
later. 

SUN. 25: Those close give encourage-
. ment to what you most wish. Accept 

their good will with appreciation. 

MON. 26: Meet the new week with a 
flexible attitude that doesn't weigh you 
down with a feeling of its all being a 
case of work and more work. Steady I 

TU. 27: Use the morning hours for 
monetary matters and their expedient 
handling. Outline program of sensible 
diet, proper amount of exercise for 
health. 

WED. 28: Gear yourself to a consist
ent pace of activity that geb work done 
well, btit not. too hastily for clean de
tails or loss of good disposition. 

TH. 29 : Like 28th, in need for firm 
grip on emotions, nerves to work with 
others peaceably and to gain the most 
along your lines of endeavor. 

FRI. 30: Contact important people 
who can benefit your progress in some 
tangible way. Support from others 
makes shorter work of tedious routine. 
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will find the whole world opening at your touch, 
if you bring warmth and understanding to bear 
on all your relationships. 

The transition of Mars from your Sun sign 
to your 2nd House CJ une 11) brings important 
financial opportunities. It is necessary not to 
be too personal in your ~pproach to material 
matters. The long transit of Mars in your own 
sign ( running, in effect, since last October) 
has perhaps sensitized you, and made you 
touchy-eager to assert yourself now that the 
barriers are down, and the way ahead is clear. 
Any .undue self-assertion, in either financial or 
business matters, can lead to trouble and loss 
of opportunity, as Mars moves to the last of 
three squares to Uranus. This is complete June 
24, and worth watching all through the month. 
Risks lose here-but sound application of effort 
to practical matters can lay the groundwork of 
a fortune, to be started slowly here, and 
brought to its peak under Saturn's transit of 
Libra between Nov. 20, 1950, and Oct., 1953. 

IN EVERY SENSIBLE WAY, BE AN OPPORTUNIST 

where practical and personal affairs are con
cerned. Diplomatic handling of human relation
ships can bring wonderful results, both in ro
mantic life, and also in business. Excellent sup
port (June 4-1.2) from loved ones near and far 
makes you popular, and enables you to carry 
popularity into spheres where it is useful, as • 
well as productive of happiness. Get engaged 
or married; deepen bonds of love; seek pub
licity that advances your business or your stand
ing in the community. Rej.ect inner doubts and 
fears (June 13-23) to avoid errors of judg
ment. Be hardheaded here, and put off decisions 
if possible; you lose by "trying too hard" and 
by being over-anxious. If you let things work, 
they'll work for you far better than if you are 
making loud or heavy demands. Stress earning 
and saving, and cut costs. Prevent pressures of 
friends, or of your own ego, from standing in 
your light (June 10-24) and be on guard against 
excess of all kinds (June 21-24) when social 
pressg.res are enormous, and tend to drain you 
financially and emotionally. Prudence here en
ables you to reach a sound decision aided by 
partners CJ une 25-29) and, by keeping material 
matters well under control, to fortn some ex
cellent tie with others that points the way to 
progress and happiness, now and in the future. 

\ 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN SEPT. 24-OCT. ·23 

THE PERSONAL, PERH_APS INTROSPECTIVE, 

pressures that have been so forcibly a 'part 
of your life since last October diminish now. 
With the settlement of some small but vexing. 
problem of cooperative finances (May 27) the 
way ahead is clear for action, progress and 
growth. A. good clear look at yourself ( till 
June 3) should do much to help you under
stand your world and your relationship to it, 
and this is important, since you are starting on 
a cycle that leads you, between now and the 
middle of 1953, to the major opportunity of 
your life. Saturn moves now, without hesitancy, 
into your Sun-sign, which he reaches Nov. 20, 
to remain for the largest part 0£ the three years 
thereafter. The road on which you now embark 
may therefore be likened to a broad highway; 
it runs now for a while through level cou~try, 
and then rises to a high point ~hich it reaches 
at the end of 1952. The opportunities ahead may 
not yet be clearly visible, but you can have faith 
that they are there, at1,d should attune your 
life to that convictfon. 

As MARS MOVES FROM VIRGO TO LIBRA (JuNE 

- 10) and goes through your Sun-sign (June 24-
Aug. 8) you have a chance to set the tone and 
pace of your life for the next two years ( one 
Mars cycle, till Mars returns again to your 
sign) and should therefore make plans and 
preparations, along the lines that will be en
duringly serviceable. The position of Uranus 
in your 10th Hou~e, for the next five years, 
is bringing you opportunities more in line with 
your individual best desires than you have ever 
had. The tnne of Jupiter to Uranus, from 6th 
House to 10th, brings you chances at a type of 
daily work that is profitable, that enables you 
to build prestige and authority, and that causes 
you to feel self-fulfilled in ways that are per
sonally very gratifying, as well as constructive 
to your career-wishes. You are at an excep-
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TH. 1 : Stay firm in purpose though 
you have to ward off interruptions. De
terring factors should be met with a 
friendly reserve. Help others, too. 
FRI. 2 : Domestic life· gives many sat
isfying moments that make work, 
though tedious, .very worth-while. 
Leave mind free to dwell on home 
interests now. 
SAT. 3 : Put aside emotional factors 
to get a clear perspective of those close 
(their problems as well as y_ours), and 

-be helpful as a result. 
SUN. 4: Stimulating discussions.mark 
today as specially worth-while if you 
join with others, are communicative 
and receptive about ideas. 
MON. 5: Recognize your good points 
an·d don't hesitate to promote their 
value to others in connection with im
portant p·rojects, consummation of 
pacts. 
TU. 6: Like 5th. Confidence in purpose . 
gets others to back your projects and 
give you strong support that gets you 
closer to realization of aims. 
WED. 7: Don't get so -involved in 
physical, material matters that your 
mental growth stagnates, is neglected. 
Open eyes and mind to new vistas for 
growth. 
TH. 8: Self-seeking defeats your bet
ter motives and sets you back on the 
road of life which should be one of 
expansion, reaching out to others, 
higher goals._ 
FRI. 9 : Distrust impulses that bear no 
relation to fact or reality to protect 
your own interests and welfare. Older 
people can give sound advice. 
SAT. 10: Find a ready response in 
those who know you well and have 
liked what they have seen in you. Be 
persuasive and tactful to get their full 
backing now. 
SUN. 11: Consider those whose Jives 
are bound with yours and plan ways 
and means that benefit all. Thoughtful
ness of others is an endearing, stable 
quality. 
MON. 12: Plans well formulated can 
be presented to superiors in a way to 
make a tangible impression which at
tracts their interest an~ strong support. 
TU. 13: Don't deviate from a set pat
tern in today's work to get'it done well 
and not to have things pile up tor a 
later headache. Get an early start. 
WED. 14: Like 13th-stick to present 
outline of . work, with start in early 
hours that gets the ball rolling and 
accomplishes much to your satisfaction. 

TH. 15: Finish up the details in a 
steady turn-out of work that does not 
strain the ·nerves nor build up tension. 
y OU are less apt of make mistakes if 
slow. 
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FRI. 16: Start the day with some form 
of exercise that gets you in a relaxed 
frame of mind and body to meet with 
the day's demands on energy. 

SAT. 17: You can have success in 
dealing with the outer world now if 
you proceed confidently with faith in 
your abilities and purpose. Be gracious 
and tactful. 
SUN. 18: Draw the family circle 
closer with heartfelt desire to under
stand their needs and plans. Communi
cate your own, and strive to reach a 
higher level. 
MON. 19: Moderate your p·ace to get 
a clearer slant on relations with others. 
Listen and observe to be wiser, more 
understanding and useful in • coopera
tion. 
TU. 20: Get out and travel, see new 
places and faces that adds a fuller per
ception to your own limited circle and 
sphere of action. Good for pu,blishing. 

,vED. 21 : Properly evaluate the prob
lems· that need direct handling today. 
Don't let distractions lead you away 
from the necessity of handling them. 

TH. 22: Subjugate ego, personal in
dulgences, to the greater need of fam
ily, associates. Give attention to them 
with willing heart, helpful mind. 

FRI. 23 : You can win a turn in events 
that benefits you and yours if you go 
forth with a cheerful smile, and self
confidence expressed in a way to reach 
others. 
SAT. 24: Include those you cherish in 
your plans to promote their welfare as 
well as your own. Personal satisfaction 
is increased through such consideration. 

SUN. 25: Be part of some group that 
gives you a sense of being together 
with your fellowman in some altruistic 
venture that works for the general 
welfare. 
MON. 26: Steady attention to job and 
its details yields a rewarding pace in 
its freedom from strain on nerves and 
strength. Be cautious, ·saving. 

TU. 27 ~ Hold steady on the path of 
accomplishment to see gains via essen
tial duties. Be free, easy in disposition 
that calms others as well as yourself. 

,vED. 28: Rumors should be carefully 
checked and not repeated until verified. 
Even then, be conservative about what 
you say. Take care of what needs to 
be done. · 
TH. 29: Keep a wary eye on the home 
foundations to maintain their stability. 
Act only - in ways which will make 
them more firm. Be impersonaC calm. 

FRI. 30 : All problems can be met with 
steady faith and perseverance. Solu
tions are obscured by present commo
tion, if you try to hurry too fast. 
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tionally fine time, therefore, to get off to a new 
start in all that matters most to you, in con
nection with work, daily life, and career. If you 
work for wages, seek a new and better job with 
more chances of advancement; you have real
istic chances of being in a position of authority, 
perhaps much more quickly than you think. If 
you do not work for wages, find ways to better 
and enrich your daily life. Do things in and for 
your community; service can lead you to 
political acclaim, club leadership, and the like. 

There's a health angle, too, that you should 
consider. Jupiter in 6th norma11y gives abundant 
vitality, which is one of the chief assets you 
should now have in the march toward your 
goals. Don't injure this with overindulgence in 
the pleasures of eating and drinl~ing, or in any 
other way. If you· don't feel up to par, see your 
doctor; a physical check-up' can uncover some
thing and cure it before it gets important. 

THIS IS A GO-AHEAD TIME -FOR YOU. BUT GO 

ahead with moderation and good sense. As Mars 
moves from Virgo to Libra, and to the square 
of Uran us ( till June 24) you may feel like a 
kid let out of school ... and any tendency to 
run wild with your new-found freedom needs 
stern checking .. Make no demands here. Pro
ceed in slow-motion ( till June 3) and improve 
your opportunities (June 4-12) through behind
the scenes actiyities and contacts that enable you 
to link your fortunes beneficially with others, 
perhaps through private or-secret agreements. 
Marriage can be favored here; if so, it's_ ma
terially, as well as emotionally, excellent. Trust 
loved ones (June 13-23) and don't let suspicion, 
doubts, jealousies interfere with happiness and 
growth. Say no to sure tips on race-horses, etc., 

· which lose for you. Your enthusiasms are too 
strong (June 10-24) and need to be curbed; 
if you heed public opinion and the requirements 
of those in authority, you'll avoid trouble; if 
you insist on getting your own way ... you may 
get it, But you won't like it ..... Take advantage 
of ri~ing prestige (June 25-29) to better your 
position through "pull" and the good will of 
bosses and co-workers. Again, subrnctrged ego 
serves you best, and self-assertion drives off 
happines? and success.· Cultivate the regular op
·portunities of your daily life to find yourself 
at the end of the month in a sound, happy, and 
successful position. 



YOUR 1:JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN OCT. 24-NOV. 21 

THE OBSTRUCTIVENESS OF THOSE AROUND 

you, and of your environment, which may 
have been causing you doubts in small matters 
during May, should disappear as Mercury turns 
direct (May 27) in your 7th House. Other 
people should become more cooperative, after 
this, and you for y9ur part will see better how 
minor difficulties can be surmounted, for the 
sake of the bigger-and more important things 
that are now develo_ping in your life. 

Those who share your fortunes may _remain 
conservative and, until the Sun passes the square 
to Saturn (June 3) you will do well to be ad
vised by the more cautious of your friends and 
associates. This is a good time to move slowly, 
in the direction of what you most want, and 
not to be unduly elated by the exceedingly good 
developments at a distance, and in your own so
cial life. Your popularity is 'high, and remains 
so a:ll summer (till Sept. 15); travel and pub
licity favor you; and it's an excellent time to 
put your best foot -forward, in search of what 
is most important to you. Your aspirations, 
which may have seemed frustrated and blocked 
last winter, and now coming within eyeshot, and 
within your realistic reach. You are supported 
by firm friends, and by the. warmth of those 
who love and value you, and you should empha
size the human and intimate side of your life, 
for it is from this that you draw stFength for 
the pursuit of worldly aspirations. Those around 
you are exciting and exhilarating (June-.1-27) • 
and you should be able, by understanding -the 
views and needs of others, as well as of your
sel'f, to cement some splendid ties (June 4-12) 
in business or personal life, or in both. This 
is an excellent time for engagement or mar
riage, if you are not already married; and if 
you are, it's a fine time to tie the wedding knot 
fighter ·by a reaffirmation of love and the right
ness of your situation. In any case, 'it's an ex
cellent time for business dealings, and partner-
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TH. I : Handle what is at hand with
out frittering away your energies and 
emotions in things at a di-stance. Be 
methodical, accurate. 

FR,I. 2-Morning hours are good for 
making investments or _pacts, with 
need for solitude and concentration 
later in day. 13e a yes-man if necessary. 

SAT. 3: Make harmony among tl1ose 
close of first importance in your rela
tions with them now. Be slow and 
careful about any decisions or words 
at present. 

SUN. 4: Open th.e doors to friends 
and neighbors with a war:m hospitality 
that draws them closer and gives a 
fine sense of unity and well-being. 

MON. 5: Accentuate the good things, 
the important intangibles, in your life 
to relegate annoyance, irksome duties 
to their proper level. Be positive. 

TU. 6 : Morning hours are the ones 
in which to get the mo.st ·done today 
as far as the job or material matters 
are concerned. Quiet recreation later. 

WED. 7: Job well-in-hand gives lee
way for more personal, creative work. 
Find tangible expression ·for your in
ner talents. Have lively -talks with 
friends. 

TH. 8: Responsibilities need your at
tention to be k-ept well in hand. :Having 
accepted them, be wh.ole-hearted, per
tinacious in carrying them out well. 

FRI. 9 : Plan social doings for eve-
ning and finish up details with effi
ciency and ·pride in -perfectioh ·that 
gives you freedom for rela,xation later 
on. 

S:AT. 10: Wind up odds . .and ends ·to 
get ready ·for a new .week. ·Make a 
date to call on ·elderly or ,invalided 
.people in evening, or writ-e letters 'long 
delayed. 

SUN. 11: The other fellow's ·shees 
may not fit, but at least :you -know how 
he stands. Show real interest in getting 
his viewpoint. Understand family. 

MON. 12: Associates offer Jong range 
plans aad solicit your ·support which 
should be forthcoming if well-consid
ered and constructive to good of all. 

TU. 13: Pinch pennies and-fill ·the pot 
for a rainy day rather ·than sguander 
that which should be savecl or ·held 
aside for future need. Revise the 
budget. 

WED. 14: Haste results in wasted 
motions on this particular morning so 
take it slow and be thorough in check
ing your work -and its details. 

TH. 15 : Long-range _planning is essen
tial to stabilize the trend df present 
set-up. Make your objectives fit in with 
oresent reality and future ·needs. 
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PRL 16 ~ Innovations in business work 
Jut well if tested for accuracy. Con
;tructive ideas will benefit everyone. 
Go ahead with them confidently. 

SAT. 17: Have work so planned that 
you can get away from the hubbub of 
the business world for a few days 
either by travel or through studies, 
recreation. 
SUN. 18: The give-and-take in social 
relationships can be stimulating and 
rewarding in knowledge of good fel
lowship. Ta_ke part in family activities. 

MON. 19: Don't let entbusiasn'is, over
idealization of those dose magnify 
their virtues out of true proportions. 
See clearly, be level-headed. 

TU. 20: A good day in which to sign 
papers or reach agreements of a satis
factory nature. Important contacts are 
apt to promote your plans concretely, 

WED. 21: Maintain an impartial atti
tude that avoids friction and leaves 
the way open for more constructive 
measures. Accent unselfishness. 

TH. 22: Wouderful day to' have fun 
and enjoyable associations with others, 
especially those you hold most dear. 
An outing yields a good time. 

FRI. 23: Find a private retreat where 
you can concentrate on your pers.enal 
affairs unhindered by outside distrac
tions or emotional upsets. 

SAT. 24: Like yesterday in a need for 
clarifying major objectives and in
creased growth as a result of medita
tion, c 1 e an s in g of unwholesome 
thoughts. 
SUN. 25: Speak freely with those 
who matter to make dear your posi
tion and to receive understanding and 
support for what you most wish to 
realize,. 
MON. 26: Be unassuming, diplomatic 
to cinch that which is yours and make 
the most favorable impression on 
others. Listen and observe to get a 
new slant. . 
TU. 27: Slow the pace to' a reasonable 
stride. Balance your energies to con-. 
serve strength and nerves. Avoid pres
sures, especially of your own making! 

WED. 28: No matter how glitters the 
temptation to splurge, be skeptical 'of 
its value and stay with that which al
ready is tried and true. Be conserva
tive. 
TH. 29: Tread softly, gently to avoid 
the sharp pricks of today's thorny 
progress, which you feel if you are 
contentious or arouse the ire of others. 

FRI. 30 : Recreation, especially that 
which is shared with family and 
friends, is relaxing and enjoyable. 
Attune yourself to others. Have fun. 
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ships. with other people. You gain here with 
and through others ; the good fortune of those 
with whom your welfare is tied benefits you; 
and agreements reached (June 4-15) are stable, 
and very profitable. 

As MARS MOVES OUT OF YOUR 11 TH HOUSE 

and into your 12th_, (June 1-11) and thereafter 
to the square of Uranus (till June 24) you mus.t 
keep a close watch on your intimate and per
sonal reactions. This is an exciting, and perhaps 
over-stimulating infh'-ence. Any submerged de
sires or motives which you may have should 
here be brought out into the light of reason, 
studied, analyzed, understood and-if they are 
not making you happy-re-evaluated or totally 
discarded. There are p.9werful · incentives ta 
change here (June 1-24) and indeed change 
can be excellently conceived, if your personal 
reasons for it are sound, creative, and progres, 
sive. If, however, you know in your heart that 
you are in reality trying to run away from your, 
self, or from some unsolved problem in your
own nature, or yoµr own life, then this is the 
time to stand firm, to solve your problem first, 
and to move later, with a clear conscience and 
no loose ends to nag or annoy you. Remember 
that you are moving in the next three years 
into ever and ever more powerful 12th House 
influences. 

BE ULTRA-TACTFUL WITH SUPERIORS AND 

partners (June 13-23); avoid letting envy, 
jealousy, or se1£-seeking trip you. Keep faith 
with your own ideals of cons.cientiousness, and 
look very carefully (June 16-23). into the 
clauses and intentions of any papers you sign, 
or any agreements to which you commit your:.. 
self. Be skepl:ical · without being suspicious, 
cautious without being timid or fearful. Avoid 
secrets : anything worthy now can and should 
endure the light of clay, and secrets, especially 
guilty ones, backfire loudly and unhappily. Move 
with utmost caution till after June 24, becoming 
innerly prepared for some excellent move or 
change which, if made June 25-29 in the ab
sence of any resentment or antagonism, and in 
an atmosphere of love and realistic hope, can 
lead you far and fast along a very, happy and 
successful road. "Accent on love" brings much 
that you want, in romance and adventure, and 
in practical matters, too. 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF you WERE BORN NOV. 22-DEC. 21 

LITTLE ANN.OYANC~S IN DAI~Y L~FE, :N 
connection with routm or relationships with 

co-workers, disappear as Mercury turns direct 
in your 6th House (May 27). After this, it'll 
be easier to do what is expected of you, to be 
smoothly efficient, with · a minimuIT] of stress 
and strain, and to be able to take advantage of 
the numerous opportunities for worldly ad
vancement that are opening up before you. Even 
though, with the Sun opposing your Sun ( till 
June 21) you may feel slightly low in vitality, 
and not up to par, you have wonderful chances 
for progress and growth, and if you will at
tune yourself to the "vray of the world" and 
accustom yourself to its clemands and the n~eds 
of elders and superiors ( till June 3) you will 
find a new horizon expanding before you, witli 
highroads to achievement opening up all along 
the line. 

As MARS ENDS (JuNE 10) HIS TRANSIT OF 

your 10th House, which has been going on in 
one form or another-since last November, the 
demands of your environment, and of your po
sition in the world, become less exacting. You 
are able now, until Nov. 20, and after that, in 
the first eight months of 1951, to gain and 
progress wonderfully under the transit of Sat
urn, now working unimpeded in your 10th 
House, to bring you, by Nov.-20, 1950, and 
especially by August, 195(, to a new high in 
worldly ~tatus. If you are in business or · pro
f essional life, you now embark on a time re
plete with opportunities for success. If you're 
not an earner, then your standing in family, 
community, etc., rises high; yoµ can be ward 
leader, or club president, and should in every 
way welcome .the responsibilities that lead to, 
and accompany, popularity and leadership. 

As Mars moves toward the square of Uranus 
from your 11th House to your 8th (complete 
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TH. 1 : You build a chain of circum
stances that will reap future benefits 
if you make yourself heard and under
stood by those in important places. 

FRI. 2: Like 1st, in . the advantages 
that can be obtained from making pub
lic contacts, meeting with associates, 
partners, to shape future plans. 
SAT. 3: Blend your actions and speech 

· into a smooth-fitting pattern with oth
ers to achieve best results. Be positive 
but not demanding or stubborn. 
SUN. 4: You can relax with a mind 
free of everyday cares and worries, 
having performed essential duties. Go 
places, do things with others, have fun. 

MON. 5: Profitable enterprises can get 
under way if you have considered the 
benefits for those who are joined with 
you in making them work. Be fair. 

TU. 6 : Domestic security should be 
the objective in the foremost part of 
your efforts and mind. Consideration 
of family welfare enables you to reach 
goal. 
WED. 7: Previous efforts · receive 
merit and increased position if they 
have been up to your own standards 
of performance. Be willing to accept 
your gain. 
TH. 8: Best to be conventional in ac
tion, speech to safeguard reputation as 
well as position. Go out of your way, 
if necessary, to gain _good will. 

FRI. 9: Blowing bubbles is fun but not 
""'.for you, today, if you wish tci forge 

ahead in_ business matters important to 
welfare. Be thorough about details. 

SAT. 10: Reach out to people to make 
valuable, lasting contacts. Promote 
growth in meaningful relationships 
that will account for much good later 
on. 
SUN. 11: Family or close friends 
should be met with today, either in 
social time or by correspondence. 
Speak, write freely, to share inner
most thoughts. 
MON. 12: Support from .outer world 
available, with some effort on your 
part to g;i.in the recognition that your 
abilities deserve. Act cohfidently. 
TU. 13: Advice from those who know 
you best can be constructive and add 
to your well-being if you seek it with 
open mind and are willing to act on it. 

WED. 14: Let the other fellow take 
the lead. Be cooperative, willing to 
help him shine. Listen, observe to in
crease your knowledge; apply it to 
work. 
TH. 15: A wary step avoids a tumble 
and finds a smoother path when the 
going is rough. Consider those around 
you, and how you can soothe the 
ruffled ego. 
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FRI. 16 : Put other things aside to get 
a clear look at questions arising today. 
Verify facts before making decisions 
and avoid any drastic action. 

SAT. 17: Excellent day to make in
vestments, sign pa1>ers or join in pacts 
on equitable partnership basis. The re
sults of past work can be capitalized. 

SUN. 18: Strive for personal growth 
by exercising the mind in intellectual 
pursuits and ·the heart in warm, Ou 
going thoughtfulness of others. 

MON. 19: Take part in community ' 
welfare qr groups who have altruistic 
purpose as their motivating force. In
genuity, creative ideas, if practical, 
help. 

TU. 20: The love of· friends and kin
dred strengthens you in your·efforts to 
make worth-while use of your time. Be 
conscious of their interests and affec
tion. 

WED. 21: Attend to your own respon
sibilities so that they may receive proP
er attention and be carried out to the 
best of your ability. Be reliable. 

TH. 22: The ·morning hours_ are best 
for efficient handling of work, making 
of important contacts. Seek a quiet 
place later to do private research. 

FRI. 23 : Hold true to the good you 
have found in friends, ·roved ones, even 
though the picture is clouded now by 
doi,1bts that have no real foundation. 

SAT. 24: Be receptive to new outlook 
and gain from a trip, talking with 
people who stimulate desire for ex
pansion in personal development. Have 
fun! 

SUN. 25: Don't bog down in selfish, 
self-centered pleasures that exclude 
others. There is twice the amount of 
enjoyment in sharing good things. 

MON. 26: Keep that temper in strict -
check to maintain harmonious rela
tionships. The other fellow may be 
irritati!!g but ignore it objectively. 

TU. 27: Stress wholesome thoughts 
and desires to avoid pitfalls that might 

· interfere with progress, react to your 
detriment, make you rueful later. 

WED. 28: Analyze the gossip and the 
gossip-monger who comes your way 
now. See the truth of what is being 
spread; either nip it in the bud or hold 
your 1>eace. 

TH. 29: Tendency to extravagance, 
self-indulgence will give way to com
mon sense if you apply it. Be practical 
and stick to the budget thriftily. 

FRI. 30: Go after a raise or other 
recognition now. Arraign the facts con
cerning your merits in convincing 
manner, with confident air that gets 
across to boss. 
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June 24, and worth watching all month till that 
date) you may feel like cutting loose from 
obligations, and just enjoying life. This is all 
right, if you do not go to emotional or nnan
cial extremes ; however, bear in mind that not 

-all your friends, loved ones, and associates are 
sound and stable. There are some very exciting 
and he9py-go-lucky people around you; don't 
be influenced by them. _ 

You ARE HERE AT AN EXCELLENT TIME FOR 

the putting down of new roots, and the making 
of a new start. This is due to the frine of 
Jupiter and Uranus (Apr. 15-Sept. 15) from 
your 4th to 8th Houses, and activated happily 
and beneficially (June 4-12) by splendid sup-

, porting aspects from Venus in your 6th House. 
This is an excellent time to better your job or 
daily life; to move into a new home; to buy 
or establish a home of your own ... and, be
cause it is so good for all these things, it is 
also good for marriage, considered as a part
nership of love and home-making. You receive 
from those around you excellent moral and 
material support; the generous give and take 
of love and material help enriches your Ii fe, 
which is centered in mutuality and considera
tions of the "general welfare" of your world, 
to which you contribute, and_ in which you 
share and benefit. . .. Be careful that distant 
influences, p<':_rhaps of a gossipy nature, do not 
hurt your happiness needlessly (June 13-15) 
and watch the operations or partners and as
sociates (June 16-23) who can be extravagant 
and take needless chances with security and 
prestige, if not watched. . . . Move with ut
most caution in financial matters (June 13-24) 
lest the social pressures of unreliable friends 
hurt the material security on which your chances 
depend. By playing safe till, June 24, you put 
yourself in position to gain, perhaps almost 
magically, with and through others (June 25-
29)-especially if you are avojding conflict 
with friends and loved ones, and in all matters 
accenting the highest ideals of love and friend
ship. Your home is happy, and also fortunate, 
and by taking your stand firmly on basic and 
important valu_es there, you .find yourself, by 
the end of June, moving swiftly and steadily 
in the direction of what you most want, with 
much gained and more ahead in the near-at
hand future. 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN DEC. 22-JAN. 20 

youR WORLD IS BROADENING AND EXPAND· 

nm rapidly thrs month, after the passing of 
some personaf, and perhaps over-emotional, 
worries and doubts which end as Mercury turns 
direct (May 27). There seems to be a press 
of duties ( trll June 3) that demand your at
tention, and require that you move serenely and 
without haste through numerous details con
nected with your job and your daily life. Dis
tant matters are coming into focus now, and 
may hamper your efficiency, if you let day
dreams or discontent interfere with your 
routine. A serene and steady course, concerned 
mainly with small matters till June 3, clears 
the decks for action to come, and prevents a 
sense of fatigue which undue haste, or impa
tience, can induce if you don't relax and 
"whistle while you work." 

You ARE NOW AT A TIME WHEN CHANGE, OR 

travel, or both can be exceedingly beneficial, in 
all ways. The movement of Mars through your 
9th House and into your 10th (June 11) is fol
lowed by Saturn's ·transit over the same area, 
until he too enters your 10th House (Nov. 20). 
The opportunities that develop now ( during 
June, and especially after June 10) should be 
seen as fore-ru.rmers of the opportunities to 
come later (Nov. 20) which set the pace and 
tone of your business life, and your community 
standing, for the next two and a half years. 
Thµs, you shquld do aH in your power, here 
and now, to start out on the course to which 
you want to adhere enduringly. This may-and 
probably should-involve change, and perhaps 
removal to' another place. Unless your present 
situation is in every way happy, successful, and 
fruitful for the future, this is your time to get 
out of a rut and strike out for new and broader 
spheres of living and aspiring. And because im
portant changes are not easy to make, it is pos
sible that you will need to act on the square 
of Mars to Uranus (complete June 24) and 

1 
TH. 1 : Gather in the offerings of to
day with a welcome that makes them 
yours to ouild a happier future. They 
add to your own personal growth. 

FRI. 2: Like yesterday in the need for 
awareness, appreciation o-f what is 
there to be taken and used to your ad
vantage. Real development is aided 
now. 
SAT. 3: Discriminate between the 
true, the false for real progress. Don':t 
fritter away your time and energies in 
foolishness. 
SUN. 4: Find com1>anionship right 
within your own sphere of family and 
friends. Soak up warmth and affection 
to oe healed of hurts; disappointments. 

MON. 5: Start the week refreshed by 
congenial ·contacts, relaxation; make a 
new start that gets you going at a 
good, productive speed, though not. too 
fast. 
TU. 6: Fun and pleasure can be added 
to the daily routine by being free with 
.appreciative comment, a friendly smile. 
Win others to cooperative procedure. 

WED. 7: Make the most out of what 
is at hand and discover new horizons 
that ·you probably did not know existed. 

TH. 8: Even though you see the need 
for things getting done, and done oetter 
than they are, it is more important to 
yield ground to others today than to 
insist. 
FRI. 9 : Practical gains can be sub
stantiated with foresight and quick
ness in perceiving {>resent opportuni
ties. Add to the savings account if 
possible. 
SAT. 10: Carry on today, with em
phasis on practical objectives and de
termination to secure some comfortable 
margin for operations, both of money 
and time. 
SUN. 11 : Get away from routine along 
some new fine of study or discussion 
with friends, those close. Open new 
avenues of self-expression to relieve 
pressure. 
MON: 12: Sincerity of purpose gets 
across to those who count if you are 
communicative and willing to express 
yourself with confidence and enthusi
asm. 
TU. 13 : Put the finishing touches on 
projects to get them really under way. 
Enlist support of others if essential to 
carry them out. You can progress now. 

WED. 14: Limber-up to make full use 
of energies and mental attention in 
your work and in activities engaged 
in. Taper off with quiet recreation. 

TH. 15: Watch out that undercurrent 

} ~~iw~r.! ilied litgt~f !°eun:~n~!\1:J'. 
sensible action, considerate speech. 
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FR!. 16: Say yes to superiors. others 
in authority and do your best to gain 
their approval. It is a good way to -
make your qualities appreciated now. 

SAT. 17: Take the day off if you can 
and have a thoroughly good and re
laxed time on an outing or other satis
fying form of relaxation that renews 
energies. 

SUN. 18: Add your share to activities 
that work for the good of all and 
create kinder feelings of unity with 
fellowmen. Have faith and good will. 

MON. 19: An excellent day for pro
moting monetary affairs, make invest
ments, or possibly receive windfalls. 
Be generous aoo consider others. 

TU. 20: Reputation is increased ·with 
recognition of your conscientiousness -
and integrity. Cinch what is offered 
with appreciation for its merits and 
your gain. 

\JI/ED. 21: Hold yourself to a concen
trated effort that produces Fesults with 
accuracy. Find time later to take some 
exercise that relaxes you. 

TH. 22: Things pertaining to the busi
ness world shoutd be attended to in 
early hours, with work of private na
ture in afternoon and evening. Steady!· 

FRI. 23: Boss, partners are in recq>
tive frame of mind if you present weH 
thought out plans, or innovations in 
method, that can be practical 

SAT. 24: Continue with yesterday•s 
encouraging support to cinch agree
ments and to put ideas into concrete 
form. Keep cool, calm, collected. 

SUN. 25: Exert personal charm, mag
netism to reach a closer bond of affec
tion with those you care for. Be dem
onstrative and agreeable to win re
sponse. 

MON. 26: Start slow and sure, in tak
ing up the weekly rQUtine to conserve 
energy and put out the best work that 
is free of error, will stand on its merits. 
TU. 27: Confine your thoughts, efforts 
to tasks of par-amount importance and 
don't waste the time that could be put 
to good use. Avoid self-indulgence. 

WED. 28: Don't resent your small 
, sphere of action. By working welt 

within its framework you gain adept
ness, knowledge for future use, ex
pansion. 

TH. 29: Go unobtrusively about your 
tasks. Do your utmost to preserve har
monious relations. Be wil1ing to listen 
and show consideration. · 

FRI. 30: Personal growth comes with 
awareness of what is about you. At,. 
tune aims to high concepts and ideals. 
Steady your desires to be a better 
person. 
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operative till that date) in order to catch: a new 
and forward-looking rhythm. This is an in
fluence that will jar you out of a rut, if you are 
in one that you ought to leave. It is also an 
influe.nce that can make you restless and dis-
contented. · 

If you run away from an unsolved problem 
here, you cannot expect much good to develop 
from it. Make sure, therefore ( especially June 
-10-24) that you are not doing this. Veto any
thing urged by temperament, strife; escapism, 
or failure to "face the music." · 

On the other hand, i-f y~u stand clear of 
such things, and if you have a chance to make 
a sound and progressive move, do riot be held 
in a rut by inertia, fear, or unwillingness to do 
something new. Better, perhaps, to postpone 
any" actual move tiII aft(;r June 24. But you 
should be thinking in terms of progress and 
growth, and you should utilize this entire month 
to prepare for any change which, after June 
24, can lead you high, far, and fast along the 
way you _w~nt to_go.. · 

SOC:IAL AND PERSONAL LIFE IS EXTREM}l:LY 

happy (June 4-12) and it is here that you 
should strike out along some new line. This may 
include marriage or partnership or both; it may 
include a new life in a new place with new and 
exciting associates. Be confident and sel_f
assured; you are wonderfully supported by rel
atives, in-laws, those near and far, through 
whom your progress and happiness, can come. 
A vacation now can lead to important develop
ments, more permanent than you at: first may 
imagine .... Watch finances (June 13-24) and 
do not permit suspicion to close doors which 
should _be wide open to you. Distrust your im
patienc~; and be sure enough in your own calm 
to hold off the injurious pressures of those
around you. Caution and commonsense ( till 
June 24) are richly rewarded (June 25-29) · 
especially if you are keeping emotions out of 
the picture. Be conciliatory of bosses, public 
opinion : false moves ge.t you gossipped about. 
Take the advice of those nearby to reach for 
a hew and higher goal which betters prestige 
and standing, and is an incentive to growth, 
progress, and happiness for a long time to come, 
if you. accept here the challenge of very ex
citing opportunity and follow up on it with all 
the best you have to give. 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN JAN. 21-FEB. 19 

UNCERTAINTIES IN YOUR DOMESTIC LIFE 

come to an end as Mercury turns direct 
(May 27) to be replaced in your 4th House 
by Venus.,in Taurus .(June 1-27). Thus, the 
environmental factors that may have made you 
feel shaky in- May yield to warmth and love 
that is all around you, giving you now a str.ong 
foundation in your home from which to con
solidate your pers.onal and material life, and 
move in the direction of your dreams and as-'" 
pirations as· Mars leaves 8th House to enter 
your 9th on June 11. This causes your world 
to expand, perhaps through travel or a vacation, 
or some new and inspiring influence from afar, 
or in your own mental processes, that opens to 
you new avenues of expression and achievement. 
A slight feeling of emotional and financial re
striction ( till June 3) should be taken in your 
stride; if something in business or personal life 
is disappointing, or delayed, you don't need to 
take it too seriously. Submerge your ego, your 
sense of adventure, and your tendency to worry 
over business matters; be aloof and detached 
in taking care of the necessities of life; and 
thus be ready; with everything ·ship-shape, for 
the growth and progress to come after the last
mentioned- date. 

You SHOULD SEEK {JUNE 4-10) TO SETTLE 

your financial affairs satisfactorily, especially 
those in which your welfare is bound with 
others. It's possible to form a profitable part
nership here . . . or to dissolve one that has 
been too limiting in the past. But before let
ting go of the past, take a final clear look at 
it. There may _be more in it, now and in the 
future, than there has been before. And just 
because new avenues are opening for you, you 
need not haul up all your anchors. Then; is still 
an excellent chance that, between now and No
vember, the business deals you have made in 
the past will pay off, despite the fact that they've 
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TH. 1 : Work into progressive rela
tionships that a c c o m p 1 i s h much 
through mutual purpose and reciprocal 
benefits. Latter part of day should be 
restful. 
FRI. 2: Experience and interest of 
older people is valuable to the success 
of projects. Approach them with rec
ognition of their abilities, seek their 
advice. 
SAT. 3: Unite your energies·with 
those oi associates to pull in a smooth 
pattern of efficient work and steady 
gain towards set goals. Conform with 
good will. 
SUN. 4: Personal affairs can be 
settled satisfactorily if you take those 
close into your confidence and enlist 
their support. Be open and aboye-beard. 
MON. 5: Test new ideas for sound 
practicality. Present them to boss, 
partners for approval. With diplomatic 
handling they are apt to be put into 
practice. · 
TU. 6: Financial gain is possible to
day with well-defined plans laid befor 
interested parties. Consider all aspects 
to ensure a thrifty decision. Save. 
WED. 7: Deals can be consummated 
now that increase security of home 
and family. Proceed with their interests 
as main objective. You can be well 
rewarded. 
TH. 8: Back up and start over again 
if the way seems obscured by friction 
or strife. Examine your own motives 
to see if they are sound, based in 
friendliness. 
FRI. 9 : A methodical appro;i.ch will 
catch mistakes and . finish present 
work with maximum efficiency. Later 
relaxation in the company of loved 

. ones is desirable. 
SAT. 10: Push a little harder, if nec
essary, to get- the details well in hand. 
Plan a social evening that does not go 
to extremes either in energy or ex
pense. 
SUN. 11 : The weight of the world 
can wear down your shoulders. Take 
an impersonal, analytical look at what 
is bothering you. Get viewpoint of 
others. 

· MON. 12: Go to boss with clear, well
defined ideas that will impress with 
their constructive points. Properly pre
sented, they should receive adequate 
support. 
TU. 13: The· rut can become/ quite 
deep if thoughts, attention are too 
closely confined to routine duties. Get 
out on a broader track of larger in
terests. 
WED. 14: Consider well the requests, 
demands others make on you today. 
Be deliberate and slow in response that 
shows friendliness as well as firmness. 
TH. 15: Like yesterday in -need for 
reserve and postponement of decisions. 
Weigh the facts to find sepsible action 
and fair estimate. Use diplomacy now. 
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FRI. 16-Keep fiction out of the realm 
of facts and figures. Safeguard your 
interests by keeping calm. and cool. 
Survey present ground for practical 
stakes. 
SAT. 17: Find contentment in the 
home, with those you love. Show af
fection in small ways that comfort and 
encourage response. Be sympathetic 
and kind. 
SUN. 18: Participate with others in 
altruistic measures that build unity in 
·good purpose. Welcome the oppor
tunity to put time to such usefulness, 
too. 
MON. 19: Carry over the impetus of 
good fellowship into dealings with 
business associates. Retire early to get 
complete rest from outer world and 
routine. 
TU. 20: Affairs of the heart are most 
encouraging now. Give ready· response 
that builds well for happiness. Study 
ways of being more articulate, under
stood. 
WED. 21 : Be watchful of the interests 
that involve others as well as yourself. 
Curb waste and extravagance. Con
ferences get things on steady keel. 
TH. 22: A good day to make invest
ments or contracts· that make good re
turns in the long run. Relax with 
knowledge of well-handled · affairs. 
Early rest. 
FRI. 23 : Distant matters, trips can be 
well. attended to at this time. Keep 
your eyes open to observe and learn 
something new, of additional interest. 
SAT. 24 : Like yesterday in the O]>
portunity for stimulating contacts, 
broadening scope through new sights, 
experience. Gain through studies, 

. reading. 
SUN. 25: Domestic tranq11ility eases 
the spirit and gives new release of 
energies, stronger determination to win 
set goals. Be affable, enter discussions. 
¥ON. 26: Temper desires of ego to 
meet requirements of others. Respon
sibilities should be heeded, carried out 
now. Maintain reputation for being 
trustworthy. 
TU. 27: The same old ways of han
dling business are no longer expedient 
if not implemented by new additions 
that meet requirements of present, 
build. 
WED. 28: Refuse to make commit
ments no matter how sound they may 
seem today. Handle your affairs with 
discretion. Be -diplo!llatic but reticent 
and firm. 
TH. 29: Compulsions, strong urges 
should be strongly curbed. Let factual 
common sense take precedence for now. 
Slow, steady action required. 
FRI. 30: Join with others to make 
progress along constructive lines. En
terprise based on cooperation will· show 
results not obtained by solitary work. 
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been in slow-motion. Be careful, as Mars moves 
to the square of Uranus (June 4-24) that you 
do not blow the lid off the pot just as the stew 
is beginning to get done. Try to link present 
growth to what has already been achieved. If 
something in ,the past is clearly beyond redemp
tion ( especially in business matters) this is your 
·time to admit your mistakes and- get rid of 
them. But be sure they have been mistakes. In 
some way, this is your time to get finances, and 
cooperative_business ml3,tters, settled for a long 
time. · 

YOUR HOME IS A FIRM AND HAPPY BASE OF 

operations all month, and especially June 4-12. 
Take advice from loved ones, and stand firmly 
on existing values in personal life. You may 
have a chance here, through social and neigh
borhood contacts, to better your daily life magi
cally; If you work for wages, this_ is an ex
ceptionally good time to get a raise or even 
more important advancement; you may even 

_be able to hope realistically for some kind of 
· partnership, in which you will both earn more, 
and feel more fulfilled as a creative individual. 
If you do not work for wages, this is none 
the less a fine time to improve your daily life, 
to get more out of what you do, by being ef
ficient, methodical, and creative 'in whatever 
routine tasks are a normal part of your life. 
Be careful (June 11-24) that excess enthusiasm 
or impatience does not get between you and 
attainable goals. With Jupiter in your 2nd 
House in trine to Uranus, finances should be 
very good indeed; don't let day-dreams, or 
super-adventuresomeness, take you away from 
opportunity. Impatience with routine can cause 
you to jump the gun just when things are going 
to break for you. Don't let suspicion of others, 
or skepticism of your present situation, influence 
you unduly (June 12-24). 

And 11atience till June 24 is richly rewarded 
thereafter (June 25-29). A kind of emotiona-1 
hang-over should be discounted heavily; you 
are now in the presence of the best opportunities 
of many, many months. Changed work, or work
ing conditions, can bring added income; while 
your creative imagination is working overtime, 
and along very exeiting lines, to cause daily 
life and new ideas to work together for a very 
progressive· and rewarding period that leads, 
you upward and onward for a long time. 
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YOUR JUNE PROSPECTS 
IF YOU WERE BORN FEB. 20-MAR. 20 

you ARE NOW AT THE MID-POINT OF AN 

excellent period, which began Apr. 15 and. 
does not end till Sept. 15, and which is marked 
by the preliminary transit of Jupiter in your 
Sign, in trine to Uranus in your 5th House of 
personal and creative self-expression, romance, 
happiness, and growth of all kinds. It is a "pre
liminary transit" because Jupiter leaves your 
sign, by retrograde motion, on Sept. 15, to re
turn (Dec. 1, 1950-Apr. 25, 1951) for his full 
transit of Pisces. Both the present period, and 
the later one, mark high points of opportunity 
for you; and therefore you should use the pres
ent period with courage, confidence, and high 
faith in yourself, since the use. you make of 
the present period will have a bearing not only 
on present gains, but on future ones, too. 

During June, the trine of Jupiter and Uranus 
is twice acf vated by strong support from the 
other planets: June 4-12; and June 25-29. Both 
these times-and indeed the entire month, if 
you are aware of, and on guard against, cer
tain other factors to be dealt with presently
are excellent for you in all ways. During these 
two periods especially, put your best foot for
ward with complete confidence. In business, you 
can receive assistance from important people. 
In personal life, you are richly favored in love: 
it's a good time to get engaged or married; or 
to make the most of social life by "going places, 
doing things, meeting people." There are splen
did chances to cement old ties in business and 
personal life, and to form new ones; these bene
fit both personal happiness and financial wel
fare, all through the warm and cooperative link 
you have, or create, with other people. 

As MARS COMPLETES HIS TRANSIT OF YOUR 

7th House and enters your 8th (June 11) you 
settle some problem of human relationships 
(business, personal, or both) . and move into a 
new and more relaxed phase with respect to 
other people and your environment in general. 
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TH. 1 : Tend to your business; main
tain discreet silence where others are 
concerned. Latter part of day good for 
social expansion, discourse, fun . 
FRI. 2 : Consult with superiors in 
morning. Get advice that will help 
straighten your affairs, from those 
who have proved their knowledge. Be 
conservative. 
SAT. 3 : Persistent action gets you 
closer to your goal. Don't work in 
such a way as to overdo, or produce 
over-tiredness from strain and nerves. 
Slow, steady! 
SUN. 4: Meditation helps resolve 
worrying doubts, indecisions and to 
refresh the spirit. Go only where there 
is harmony, understanding, calm re
laxation. 
MON. 5: Assure others by doing what 
is expected. It will leave you free later 
to put in time on personal projects' 
that mean much to you. 
TU, 6: Make progress with the early 
sun and see light shed on perplexingi 
situations, problems. Detach yourself 
from hampering emotions to act ob
jectively. · 
WED. 7: Family will cooperate if 
given a fair explanation of what is 
necessary to consummate aims. Pro
ceed with confidence, good cheer. 
TH. 8: Resist the temptation to buy 
unnecessarily or discard that which 
could be useful. Plan new ways of 
supplementing present income. 
FR!. 9: Moderate all spending to fit 
the known budget, and refuse abso
lutely to take the least risk with fi. 
nances. Thorough check-up needed. 
SAT. 10: Finish the business week 
with details in order and readiness for 
resumption of duties on Monday. Later 
in day, enjoy pleasant relaxation. 
SUN. 11: Make the. minutes with 
loved ones count for a warm, affec
tionate time. The give and take in re
lationship with those close should be 
mutual now. 
MON. 12: Stimulus derived from yes
terday's enjoyment helps you to move 
forward along the way of essential 
duties. Make outline to follow in fu
ture. 
TU. 13 : Stabilize foundations of liv
ing with constructive planning and 
attention that pays for a long time to 
come. Others give encouraging help. 
WED. 14: Get domestic matters going 
on a higher level of cooperation and 
peace. Be sociable, ready to welcome 
outsiders by opening a truly friendly 
door. 
TH. 15: Cast out ire, mercenary mo
tives, as being unworthy of your true 
self. Selfishness hampers development 
of spirit, health and mind. Be consid
erate. · I 
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FRL 16: Like 15th in the need for 
self-discipline and putting the needs of 
others before your own. Re.cognize the . 
importance oi giving, sharing. 
SAT. 17: Write to those who. count 
on your letters; call on those who are 
elderly or ill. Reaching out to ·others 
will bring happy, satisfying times. 
SUN. 18.: Seek a ]i)eaceful haven where 
thoughts can dwell on uplifting, in
spirational content. Avoid excessive or 
tiring occupations to keep, fit and 
strong. 
MON. 19: Your kindness and con!>id
eration may well be the key to- an 
associate's lonely heart. The day's 
work weU in hand will prevent the 
building of details. 
TU. 20: If you have. done your work 
well yeu starid a good chance of mak
ing headway with the boss toda}'-. Ask 
for a raise or increase in position that 
counts. 
WED. 21 : Attune yourself to present 
demands in. a way t:J,iat gets essentials 
taken care of. efficiently, unobtrusively 
and peaceably. Relax_with family later. 
TH. 22: Understand the other fellow, 
learn some.thing from appreciating his. 
views for what their true wor,th is. It 
will help towards satisfactory results. 
FRI. 23 : Strict economy not only 
protects interests but keeps you from 
being a fall guy in shady or risky 
deals. Watch your step and don't sign 
any papers. 
SAT. 24: Like. yesterday in the need 
for extra caution. Be conservative to 
extremes ii necessary to security and 
wis.e decisions.. Eve : moderate your' 
pace. 
SUN. 25: A good day for .travel or 
outing with family, friends. New 
scenery adds zest in contemplation of 
the daily s.cene. Limber up with healthy 
pursuit. 
MON. 26: Discretion is. the better part 
of valor when scandal or rumor comes 
your way. Quietly check the facts· be
fore making any comment that does 
harm. 
TU. 27: Kee~our own counsel. Tem
per praise with realistic evaluation 
and attendance to routfoe, duties. Plug 
away steadily for results. 
WED. ;?&: v;erify the, truth of state
ments made to you or by you before 
making them public. Do some research 
for u!llassailahle position. Use ,diplo
macy. 
TH. 29: Be firm though friendly in 
getting work- done. Ward off inter!. 1 

ruptions with a gracious but decisive 
air that leaves you free to proceed._ 
FRI. 30: Consult with those whose 
opinions you respect. Direct your ac- ' 
tions. with their advice and ass.is.tance. 
Havie a happy time. 

.JVNE.19SB 

If you have been held back hy truly intolerable 
circumstances, this is the time t,£> "remould 
them nearer to the heart's desire." But be sure 
the "heart's desire" is not activated by im
maturity, impatience_, temperament, or· ego. 
There is a good substantial influence aro,und 
you; it may tately have seemed limiting and 
during May, has_ perhaps been irksome. But 

,_?,fter May 27, and more especially after June 
3» you will see things more clearly, and you 
sh.ould be deeply aware of the benefits of your 
limitations, as welt as of tl:ieir difficulties. Your 
material welfare is strongiy linked with others, 
as well as your duty .and your sense of security. 
A false move (June 11-24) can injure both 
happiness and security, though it may seem very -
compelling. y OU are strongly urged to use the 
greatest possible c:;i.ution, for emotional pressure 
can work havoc in this period, and finan(;'.ial and 
materic4-welfare can ,be injur~d if you are let
ting your unbridled desires run away with your 
good sense. Hold firm to known vaiues (tilf 
June 3) and seek (June 4-12) to reach har
monious cooperative agreements with your as
sociates, which stabilize your_liie, even if they 
do not give you quite as much latitude and 
scope as you would desire in personal matters. 
Protect health from emotional strain 9--nd men
tal excess, or worry CJ une 13-24) and in all 

· things, proceed with maturity and a sense o-f 
responsibility more firmly in mind than unfet
tered self-expression. This comes later ... for 
the present, put first thing,s first to re-form your 
relationships on a new, more secure, and_ hap
pier foundation. Di&trust is hurtful (June 16-
24) ; be careful what papers you sign, what 
agreements you concur in , •. but don't be. ruled 
by needless. fear or doubt. 

THE REWARDS OF THE LAST WEEK OF THE 

month are exceptional i£ you have moved with 
caution till then. A chance for love .and happi
ness (June 25-29) should be welcomed and 
cemented into your life. Prevent financial-social 
crossfire from wasting emotions or money. YOU 
can find the way here to a deeply enriched per
sonal life which is consistent with mature' re
sponsibilities, too. Your magnetism is high, and 
by using it in harmony with the world in which 
you find yourself, you. can make it a better and 
happier world in personal i1fe and ii? connec
tion with business matters. too. 
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YOUR ASTROLOGICAL AGE 
(Continued from page 8) 

natal place in the zodiac (i.e. a ''waxing" 
square phase). In the case of a aisturbed 
or tragic "change of life" in mid-forties 
this adds inner confusion to the confron
tations being experienced; a falling prey 
to glamor perhaps (psychic or sexual), or 
a sense of the walls o'f the ego being dis
solved and of being lost in a great mist, or 
even in a blinding expanse of light. 

Where, however, the mid-forties bring 
the mature personality to a state of so
cial or spiritual fruition, the square
phase of the Neptune cycle should mean 
a constructive repolarization of the struc
ture of the ego and of the home, and en
trance into a larger world of spiritual or 
social consciousness; thus, conscious par
ticipation in functional activities of a 
"greater Whole". The citizen of a small 
community can become then the member 
of some national organization; the na
tionalist, a world-citizen. Neptune, in its 
positive aspect, is indeed the symbol of all 
large-scale organizations, federalistic struc-· 
tures, etc., in which individuals who are· .. 
theoretically free and self-reliant cooperate · 
~oward a common goal. 

THE PERIOD FROM 42 TO 56 USUALLY CAN 

be significantly divided into two phases ; 
·the turning point occurring normally in 
the 50th year. At this point Uranus be

. gins the 8th phase of its cycle-the theo-
retically "regenerative" phase. Actually 
what this implies is: meeting the concrete 
results of . the crisis· of the mid-forties. 
These results can be extremely varied, de
pending on the way the crisis worked out, 
as a factor in the person's spiritual evo
lution, that is,· in its effect upon the qu;i,1-
ity, power and scope of the individual self. 

Around the age of 52 the transiting • 
Saturn comes to a-"waning" square to its 
natal place; repeating thus, in its second 
cycle, the pattern experienced previously 
at the age of 22-23. Now, once more, the 
individual should pass through a process 
of severance from ancient Images. At 22, 
the severanee is mostly from ancestral 
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family-patterns and from the set tradi
tional concepts often imposed by an aca
demic education. At 51-52 the individual 
who has successfuily emerged from a 
crisis of rebirth must primarily dismiss 
the "ghosts" of his past failure, the mem
ories ( or the organic troubles) which are 
the residua and left-overs of the crisis. 

He must do this, if he is to face con
structively and without impeding burdens 
or psychological obstructions the new 
Saturn cycle beginning when he reaches 
the age of 59. This third 291/z-year cycle 
means in a great many cases so-called 
"old age" and a gradual crystallization 
of psychological and social attitudes and 
beliefs-thus a negative process. But it 
may also have a very positive meaning. It 
may mean the coming to .seed of the indi
vidual personality ; in the. same sense in 
which the seed is the final and essentially 
valuable product of an entire cycle of vege
tation-as in the case of wheat, grains, 
nuts. · 

The seed is the end-product of the plant
life, and it is a transferable product. It is 
transferred intact from one cycle to the 
next. It survives the disintegrative impact 
of autumnal winds and rains, the cold of 
wintry death. It is not only the promise of 
renewed life; it is the foundation of im
mortality. In the seed, the particular char
acteristics of a single plant, grown during 
a particular year and in a particular field, 
are transcended. The entire life and char
acter of the species are focused in every 
seed. Each seed of wheat is, in potential
ity, a creative agent for the perpetuation 
of t~e whole species, Wheat. 

IN AN AN ALOGic'AL SENSE, THE MAN WHO 

has reached his late fifties in a construc
tively spiritual manner, after having over
come his various crises of growth-tragic 
as these · may have been-can bring the 
sum-total of his experiences to a seed
condition. He can be 'the builder of his 
own immortal seed-essence. He can be vic
torious over death. 

What this means can be ma.de clear by 
stating, even briefly, the several kinds of 
immortality which a man may experience· 
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in the very concrete and actual sense of 
the word, immortality. 

There is a physical-biological kind of 
immortality. Evei::y human being who es
tablishes a steady line of descent through 
children and grandchildren makes his bi
ological substance, his "genes", immortaJ. 
A man like Confucius has, or had recent
ly, a direct male descendant after over 
70 uninterrupted generations. In a · bio
logical sense, Confucius' life-substance 
had triumphed over death for these many 
centuries. 

There is also ~ social-cultural kind of 
immortality. Confucius has been a basic 
factor in the lives of numberless millions 
of Chinese for nearly twenty-five cen
turies. His name, the imprint he made 
upon his society and civilization have re
mained vital. The "New Life" Movement 
in recent decades in China had a basis in 
Con.fticius' teaching~. Even outside of 
China, even in -jokes, the name of Con
fucius is alive, immortal. 

Then there is the more difficult-to-

understand, yet very real, personal immor
tality of the great Personage who, a~ an 
individual person, consciously overcomes 
death by building a "body of mind and 
spirit" in which he is abl~ to function, 
even though the physical organism disin
tegrates. The Gospels tell of this achieve
ment in the case of Jesus, who "resurrect
ed" and operates in a "Christ-Body". Oc
cultists claim that this'achievement is not 
unique, and that there is· a Sacred Com
pany of great Personages who together 
constitute, as it were, the immortal Soul 
or Self of Humanity as ~ whole-and 
Catholics speak of the Church trium
phant" or of the Mystic Body in a some
what similar sense. 

THE FIRST KIND OF IMMORTALITY (BIO

LOGICAL) was said, in anci~nt · times, to 
have been aUained when a man had his 
first grandson. Biologically, this grand
son was the "re-embodiment" of the 
grandfather, whose name he had to bear. 
He insured the perpetuity of the line, es-
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pecially after he had grown to adulthood 
as a citizen. 

Likewise, a creative mind, artist, sci
entist, or statesman, usually does not make 
his permanent mark upon his time until 
he is 60: The works he performed truly 
as an individual ( thus after 30) become 
impressed upon the consciousness ( and 
even the unconscious)· of the next genera
tion, born at the time these works weYe 
produced. And this impress is the foun
pation of the social-cultural immortality of 

, the truly creative mind. 
At the psycho-spiritual level, the age of 

60 was said to be "the age of philosophy". 
The individual could, after having 
brought up his children and served his 
community, devote himself to the spirit
within, to God. He could prepare himself 
to face constructively the spiritual crisis 
of growth, which we call death-theoreti
cally as Uranus completes its 84--year 
cycle, but in most cases, even before. 

The age of 63 is particularly crucial, as 
Uranus comes to its "waning" square to 

· its natal place-the tenth phase 6£ its 
cycle. Saturn is then nearing the "wax
ing" square of its third cycle, and the two 
great 7-year and 9-year rhythms come.to
gether (7X9=63). This Saturn square 
around 66 or 67 can mean a new, great ad
venture into the realm of spirit and wis
dom; but if the individual has nothing 
positive to offer to consciousness and so
'ciety, the process of body-crystallization 
and lowering of vital forces takes on add
ed power. 

This occurs if the "waning" square of 
Uranus, at or around 63, has marked a 
gradual severance of the creative self 
from the body and the daily routine of 
life. This severance may be caused by a 
sense of hopelessness at the way in which 
the society and the power of tradition 
keep frustrating any creative effort of this 
self. It may be the end-result of the out
er personality's failure to meet construc
tively the crisis of the mid-forties and to 
deal with its by-products, 

As EVER, THE POSITIVE ROLE IS PLAYED BY 

the spirit-within. When the everyday per-
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sonal life can no longer offer anything of 
value to the spirit, the spirit gradually
or suddenly, in case of sharp crisis-with
draws. Then the body and the mind are 
left to disintegrate; or, for a while, to 
crystallize. One grows old out of lack of 
interest in life, out of a sense of failure 
to gather any harvest, any "seed", from 

· personal experience. This is U ranian 
death; a letting go of some unbearable sit
uation-largely under a N eptunian sense 
of defeat. Saturnian death is, on the oth
er: hand, the. slow result of a progressive 
solidification of living structures, in the 
body and the psyche, which becomes in
creasingly rigid and with ever less inner, 
spiritual contents-thus, it is death in au
tomatism and meaninglessness or senility. 

However, there are positive deaths 
which are indeed the transition into a new 
condition of being; deaths like the falling 
of a seed upon the ground, deaths wh.ich 
are conscious and deliberate _preparations 
for an eventual new life. In Tibet, and be
fore in India, the conscious and unemo
tionai preparation for a significant death 
was begun by all students and wise men 
after the forties or fifties. To pass in lucid 
consciousness the threshold which we, 
Westerners, so childishly fear, was the cul
mination of a life wisely lived. It was the 
culmination of personality-and the set
ting of the stage for the future re-embodi
ment of the spirit-within. 

Like most sharply marked crises death is, 
however, an individual_ly timed event- -
yet, within the generic limits of man's pos
sible life-span under particular geographi
cal and social conditions. And, strangely 
enough, of all crises death is the one that 
is the least easy to forecast! It may be 
that the reason why the time of death so 
often does not seem to register clearly in 
the birth-chart is that_ the· actual time of 
the disintegration of the body is not spir
itually the most significant moment ; that 
many are inwardly "dead" whose bodies 
are ~ill organically alive; that some in
deed "live" whose bodies no longer func- · 
tiort. 

Here we touch the mystery of what 
really constitutes a man's true identity. To 
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many .men indeed, it is the complex. opera
tions of the body which sum-up to make 
this identity; this sense of being an ''I''. To 
such men, ".rgel' -the generic factor to 
,which all human bodies are subject-is
,tfie dominant power. But there are also. 
men for whom the truly individualized 
spirit is that which can and does say, with 
increasing_ power: "I am". For such indi
viduals, trne age has become the i:Ieg'!ee of 

fut ftttment of tne works· at tne spirit t arrra 
the death of per-sunality comes orrfy when 
these works are done-wrrid'r may be irr, 
or out of the hody "born of woman1'; 
which may be "never', as the spfrit can 
work forever in and through the individ
ual consciousness which has won, thraugh 
many and repeated crises, tlfre victory over 
age and death-the "pear[ of great price": 
permanent and conscious Td'entity. 

JUDGIN.G TKE FUTURE (Continued from page 16) 

prepa1,e the soil of your own feeling and 
thinking for a change that will get yem., 
out of a rut, into a broader a:nd happier 
way of li:fe. 

WITH RESPECT TO THE OTHER CYCLIC 

influences noted in the table, for the pres
ent and the past, we are eager to hear from 
you about your findings. You'll' find· Why 
did that happen to me? (pages 9 and 10); 
we are interested in your experiences, 
especially if you. are tracing out the cycles 
in your life and dise0ve1:ing the link he--

tween past, present, and future in your 
own experience. Jupiter at 6-7 Pisces re
peats his passage over the same area he 
held in Jan.-Feb., 1939, in_ Feo., 1927, and 
in Feb.-Mar., 1915. The present peiao.d 
should have a link with one of those 
periods in the past, especially in the way. 
of fortunate developments now eomin~ t~ 
light, accordit;g to the House of your 
chart occl,lpied by Jupiter~ Jupiter goes 
o.v-er this same area aga:in: in December, 
1950, and January, 1951 ... the happy 
and fortunate developments• of May ami 

You Can, Be.come a 

iMliUMiNNJ:il HEQUAZ NUMEROLOGIST 
and Earn· Big Money! 

TAKE OUR NEW. ADVANCED COURSE U,_.: 
"HEQ.UAZ SYSTEM OF NUMEROLOGY" 

In this-co.ursl! you•are·trained to interpret·numbers and letters of the alphabat;_'to indicate the time 
futur-e, events will o·ccur, witho-uf allowing the client to. talk' until the Forecast° is completed, 
We will advise and, help y·ou until you fe·el confident of your wor~ If you wish fo. come and have. 
personal instructions, this· can be arrange.d. , 
At. the completion of your studies--and· passing· of your test you are aw-a-rde:d a· certificate. 

I 

l • 
i. 

--------------------------------------, I NO ONE CAN USE 
THIS SYSTEM OF 

NUMEROLOGY WITH-· 
OUT THJS CERTIFICATE 

Act Nowl 
ENROLL AN'D BECOME 

ONE OF' OUR sue:. 
CESSFUL GRADUATES 

: HE9UAZ CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
1 OF NUMEROLOGY 
I 
I, 248 North State. Street Marion; Ohio 
I 
I Without cost or obligation, please, send• Me full particulars about 
I the "l'IEQUA2 SYSTEM OF NUMER0t:O&Y." 
I 
I 
: Name ....................... , ....................... Age ......... . 

I 
.: Address ... : .......................... Type of Work .............. . 

I 
:· City .......... _ ..... ., .... : ......................... Stale ......... . 

-------------·------~-----------------------------~ 
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June, 1950, should have a definite link 
with your 1950 Merry Christmas .... Let's 
hear from you about your experiences at 
the previous transits of Jupiter over this 
area; we'll include as many letters as pos-. 
sible in our "Why did that happen to me'! 
department. And, of course, we are also 
interested in your experiences in general, 
whether related to Jupiter, or to the other 
planets, and will try to explain as many 
as we can each month. 

LOOK AT THE MOON 
(Continued from page 14) 

Even a sceptical business man cannot af
ford not to experiment with such a factor. 

Read ••• 

CURRENT 
ASTROLOGY 
June-July ; \ 

issue 
Now on Sale, with 

WHERE WILL YOU BE 
IN JULY, 1951? 

Plan ahead according to the 
major changes now taking form 
in the planetary · positions, and 
in the growth and betterment 

of your life, -
* * * 

WHAT YOUR "PART OF 
FORTUNE" MEANS, AND 

HOW TO FIND ITS PLACE 
IN YOUR. CHART 

Get your copy TODAY! 
' 

The salesman might find it very interesting 
to check his results during the high half 
of the cycle with those during the low half. 
For some years, the writer. has made a 
practice of devoting the low half of the 
cycle to routine matters that have to pe 
done some time but which do not require 
particular skill, while devoting the high 
half of the cycle to important conferences, 
etc. In such matters, we can only report 
general observations, but since we have al
ready reported a great deal in the· way of 
statistical evidence, perhaps it is now time 
to make some general observations, and 
before going into an entirely new phase 
of this work, we will devote the next chap
ter to something in the way of general 
observations of the writer. 

PLUTO 

(Continued from page 11) 

top. It is restless, suspicious, skeptical of 
appearances ; has many mental struggles 
seeking to find Utopia. Out of this po
sition came great religious leaders, anar
chists, and agitators; inventors; surgeons; 
actors, and authors. 

Pluto in Aries is the sign of pioneers 
and reformers who strive to bring about 
radical changes, envisioning some form 
of world or religious revolution, seeking 
to stir up the emotional unstable ( neu
rotics) to rebellion while the agitator rises 
to power. 

Pluto here is intense, unrebukable, and 
fearless; always demanding more; given 
to fits of great anger or ecstasy, yet capable 
of much martyrdom to gain their ends. 
Full of original ideas they like to cham
pion some unusual and daring cause. Pluto 
here· is ruthless in going after what it 
wants. 

The Bubonic Plague of 1347-1350 
which took a toll: in lives of over twenty
five millions, occurred while Pluto was in 
Aries. 

Pluto in Taurus 
1851-May 28th to September 17th, 

1851. 
(Continued on page 57) 
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OUT OF ASTROLOGY 
Have you ever had a Horoscope or Forecast that was calculated for the 

EXACT date, month and year of your birth? To have OIJe is the way to 
get the most good out of astrology. . · 

Of course, such carefur calculations mean much labor on 'the part of 
the astrologer. They take fime and are usually very expensive. 

Here is your opportunity to obtain your Horoscope and/or your Forecast 
for twelve months ahead from date of purchase, actually computed for 
that -so-important EXACT date, month and year of your birth-AT A 
VERY LOW COST. 

Your INDIVIDUAL FORECAST pertains to you and you alone. It will 
explain in detail, and with actual months and dates stipulated, the op
portunities and problems you are meeting now and will meet during the 
year ahead. It will advise you relative to your personal and business affoi~s 
-give you· on insight into your financia-1 prospects, forecast your love and 
marital life, explain your emotional conflicts, direct you in protecting and 
improving your health. It will supply ample warning of danger periods and 
critical dates, and will help yo4 to solve your problems before they become 
~~~ . ' 

Your INDIVIDUAL HOROSCOPE will tell you how to make use of your 
personal abilities and talents for maximum success. It will give you a: 
pattern of the kind of events and persons you will attract throughout life. 

ACT NOW. You con hove your INDIVIDUAL FORECAST for $5.00,. 
and you can have your INDIVIDUAL HOROSCOPE for $3.00. Simply fiU · 
out the coupon below and mail, but do it quickly. Time lost is never re:.: 
covered .• 

HARLE PUBLICATIONS, INC., DEPT. T.A.-650 
215 FOURTH AVE., 
NEW YORK 3, N. Y. 

Send me: (1) My Individual FORECAST for which I enclose $6.00. 
(2) My Individual Horoscope for which I enclose $3.00. 
(8) My Horoscope and Forecast for which i encl06e $8.00. 

I have checked the service desired above. 

CHECK 
SERVICE 
DESIRED 

BIRTH DATE •.•••.•••••••••••.•••••••••• '. •••••••••.•••. ; •••••••••.•••••••••••••• ." ............... ;.' 
· Month Date Year Time if known Plaee 
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Books on~Astro1ogy;-·lumerology;Occultism;-and ... Success 
ASTROLOGY NUMEROLOGY 

THE NEW, 1950 WHAT'S NEXT by H. J. Gardener. 
1950 and You. Judgment day in America. After 
2520 "Days" Appears "666". Don't miss this. $1.10. 

1950 MOON SIGN BOOK, by Llewellyn George, $1.10. 
Planters, florist.s, breeders. fishing guide for entire 
1950 period. use also for business, travel dates, make 
appointments, marry, seek work, buy. sell, dental 
work, beauty parlor s~r'vice, birthday readings. 

PROPHETIC YEARS 1947-53, by Wing Anderson, 
$3.00. Time is approaching when this book's mes
sage can be of importance and value. 

MIRACLE OF THE AGES-The Great Pyramid, by 
Worth Smith. Price, $1.10: 177 -pages. 

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSES, by Mytha Nelson. Pre
sents detailed description of the many features of 
the 12 houses. The Vocation of the houses. Co-

ILLUSTRATED SUPPLEMENT to M6ZAN'S RAC. 
ING NUMEROLOGY, by J. Yates. Charts with d..
tailed explanation of usage. $2.16, 

ALPHA MA THO 1950 SCALE, by Stauffer. Specula-
tion, good days, $2.15. · 

SECRET OF NUMBERS REVEALED, by Godfrer 
Spencer.' 60c. • 

YOUR NUMBER PLEASE, by Hitchcock, $2.75. 
KABALLA of NUMBERS-Seph_arial. $2.75. 
MODERN NUMEROLOGY-Goodman. $2.25. 
FOR CIVILIZATION-Zar the book selected by the 

professionals.· $4.76. · 
COUNT YOUR NUMBERS & KEEP ON COUNT-

1-NG, by Adams. Includes tarot, $3.25. 
' POWER of NUMBERS, by Numero. 76c. 

relation of 12 houses to each other. 'Price, $1.85. PHILOSOPHY 
ASTROLOGY UNDERSTOOD, by Alex C. Ross. YOU can PROFIT by GUIDE TO SELF DISCOVERY. 

440 pages text, natal and progressed with special 500 leads appraise what you are, can do, possess, 
feature of the ruler of each house in the 12 Houses. to enrich your personality and' lead to success and 
·Transits, _health, glossary, rectification. $5.00. a fuller life with the enjoyment of added Life's 

Advantages. 500 questions are divided into 12 chap-
THE GREAT LAW by Hamish Machuisdean-Now iera. Each chapter deals with an aspect of human 

vol. 1-2-S in, one volume. The law, which the mas- nature, environment, earning capacity, intelligence, 
ter masons used. Solves mathematical, physical and home -life, etc., by Invictus, M.D. and Philosopher. 
spiritual mysteries. Shows how pyramids, temples;, Price $1.10. · 
churches, monuments and ships are linked up with PRACTICAL MIND READING, by W. W. Atkinson, 
cosmic events. Date of creation, Garden of Eden, 
Celtic Anglo-Saxon race and lost tribes of Israel 60c. • 
Explains tlie perfect scale and Hour to Square the THE SOLAR PLEXUS, by T. Q. Dumont, 60c. 
Circle. Illustrated with 125 plates. Price $4.16. THE ASTRAL WORLD, by s·wami Panchadasl, 60c. 

,MOTION OF PLANETS & MOON Hourly T.able 36c. THE HUMAN AURA, by Swami Panchadaai, 60c. 
Large type, 4 pages 8½ x 6½-most.useful. t 

B:r Evaneel~ne Adams: SOLID GOLD DREAM BOOK, 1200 Dreams interpret-
ASTROLOGY-Your Place Amonll' the Stars, $6.15. ed in concise sentences. With lucky numbers, lucky 
ASTROLOGY~Your Place in the Sun, includes her days, etc. 60c. ,, 
method of Horary Astrology, $5.15. THE SECRET MESSAGE OF THE BIBLE (Part One) 

A to z HOROSCOPE MAKER, by Llewellyn Georee. Revealin·g the Great Success Principle Concealed in 
7 48 pages birth chart-progressed. $6.10. the Scriptures. A young man worked 3 weeks a11d 

earned $15,000.00. Sounds fantastic. but it's a fact .. 
VALUABLE INSTRUCTIONS IN ASTROLOGY by Mr. A. studied the Bible-and discovered its SECRET 

Mystic Institute. Transit interpretations. New Dis- MESSAGE.- He applied it and it worked, 
coveries in Astrology, New and Full Moon lndica- By using the Method approved by God, you too can 
tions, Eclipses, Friends and Enemies. Cusps of have and obtain the good things in life. Name what 
Houses transits. Price $1.15. you will .... then apply the Method £qr the things 

AST.RO-MAGNETIC HARMONY of Marriage, Birth you desire and are entitled to have. Your copy of The 
Stones, Law of Polarities by W. J. De Ahvls. Treat- Secret Message of The Bible· will be sent. you for 
ment of the 12 Sig.ns of the Zodiac. Beautiful col- $1.16 postpaid. 
ored cover. $1.10. THE .STUDY of PALMISTRY by Comte C.de Saint-

MYSTIC LIBRARY-Prophecies.; Mind and Power; Germain. 1254 illustrations. 416 pages. One of the 
Power of Numbers; Ancient Astrology; Dreams Re- most authoritative works on palmistry. Makes the 
vea-led; Herb Magic. 6 booklets, $1.50. Single book- st udy easy. Price $5.25. 
lets, 35c each. · THE KEY TO LIFE, by Godfrey Rodriguer. Breath-

7 STEPS to .POWER by Louis de Clermont, -The ing and Bodily Well Being, secrets never before ex-
Sequel to but Bigger and More Amazing than ."7 pou nd ed. Illustrated, explained. Price. $1.00 • 
. Keys to Po.wer." Mystic secrets of the Stars. Key RELAX FIRST and IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH 
to· Zodiacal Mind and Feelings. Power of Numbers and PERSONALITY by W. R. Ferguson. Success 
and Magic 7. Psychic Power . secrets explained. depends upon your appea.rance and ATTITUD·E. 
Magic of Gems. Price $2.15. Learn the secret. Price $1.00. · 
EPHEMERIDES DIE DEUTCRE, 1951 thru 1960, READING CRYSTAL~fine quality,, limited supply, 
$6.00. 3 inch with st,and, lessons, prepaid $12.00. 2 inch 
Heindel's Rosicrucian. 1857 to 1950, 35c each year. with stand, lessons, prepaid. $5.60. 3 9/16 inch with 
Bound volumes, beginning 1860, 20 years to a stand, lessons, prepaid, $17.00. 4 3/16 inch, $27. 
volume, $6.26. ILLUSTRATED KEY to the TAR«;>T and Pack of 
TABLE OF HOUSES. Bound 25 to 60 degrees, $2.10. ~~,!OJnd Cta~fs~· $};1~_st rated inSt ruction fo.r use. 

A. P. TABLE ROUSES. 0 to 60 degrees. $2.10. ISIS UNVEILED .by H. J. Blavatsky, 1336 pages two 
A. P. EPHEMERIDES Cloth Paper volume, bound in 1 book, cloth $8.00. One of the 

1880 to i.890 1.85 $1.35 most remarkable books of our time at a moderate mg ~ ~~~ u: u~ cost. 
1910 to 1920 1.85 1.s 6 SECRET DOCTRINE, by Blavatsky. Complete text in 
1920 to 1930 1.85 1.35 one volume, $10.50. 
1930 to' 1940 1.85 1.35 THE HERBALIST-Meyer. Illustrated with the hetb 
1940 to 1950 1.85 1.35 for all purposes. $1.75. 

·SPECIAL OFFER: With each order amounting to $6.00 or over, for book titles listed on this page we will 
include a copy of "The Law of FINANCIAL SUCCESS" by E. E.. Beals, at no additional cost. ios pages 
devoted to a build up of your money consciousness and attitude. A definite working plan is laid out for the 
reader. This offer is limited. Be sure to mention this offer .in your order. 

-~ NELSON'S ASTROLOGER BOOK SHOP 
105 E. GRAND AVE,, CHICAGO 11, ILUNOIS , 

If :,our order I• from outalde the United State. add 10% poet■ .,., I Astrolo<rerl 
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1852-April 12th to December 3rd, 
1852. 

1853-Febrnary 19th to August 1st, 
1882. 

1882-October 30th to June 30th, 1883. 
1883-N ovember 29th to April 24th, 

1884. 
PLUTQ IN TAURUS ADDS STUBBORNNESS, 

pertinacity and defiance if chided for be
ing too demanding, for when it covets 
something it won't give up until "it is pos
sessed. It has extreme endurance, con
stancy in purpose, and tenacity. · 

The Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock, 
December .21st, 1620, when Pluto was in 
Taurus 12 :20. Mahatma Gandhi ( October 
2nd, 1869) had Pluto in Taurus 17 :30: 
retrograde. His stubborn determination to 
have his own way caused him to under
take prolonged fasts. This position of 
Pluto makes pioneers and re-organizers. 

When welI aspected it is refined, sen
sitive, with a distinct flair of genius along 
some line. If badly aspected it tends to 
hatred, envy, greediness and cruelty; a 
grasping after things not its own.' Stalin 
has Pluto in Taurus 26 :53. Pluto in 
Taurus is erotic, and much given to 
amatory adventures, with a strong passion 
for physical beauty, and a great determina
tion to hug the spotlight at all times, rather 
than being the power behind the scenes as
is Pluto in Aries. 

It gives interest in real estate with a 
preference for mortgages. In both .Aries 
and Taurus it gives a compulsion to work 
and achieve, using each accomplishment 
as a stepping stone to greater heights. 

While in Taurus Pluto speeded up 
transportation on land and water; liberated 
slavery, and advanced education ("Many 
shall run to and fro, ancl knowledge shall 
be increased." Daniel 12 :4). No longer 
were the people satisfied with what was 
good enough for their fathers, they de
manded, and got, a better way of' living. 
Booker Taliaferro Washington, the great 
Negro emancipator, had Pluto in Taurus. 

Pluto in Gemini 
1882-August 2nd to October 49th, 

'1882 . 
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DELINEATING THE HOROSCOPE 
By ELBERT BENJAMINE {C. C. Zain) 

This is the standard textbook on reading a 
natal chart. It gives the influence of each s.ign 
and each decanate; how to judge stature, tem
perament, disposition, mental ability, vitality, 
health, disease, business, finances, voc~tional 
selection; friends, enemies, associates, love, mar
riage, partnership, and the best system to follow 
in delineating. 

Cloth-bound, 256 pages, postpaid $2.50. 
Send also for free copy of 

The Church of Light Quarterly. 

THE CHURCH OF LIGHT 
Dept. E. Box 1525 Loa AnoelOI 53, Callf. 

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM 
TO SOLVE WRITE ME 

I will guide you in its SOLUTION 
through the low o.f CREATIVE 
PRAYER. Postcard requests will 
not be answered. Enclose Two 
Three-Cent Stomps. 

Address: 

DORTCH CAMPBELL 
Box 832, Clarhdale, Mississippi 

I Specialize In Children's Horoscopes 
Every one wants to be a good J>f.l'ont. A1troloa can suitle 
you by giving you a preview of your child'• nature aeoordlnll 
to the stars. 
Analysis or character $8. Send vlace or birth. Year. Month, 
Day and Time or day to the moment 1r I>OSsible. A.lao 
adult charts. 

REYNOL.DS 
8111 1374 Pueble. Cel.,...e 

will a no lyze and answer confide n
il>- tially three questions o.n yolll" Per
sonal Problems on receipt of letter. 
birthdate, and $ 1.00. Let me help yovl 

RIGHTMIRE. Box 752-AA, Oakland 4, Calif, 

Your Birth Hour Corrected $3.00 
Send full data and important dates 
such as births and deaths in family. 
Be.ginners' Correspondence Course 

$1.00 per lesson. 
IESSfE LISPENARD 

, P. 0. Box 867, Grand Central Annex; N. Y. 17, N. Y. 
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1883-July 1st to November 29th, 1883. 
1884-April 25th to August 12th, 1913. 
1914-January 5th to .May 28th, 1914. 

PLUTO IN GEMINI ADDS ADVENTURE AND 

re.search. It is inventive, always searching 
for new problems to solve. It gives keen 
judgment, the ability to wo.rk out technical 
details concerning rocket-!?hip propulsion, 
stratosphere flight, television, radio and 
radar. 

This position of Pluto is in the signa
ture of the inv_estigator, astrologer· or de
tective. In fire and air signs Pluto stirs the 
mentality. William Penn (October 14th, 
1644 )· had Pluto in Gemini 26: retrograd
ing. 

Many times in these positions Pluto 
stands at the crossroads. In the 12th house 
it makes the 1 passive _martyr who walks 
into danger with eyes wide open, finding 
ecstasy in suffering; and capable of self
surrender to a remarkable degree. If re
ligious, is narrow and bigoted; if _inelig
ious, is scoffing. There is no middlepath, 
either all for, or all· against, some theory. 

Pluto here gives the insight to see 
through people's defenses, with a quick 
comprehension of what is going on all 
around, yet able to conceal its own weak
nesses. It gives sensitive nerves and is in 
close contact with either spiritual or de
monic forces. 

If badly aspected .Pluto here inclines to 
tease and torment others, with the ab-ility 
to nag or pester to get its own way. Hitler 

· had Pluto in Ge1t1ini 4 :40 in exact con
junction with Prima Hyadum, which 
brought disgrace, ruin, and a violent death. · 

Pluto in any sign is a great death-dealer. 
The Black Plague and Great Fire follow
ing: 1665-1666, had Pluto-in Gemini, Lon
don's own sign. 

Pluto in Cancer 
1913-August 13th to January 4th, 

1914. 
1914-May 29th to August 1st, 1938. 
1939-February 2nd to June 18th, 1939. 

PLUTO IN CANCER GIVES AN OVER-WHELM

ING curiosity. It was in this sign 17 :15: 
when discovered. In 2178 Pluto will again 
be in this sign and degree. It gives a liking 
for dangerous occupations, with a craving 
for power: Also the thrill and elation pow
er brings as the native soars h_igher above 
the clouds, dives deeper into the ocean, 
rides faster across the continent, tunes in 
to more distant stations. Neither height, 
nor death, nor speed, nor distance, holds 
any terrors for these people. 

Pluto here gives ambition and. intensity, 
and though a water planet in a water sign, 
it bred some unusual dare-devils, fliers, 
para-troopers, commandoes, espionage. 

YOUR PERSONAL PROBLEM STUDIED FOR SOLUtlON. IN 1950 . 
"Thank you for a wonderful, informative analysis. I shall follow your advice to the letter," 
a client wrote recently. Another: "Thank you for your most satisfying advice"; and another, 
"You are the first astrologer who has gotten to the basic root of my chart and my life." 

These are typical responses to the special kind of analysis, combining ·astrology and 
psychology, that I have been doing for some time, with these inspiring results. It deals 
with your natal horoscope and with its present stage of development, in direct relation 
to whatever question is uppermost in your mind. It is a service specially designed to 
assist individuals toward the solution of some immediate problem. If you have such a 
problem, and wish this service, studied and written for you alone, send your birth-data: 
date, month, year, and place of birth, with the hour if you know it; the dates of im
portant events in the past; the birth-data of anyone involved in your problem. State 
your problem clearly and,directly: all work is strictly personal, and strictly confidential. 

Present and future planetary indications are tied in with your immediate problem, and 
all is based on your own individual chart, for your date, month, year, place and hour 
of your birth. The fee for this service is $10. 

GRANT LEWI 1300 EAST FT. LOWELL ROAD TUCSON, ARIZONA 
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agents, heroic rescuers, as well as intrepid 
fighters and voluntary expendables, in the 
cause of freedom during World War Two. 

Pluto here gives sensitive ears, finger
tips and intuitions, and a remarkable talent 
ip dancing, but causes a feeling of great 
loneliness and the "blues." This loneliness 
is responsible for some peculiar actions, 
· weird- mascots, and strange occupations 
or hobbies. It inclines to egotism which 
seeks to achieve the unachievable, yet in 
so great daring, often does achieve the im
possible. 

Pluto in Cancer gives a leaning toward 
archaeological discoveries; for reconstruct
ing ancient monuments·; deciphering an
cient tablets; it lures with visions of pirate 
wealth. Many of its natives rise quite high, 
many sink quite low; few keep on an even 
keel. 

During this period plastics reached mass
production stage; concentration camps 
were erected; dictators rose to power. 
For Pluto in Cancer signifies a gigantic 
struggle of life and death; freedom and 
slavery. 

Pluto in Leo 
1938-August 2nd to February 1st, 

1939. 
1939-June 19th to September, 1957. 

PLUTO IN LEO ADDS SELF-CONFIDENCE 

and gives pride in accomplishment. It is 
clever, likeable, and very understanding. 
Benjamin Franklin (January 17th, 1706) 
had Pluto in Leo: 21 :36: retrograde. 
· Pluto here has an awakening and trans
forming effect on all it touches; it gives 
the urge to forg~ ahead unrestrained. It 
makes no allowances for mistakes, not even 
its own, wanting perfection. Forceful in 
desires, even brutal if crossed or thwarted, 
yet it holds no malice. 

Pluto is hard to restrain here because of 
its great power of resistance. But it learns 
quickly in life to subdue its own emotions 
when necessary. Love, and the sense of 
home security, helps to calm the intensity 
of its feelings. 

It is this generation which will cause 
great political, social, and economic revo

.,,.( 
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$3 Life Reading Now $1 
Including answers to twenty-five questions. 
Solving your deepest problems. Never fails to 
reunite and restore lost affection. Our suc
cess in this line is known the world over. We 
send you a complete Trance Reading. Give 
names, dates, facts. Success in business and 
employment. Selling of property. 

Send stamped envelope. 

SPIRITUAL SOCIETY 
1520 18th Corpus Christi, Texa$ 

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM? 
RECEIVE SCIENTIFIC ADVICE 
FROM A bona ftde PSYCHOLO-· 
GIST. FOR PROMPT, CONFIDEN
TIAL COUNSELING, SEND COM
PLETE STATEMENT OF PROBLEM, 
BRIEF PERSONAL HISTORY, AND 

S DOLLAR FEE. 

J. DIXON 'CARTWRIGHT -
BOX 7359 ,- FT. WORTH II, TEXAS 

LOUISE, ASTRO-CONSULTANT 
Let Louise help you with your problems. 
All work done personally. No mimeo
graphed copies! Strictly confidential. 
Submit complete birth information. Fee 
$3.00 for one birthday, $5.00 for two. 
LOUISE, BOX 304, GROVEPORT, OHIO 

Become a E>octor of 

PSYCHOLOGY 
Win the degree of Ps. D. Teach the secret of con
tentment, happiness. Solve mental worries. Experi
ence the revelation of truth. Chartered college. 
Individual help. Write for FREE book. Co)lege of 
Universal Truth, 6158-Z North Clark St., Chicago 
40, Ill. 

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT 
Your Questions answered on your problems: if you ar& wor .. 
ried about. your affain, reg~dless or iheir nature. send them 
to me to help solve them. "Thirty years experlenco". My sin~ 
cere personal attention given. Send $1.00. full blrthdato, and 
stamI>Od addressed envelope to: 

MIDPINES 
DR. VIRGINIA FAHLEE 
(No personal cheeks a,cepted) 

CALIF. 
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ENLARGED, LIMITED EDITION OF 

HEAVEN KNOWS WHAT 
The Cast-your-own-horoscope book 

by Grant Lewi 
editor of The Astrologer Magazine 

"Thanks for BEA VEN KNOWS WHAT. It's the best invest
ment I ever- made," wrote an enthusiastic buyer recently. 

This modern astrological classic has won tens of thousands of enthusiasts because with 
it anyone can cast and read Ms own natal horoscope without the slightest knowledge or 
study of astrology. All the laborious and difficult work has been done for you. All you 

\ do is follow simple dir~tions step by step, and you can't go wrong-you get a long de
tailed- and professional reading of all the aspects that were in force at the time of your 
birth. 
This book sold thousands of copies at popular prices between 1935 and 1942. Then dtie 
to wartime shortages, the publishers were unable to continue it and it went out of print. 
We find it impossible still to get-out a popular-priced edition. But there has been a con• 
stant demand for this book, the first and only one of its kind. •Originally, it contained 
data for every date between 1876 and 1921. Now, in this. enlarged new edition, we've 
added 14 years of Tables, making it usable FOR ,\NY BIRTHDATE from 1876 to 1935 
inclusive. There is also a new preface and The Astrologer'& statement of what astrology 

. is, and what it can do for you. • 

FOR STUDY 
Students and teachers can learn astrology 
from this book, which contains the most 
modern of interpretations· based in the com
bination of psychology with astrology which 
is so essential to the ·proper understanding 
of the horoscope. Each of the 250 aspect 
readings is based on extensive research and 
observation. It is an invaluable textbook 
for any student or teacher ... indeed, for 
any reader of astrology magazines. 

FOR FUN 
Heaven Knows What has kept parties g_o
ing far into the night. Your friends will 
love it-it's been known to make the most 
hardened skeptics prick up their ears. The 
character readings hit the nail on the head 
with uncanny accuracy. Just try out your 
doubters on their solar-lunar polarity read
ing for a starter ... and then watch them 
as they pore over the many other analy
ses that go to the heart of their character 
and personality. · . 

Order_your copy NOW using'the coupon below. High production costs make discounts 
to_ booksellers very low; therefore probably very few if any of the 1,000 copies of this 
second printing of the enlarged edition will be available in stores. Order direct at once 
to make sure of your copy! -

I r------------••------•••••-•-•-------~ 
J GRANTLEWI. i'Washington Place, New York 3, N. Y. 

YES! Send me a copy of HEAVEN KNOWS WHAT. 
I enclose $5. (Canadian orders add 30c, Foreign 50c.) 

Name 

Street 

City ................ ., . . . Zone. . . . . . . . . State ........ . 

~------------------------------------~ 

ACT AT ONCE· 
Only_ 500 copies are 
left, so to be sure of 
getting _yours, 

MAIL THIS 
COUPON TODAY! 

.) 
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lutions, for its innate nature is to trans
form and awaken. Whatever gifts Pluto 
gives here, it gives with great measure. It 
does not bother with small gifts, rewards 
or- punishments ; all or nothing, s:eerns to , 
be its motto for Leo. 

1· *E~* 

All through Life th'er~ will be struggles 
of gigantic pliOV©rtions these natives will 
be required to meet and transmute or over
come. Pluto was in Leo 24: when the 
Magna Charta was signed on June 15th, 
1215, for Pluto• in Leo- is inspired with 
a grander vision of things yet to come. 

"And it shall conie to pass in the last 
days, that your daughters shall prophesy; 
your yoimg men shaPl see visions; and you-r 
old men shall &ream dreMn$:' (Joel 2 ~28. 
Acts 2 :.17). This. is Plato in Leo at its 
best. 

During this period great strides will be 
made in over:.coming the force of gravity 
and air-pressure. Ocean depths will be ex..
plored for their mineral wealth; sunken 
ships raised and their valuable cargoes 
salvaged; the jungles and Ice Regions sur
veyed for Ura1uum and other priceless de
posits. Huge- air linevs will cross 1lhe _t\t
lantic in little more than one hour. 

As Pluta mo¥es into Vi.rgo, the wantonv 
wasteful strikes of today, will die. a natural 
death under the discriminating-, withering 
analysis o.£ that. sign. 

NoTE: Pluto re11mins sa long in a sign 
that his iwflue.nce is· more-likely: to appear 
as the gerumrI bias &j a. qeneration, rather 
than in individual lives. In order for in- I , dimiduals fo manifest the influence- of 
Pluto, GJS foe is d'e.scriibed o:ccm;d-ing to the 
signs he has iwhabited f,01:· the past hun
dred years~ the influence of Pluto mitst be 
found focused, in the ind'ividual chart, 
through OfVe' of the faster-moving, and 
th·eref ore nw-re individualizing planet.;, or 
through the Sun, Moon, or ruler of the 
indiviaual chart. Whole generations feel 
the influence of Pluto in any given sign; 
of these, cert<Di.n inclivid'uals wi'lt manifest 
Pluto more than others, and these are the 
ones in whose charts Pluto is in some way 

. hif!h-lighte~ ana made-prominent-G.L. 
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your own personality 
W.ITK 

ZODIAC 
fNDIVIDUALIZED 

PE~FUMES 
Twelve special fragrances 
one for each celestial CYcle. 
Two drams- of perfume $1.00 
Send four nam-o, address 
and· bir•thdate with• $1. 
We prepay postage, 

RIVARD & CO., MANKATO, .MINN. 

Famous Gifted Seer , 
"SAHDU DON ALI" 

will answ.er in strictest confidenee, 
FOUR PERSONAL QUESTIONS. 
Write letter; give birthcfate, enclose 
$1.00--analywls correct 96'% of the 1 
time, 

DON ALr 
8636-A um Turner Rd., Jacksonville. Florida 

MARTHA-LIFE ANALYST 1 

May I help you with your problems 7 6 questions, 
your 1960 Chairt, lucky· nos., name and. hand
writfng ana:IYl!ie\ complete $LOO. Send birth date 
of self and others involved for immediate per-
110nal service. 

MARTHA. 457 E. touise St., Long Beach 5, Calif. 

AMEBlCAK CANCER SOCIETY 
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"ltliuJ (/)id ']Jud 
. ;/lap.p1m·. JJJ mz ?" 

and why did it happen when it happened? The Astrol
oger wants to answer these questions for you, in connec
tion with your own experiences. We'll pay $5 for_ each 
letter accepted for publicatio:n, so write us of something 
that has happened. to you which you want to have ex
plained by astrology. Each month we will publish as many 
of these letters as possible, giving the astrological factors 
underlying the events and experiences about which you 
write us. Don't worry about ljterary style: that's not what 
we're interested in. It's you and what's happened to you 
that counts. Write us, telling us about the event that inter
ests you, and if we select your letter, we'll send you $5, 
and publish your letter ( with or. wit4out your name, as 
you chose) in The Astrologer magazine, with the astro
logical explanation of your experience. Include your birth 
data, of course ( year, month, date, place of birth, with 
hour if you know it) and give also the same data of any
one else involved in your experience. Be sure to write at 
the end of your letter the following: "ILyou decide to use 
this letter, you will send me $5, and in consideration of this, 
I give you permission to publis_h my letter and the data in 
it." If you wish us to pubiish your name, add, "YOU may use 
my name"; otherwise, your name will not be published. 
Sign your name to this statement at the end of your letter, 
and send it to Letter Editor, The Astrologer magazine, 
Harle Publications, Inc., Suite 1904, 215 Fourth Avenue, 
New-York 3, N. Y. No letters can be returned, and if you 
wish your letter acknowledged, please enclose· self-ad
dressed, stamped postcard or envelope for. that purpose. 

/ 
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INGRID BERGMAN'S BABY 
(Continued from page 6) 

the boy, though the submissiveness of the' 
arising Saturn will prevent this from being 
manifest for a long tii:ne. And if the boy's 
nature takes, as it may, an artistic turn, 
fo any one of the creative arts, or in con
nection with the theatre ( which would 
not be surprising!) then he may indeed 
become productive and successful at a 
very high level, for the chart is one of 
high artistic potential, providing that the 
fine balance of the emotional and psycho
logical nature· is preserved. 

BECAUSE THE LbVE-INDICATIONS OF THE 

chart are so strongly symbolical of har
mony between the parents, this boy's 
chances for a· good, useful, though per
haps somewhat confined and limited life, 
are excellent. They will remain excellent 
so long as there is harmony between the 
parents. The testimonies of Mars and 
Venus, ruling 10th and 4th Houses, are 
splendid in this respect, as we have seen. 

But whenever we are in the presenee · 
of a Full Moon chart, we ai:e in the 
pres~nce of a divergence between the male 
and female components; in the personal
ity, and also in the environment. The one 
thing that the Full Moon pers·onality is 
more sensitive to than anything else is 
any 'contention or separation involving 
the parents. Then indeed does the sepa
rateness of the Moon and the Sun-'-of the 
male and female principles in the nature-

. come under maximum st_rain. All too 
often, the Full Moon personality is sub
jected to this very strain, to deal with 
which it is very, inadequately equipped. 
The harmony and happiness of this boy's 
life depend on the continued. harmony 
and happiness of his parents. If this 
should ·fail, he could indeed become a 
"lost soul," but in the presence of their 
mutuality, harmony, and love he is shel
tered and protected for a life of creative 
usefulness and achievement. 
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-JUNEITTA TELLS YOU 
HOW 1'0 MAKE 1950 YOUR LUCKY TEARI 

Haff fbUi' "'CELESTIAL CLOCK" tuned to, .. PLANETARY VIB~A
TIONS" active at the time of your BIRTH, by "Jl,JNEJTTA-4 WOfld 
famou, "A S T ft O-SCJENTIST'', Peuonal Consultant to Hollywood 
Movie Stars. Lecturer and Author of "STRANGE DESTINY" a forth• 
coming MOTION PICTURE production. Written according to "PLAN• 
ETARY VJBRATJONS.'' A fabulous wealth of knowledge for an stu
dents of the "OCCULT ARTSI" Reserve you• copies now. Please DO 
NOT remit. Merely hove your copies RESERVED. For yeau JUN• 
EJTTA hail predicted World events. Now you too may seek her "C.les• 
tJal Culdance.'' 

L 
•Attract Jloinance. Love, Marriage and a wealth of new 
friends. Local followers and guests are Invited to HEAi¼ 
the Inspiring LECTURES, and join in the social activities 
that keep all In tune with the Jnlinite. Send your own 

.Cln~ your blends' Birth Dates. time and place. for a 
'. "GOLDEN KEY". World wide MEMBERSHIP to the 

"INNER SANCTUM" plus professional fee of SI.CO 
eacb by Postal Money Order to 

• .. RESEAJ.!CH DEPARTMEN.T 
~"!:--- 1. MYSTIC TEMPLE 

. .. P. O. BOX 1053, HOLLYWOOD 29. CALJt. 

SPIRITUAL READER 
Seven Question·s Answered for $ I and stamped 
addressed return envelope. Give birthdate. My 
sincere personal attention given all questions. 
Address 

ELIZABETH GEBHART 
Box 2, Rt. 3 ' Dept.-A Zanesville, Ohio 

LIFE'S BIGGEST' JOB 
is getting along with others 

Complete Comparison Chart and Analysis
Any two Birthdates-Business, marriage part
ners, or those contemplating marriage-$10.00 

JOHN H. GREEN 
BOX 10143 HOUSTON 18, TEXAS 

WHAT EVENTS DO YOU ATTRACT? · 
Your LIFE READING by numerology takes up 

your PERSONALITY, your secret DESIRES, and 
your DESTINY as revealed by the vibration num
bers of your name and birthdate. 

6 page chart reading $1.00. Send FULL NAME, 
EXACT BIRTHDATE and fee, to 

ETHEL V. HARTMAN 
185 S. New York Ave. Atlantic City, N. J. 

WORRIED? UNHAPPY? 
About lite's many perJ>lex!ng problems. W!ll your busi
ness ventures, journeys, changes, marriage b& successful? 
Avoid many mistakes and disappointments. Let the stars 
guide you to happiness. One question answered $2. Yearly 
forecast $5. Ho.-osCOl)e $10. Send birth data. also date and 
hour writing to 

MARGO DENNING 
BOX 6 CURTIN, OREGON 
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WHY DID THAT .HAPPEN? 

(Continued from page 10) 

If Y«i?U will c0mbine these three factors, 
y0_µ will have the clue to what you should 
have learned through the past experience. 
In its simplest and most woxldly terms, 
you should have learned to save up in_ good 
periods for bad periods. See the Bible, 
and the story of Joseph: the seven lean 
kine that ate up the seven fat ones. In 
order to learn and apply this simple lesson, 
you shoulg examine your emotional .atti- • 
tudes, especially with respect to money. 
You should realize that you needn't d'rive 
yourself constantly;to prove you are loved. 
When you realize this, you will be able 
to imagine youTself in a sound economic 
p@sition, and to utilize your tremendous 
earning powers, not only to provide for 
your loved ones ( and your own good 
times) when you are working; but you 
will also be able to -save a portion of what 
you get, to be able to continue this process 
with peace of mind and a sense of security 
di.rough the mepressed periods, as they re
cur. 

However, after May 15, and more es
pecially after June 24, you come out of 
the for.est into a brighter area that lasts 
for a long time. I woti.ld-expect your oc
cupational problem to be by way of being 
solved when this rea-ches you, and to con,. 
trinue to be solved, with more and more 
security, until at least the beginning of 
1951. You may here encounter another 
lorief set-back: therefore, learn the lessons 
indicated above, and be ready for it with 
money in the bank, which _you can do. 
¥ 0ur chart is one of fluctuating .foTtunes ; 
you can offset these -by a program of 

budgets and savings, so that, in the slack 
periods, you will have a cushion on which 
to relax ; and you can continue th1s process 
forever, to remain always, in all circum
stances, ·on an even keel of security and 
peace of mind. 

--~ ..... ---..... ._.,,,,,. ... ..__ __ 
ASK WYNN 

(Continued front page 18) 

is nothing fatalistic about this astrology 
business? You'd dearly l0ve to have some
one in a stern voice of authority tell you 
that you must marry her, that y u two 
are fated to be man and wife. Then you 
could go ahead with your emotional non
sense and imagine that you weren't to 
blame for the results. 

Fortunate, I say-because you don't 
have to marry her. 'You don't have .to 
not marry her. Y<lm could, of course. All 
we .can get out of astrology is what w0uld 
the har:vest be, not what seeds are going 
to .be planted.· 

Take that ammunition out -0£ your sys
tem, throw it away, and start looking for 
a -newer model yourseLf. 

LOSING HER MIND? 

DEAR WYNN: 

Please help me. l·'JVaS born October 4, 
1916, 2:30 a.mi., Men-don, Mo. 

I married a boy in 1932; we were mar
ried only six wwnths when 1 had infantile 
paral·ysis and he ran away and I secured 
a div.orc.e. Then in 1933 I married •again 
and in 1934 my daughter was born. I fell 
in• l-ove with a married ·1nan, in 1940, who 
tried to get his wife to divorce him, bitt 

' 
WHERE WILL YOU BE BY 1956? 

'This unique astrological time-table gives you the major planetary influences affecting 
you through ,:our- sun-sign. from now onward for YOUR NEXT FIVE YEARS. It tells 
you the mearung of these i.nfluences, and how you can best make use of them in your 
life. Those who have already received YOUR NEXT FIVE YEARS have written in 
ent~usiastic ~pprt;eiation, an~ JJ?,any, after receiving theirs, have ordered additional 
copies for their fmmds ~nd relatives. If you want yours, send $1, now, with the month, 
date, and year of your birth to 'the address below, and YOUR NEXT FIVE YEARS for 
your sign, will be sent you promptly. , ' 
GRANT LEWI .1300 E. Ft. Lowell Rd., Dept. J TUCSON, ARIZONA 

.,. 
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f,ailed to do so. In 1944 my son, fatliered 
by the niarried man, was born. Then in 
1946 we each went our separate ways, be
lieving it was all over. Then I married 
again and had a son in 1947. This marriage 
didn't work out and we were divorced in 
1949. 

Lately I have been having some nervous 
trouble and have feared I was losing 1ny 
mind. I have reviewed my past and my 
failures many times over; and it would 
relieve my mind if I could understand 
them. Why was I never able to stay in 
love with one person; and why could I 
never be faithful? Now it is too late to 
do anything aboiit it and I feel I have 
mined the lives of myself and nty chil
dren. Is there a ray of /1,ope for me any
where? 

I a.ni s;-confused. I have searched all my 
life for something, I know not what-anii 
my feeling of failure is very definite for 
not having found happiness.-MRs. H. D. 

LosrNG YOUR MIND? 

Or beginning t-0 find it?· 
"Why was I never able to stay in love 

with one person?" you ask. But you did
al~hough not with another, person. And you 
are so right when you confess to not hav..'
ing been faithful, although you apparently 
do not perceive that much of your faith
lessness was to yourself, the one you have 
truly loved through all tne fast-stepping 
events of your brief career. 

Venus is the strongest planet in your 
horoscope. It rules your midheaven (as
pirations, occupation, public relations) ; it 
rules the sign occupied by your Sun and 
Mercury, the Sun being the ruler of your 
life; and your Venus, the planet that has 
all this strength, is at your ascendant! 
This means that it colors everything you
do in a personal way, the negative applica
tion' of which is to seek ease, luxury, 
domination over others, and superficial 
pleasures. 

The solution for you is to, switch to the 
positive applications of Venus. This means 
using your gifts of creativeness, friendli
ness and artistic talent for the benefit of 
more people than yourself alone. Don't ' 
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GOD NEVER ba~ks down, 
on a prom,se • • • • 

"ASK AND YE SHALL RECEIVE.11 

Spiritual Psychology will teach YoU HOW YOU MkY 
Att.A.IN Health, Success and Banpinesa. YOUR 
PSYCHOANALYSIS 0001binC1> Psychology with Science 
or Numbeu: 15 to 20 pages.. typed in boolt-!orm. gl.Ylng 
PERSONAL INSTRUCTION and LIFE•TIME 

GUIDANCE .................................. $10. 
PRESENT PROBLEMS ............ _ .............. $,5. 
Send: FULL NAltiE, as gh'en nt Dirth. year and date 
of birth and slgnaturo (as used) of EACH person on
Qulrecl about. PLEASE state your PRESENT PROB
LEMS comolete).y. 

DR. GERALDINE F. SHARON 
The Tradewind&, Apt. 8•24 

1720 Ala Moana Blvd. Honolulu 15. T.H. 
Use· AIR-MAIL for faster service 

I DAVID S.TURGIS 
World-Famous Astrologer 

Horoscoped: Presideri.t Roosevelt, 
Duke and Duchess of Windsor, 100 1 

renowned persons. Forecasted: Tru• 
man's election, 50 major events. 

$1 a question. $5 a problem. 
$ I O a horoscope. 

Special One Year Service 
Send birth time and place, with money order, to 

DAVID STURGIS 
P. O. Box 623, Hollywood 28, ·(!:altf: 

Banish the craving lor tobacco as thous,nds 
ha"' with Tobacco Redtemer. Write for lree boo!<· 
let telling ol injurious ellect ol tobacco and 
of ·a t,eat111e11t which hu relieved many men. 

·tn-Business,Siace 19091 FREEl 
300,000 Satisfied Customers BOOK 

T~ NEWELL COMPANY 
ffl Clayton Sta., St. Louis 5, Mt. 

In 

fJEe Astrologer 
for July1 

YOU AND THE DESTINY OF 
THE UNITED STATES 

July 4th, 1950-our 174th national 
birthday-finds us closing an im
portant cycle of national existence 
and about to start another. This will 
affect the life of every man, woman 
and child in the country, both be
cause· of the influence on our national 

· and international life, and according 
to the place !l'hich the vital inffuences 
fall in your individual chart. 
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stop having as much fun as you are sure 
you deserve; but at the same time add 
to your activities the novelty of honestly 

·. and practically doing the thinking (you 
_ can, you know) which will help others. 

.it your job from now on to un-ruin thelJl 
for awhile-and maybe you will find that 
mysterious "something" you have been 
searching for. · 

Yes, to some extent at least, you have. 
ruined a few parts of a few lives. So make 

'"ls there a ray of hope for me any
where?" you ask? .Y ep. But you'll have 
to turn around to see it. 

HELP US .HELP YOU 

TO BETTER SERVICE 
If you've been having trouble finding copies of TH~ ASTROLOGER on your local 
newsstand lately, pl~ase accept our sincere apologies. You see, it is physically impos
sible for us to print enough copies to supply every newsdealer in the country. So, we 
do the best we.can, allotting most of the copies to larger newsstands and sending the 
rest to deale~s who have standing orders with their wholesalers. 

Because of the ever-growing popularity of THE ASTROLOGER, many folks are 
finding th•eir dealer "sold ou!" when they stop at his stand to get the current issue ... 
and, as a result, we have been deluged with complaints. 

You can assure prompt receivt of every issue of THE ASTROLOGER in either of 
two ways: First, you can place a standing order with your local n~ws\l.ealer-asking 
him to place an order with his local independent wholesaler for a copy of each issue 
of THE ASTROLOGER, and to let you know when your magazine arrives. Or, if 
your dealer is unable to do this, you can get copies promptly by placing a subscription 
today, effective with the next number. Simply send $1.00 (Canada, Foreign $1.20) 
and receive the n~xt 4 issues. Or, send $5.00 (Canada, Foreign $6.) for 24 issues
saving 50c over the regular price! Magazines ~ill be sent in a plain wrapper. Act now! 

MAIL THIS COUPO.N TODAY! 

-----------~----
THE ASTROLOGER, Dept. 650 I 215 Fourth Avenue, New Yqrk 3, N. Y. 

Please enter my subscription for THE ASTROLOGER. I enclose $5.00 for a two years' (24 issues) I subscription; {Canadian or Foreign $6.00). ' 

] Check here if you want a special (4 issues) subscription, enclosing $1.00 for U.S. or I . possessions; (Canaqian or Foreign $1.20). 

1 
N.ama .••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•........ , : ................... , ............... . 

Address · .••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•.... -: .....•...........•..••..••....•• 

I City . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • . • . • . . • . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . Zona ..... State ... , •.•.•••......• 

I 
If you wish to includ,e your birth data, we will keep it confidential and use it qnly for research 
purposes. " 

I Born ....•••••••••••••••••••••• •'• •••••••••••••• , •••••••• , •• , •• , •••••••• , •• , ••••••••...• 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1-
1 
I 

L 
Month Date Year Hour · a.m. p.m . ---------------- ....J 
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CERAMICS 
IN YOUR 

l\lCIIEM\ -
TRY THIS NEW DELLA ROBBIA MIRACLE CLAY 
It's easy and it's fun to work in this new 
tested and proven MIRACLE CLAY that 
bakes to durable usefulness in yowr own 
kitchen oven. Goodbye expensive kiln 
firing! DELLA ROBB IA. comes ready
to-use for making pottery, costume 
jewelry, figurines and sculpture. Much 
easier to use than' old-fashioned clay. 
Even the most inexperienced produce 
wonderful results. Just pop the finished 
pieces into your oven for 60 minutes
out come gorgeous finished ceramic 
pieces. Kit contains everything you need 
-generous supply of MIRACLE CLAY, 
full set of glazes, glazing brushes, 3 gen
uine Lustrex Modeling tools, 53-page 
instruction book fully illustrated. Shows 
you how to make costume jewelry
flowers - ash trays - vases - dishes -
tiles - boxes - molds -figurines -
heads. You will rub your eyes in amaze-

• 

Mask by famous sculptor, 
Peter F1ngesten in DELLA 
ROBBIA clay. 

ment and surprise your family and 
friends at the wonderful results you ob
tain with these new materials. Make 
wedding gifts, birthday presents or 
prizes. Sell them at tremendous profits. 
And that's not all! You will have plenty 
of glaze left over to decorate china 
plates, glassware, metal trays, etc. Kit 
contains almost a year's supply of glaze 
for the average hobbyist. The most fa
mous art institution in America offers 
you an opportunity to use this wonder
ful kit. SEND NO MONEY. Simply fill 
out coupon below for the famous DELLA 
ROBBIA CERAMIC KIT. ORDER 
YOUR KIT TODAY. 

,-----------------------------~ SCULPTURE HOUSE DEPT. 295 
304 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 18, N. Y. 

0 Gentlemen: Please scncl me your famous DELLA 
HOilDIA CEH.A~.llC Kl'l'. 1 will pay the postman 0;1 
arrh'al $5.95 plus a fow cenLs postage and C.0.D. 
charge. 

0 I am interested in your ROYAL DRESDEN FIGUR11'TE 
KIT which I w1derst.and contains 3 flguri.J1es and a 
generous suoply or glaio. brushes and instructions. Please 
i:end me tkls kit. On arrival I will pay the postman 
$•1.95 plus a few ceuLS. postu~e und ('.0.D. charge. 

XAME ....••.••.•..•••........•..•.••....•.•....••.• 

ADDRESS .•....•.••••..•....•........•.••••••••••.•• 

CITY .......•.•..•.••...... ZONl: .... STATE ........ . 

0 To save C.0.D. and trnnsportnllon chnrgo enclose $5.95 D 
or $4.95 0 and we prepay all shipping charges. All Scuhl
ture Bouse products fully guaranteed. 

~----------------------------~ 



Would You Invest 
31 to win 

HAPPINESS? 
THREE CENTS-the price of a postage 
stamp--is not inuch of a risk when your 
future happiness is at stake. 

If you are discontented, unhappy, not get
ting ahead ... if you are worried about rising 
living costs . . . if you want to feel equal 
to other people mentally and financially ••• 
then you will want to know something about 
the easy to use principles of self-improvement 
taught by the Mayan Order. Many people who 
have used this proven system claim wonderful 
improvement in mind power. Some give credit 
to Mayan teachings for helping gain new love 
from wives or husbands. Many say that now, 
for the first time, they can face the future 
with confidence and without fear. Others tell 
of astonishing new health. 

The Mayan Order is a fraternal society 
which bases its teachings on the traditional 
wisdom of that mysterious race of astrologers 
and temple builders, the ancient Mayans of 
Mexico and Central America. They deal with 
the problems of making PRAYERS work; 
how to use your subconscious mind, and thou
sands of other practical, helpful suggestions. 

If you are an average man or woman 
who is in a rut financially and mental
ly, the cost of a postage stamp may 
alter your whole life. All you're in
vesting is 3c-so you can't lose. 

ROSE DAWN, Official Scribe of The Mayan Order, 
brilliant radio personality known to millions, wants 
others to benefit from Mayanry as she has done! 

The Mayan Order will be glad to 
send a co,py of their FREE book, 
Mayan Mysteries, which explains 
Mayan teachings. It tells of the sur
prising accomplishments of your own 

JUST MAIL COUPON 
mind and how to put cosmic power on 
YOUR side. There is no obligation in 
mailing the coupon. You decide for 
yourself what to do after you read 
the FREE book, Mayan Mysteries. 
Don't just sit and wait and wish for 
a better life-DO SOMETHING. Mail 
the coupon NOW. 

THE MAYAN ORDER 
P. 0. Box 2710 Dept. F-60 

SAN ANTONIO 6, TEXAS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

..• SEND NO MONEY 

P. 0. Box 2710, Dept. F-60 
San Antonio 6, Texas 

I want you to show me what the Mayan 
Order has actually done for others. Please 
send me your FREE book. This places me 
unlkr no obligation whatever. 

Name 

I · Address ................................. . 
I 
I City ............... . State ........ . 




